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ABSTRACT
The aims of this study are to investigatethe interactive strategiesof the translatorsin
the genreof popular scienceand the potential influence of translation practice on nontranslated popular science writings. The theoretical framework of interaction in
written texts and translations is based on work on text-]inguisties, pragmatics,
discourse analysis, and target-oriented and interactional translation studies. The
theoretical framework of the relationship between translations and non-translations
draws mainly from polysysterntheory and other empirical studies. The investigation
is basedon corpora comprising texts from Scientific American magazine(English.
land
Chinese editions) and Acadenda Sinica Balanced Corpits of Modenz Chinýse. This
corpus-based methodology is adopted to facilitate the observation of recurrent
patternsof interactive trends in a large body of texts. Both quantitative and qualitative
methods are involved. Whereas quantitative analysis points out trends of interaction
based on numerical evidence, qualitative analysis focuses on contextualised factors
and seeks to explain the interactive phenomena.The textual findings of interactive
patterns are then further supportedby paratextual evidence.The study finds that the
Chinese translators of popular science writings tend to take an active approach in
mediating the gap between source text writers and target readers.The translatorsuse
more interactive strategiesthan the source text writers to involve the readers in the
texts. Another important finding is that, based on the use of selected interactive
features,we suggest that the Chinese popular sciencewritings have been influenced
by the interactive strategiesused by the translators,. and have begun to show trends of
more active writer-reader interaction which are not seenin iraditional popular science
writings in Taiwan.
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A NOTE ON BACK TRANSLATION
In the text analysis, each example of Chinese text will be provided with a back
translation in English. Since it is impossible-to provide an "equivalent" translation, a
is
is
The
in
this
to underline
my
approach
warranted.
approach
study
overall
on
note
the translation shifts and provide a grosstranslation of the underlined parts as closely
as possible - even if it may be grammatically inappropriate in English. The focus of
the back translation of the underlined parts is on helping English readersunderstand
the linguistic shifts taking place in the processof translation. The non-underlinedparts
in the exampleswill also be back-translatedwith the purposeof providing information
discussion.
In
back
the
the
translation
the
co-text
of
shifts
under
such
cases,
about
translation,although intended to be as close as possible to the Chinesetexts, needsto
be comprehensibleto the English readers,and therefore grammatical shifts may be
be
in
For
the
tense,
and
articles
may
made
explicit
example,
aspect,
plurality
made.
the back translation; and if necessary,words (such as implicit subjects in Chinese)
may be provided in square brackets. However, these changes are made under the
condition that they do not interfere with the discussion of the underlined translation
shifts.
The transliteration of Chinese proper nouns (of people, institutions, etc.) - except
those with established English transliterations - follows the convention of Hanyu
Pinyin, the most common StandardMandarin romanization systemin use.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Initial Observations
In recent years, popular science writing has quickly emerged in Taiwan as being
among the bestselling publications, the majority of which are translations, especially
from English. Although the publications have received a successful response from the
Taiwanese readers, many scientific experts have expressed their concerns about the
quality of these translations. Their criticisms are focused almost solely on the
by
for
being
translated
translators with
the
translation;
of
example,
works are
accuracy
limited understanding about the subject. Nevertheless, beyond the concern about the
accuracy of translations, little attention is paid to the activity of translation itself and
to examine it from the relevant theories, concerning, for example, whether the
mismatches between the source and target texts are the result of translation strategy
rather than inaccuracy (skopos theory, Nord 1997), or how these translations are
influenced by the target readers (audience design, Bell 1984). The popular science
publications as an emerging genre also raise questions about the role and influence of
translations on the other Chinese popular science writings (polysystem theory, EvenZohar 1978/2000). We would like to argue that the translation of popular science texts
into Chinese has many more interesting dimensions worthy of investigation beyond
the question of accuracy, and this is the motivation for carrying out the present study.

The focus of analysis in this research is on writer (translator)-reader interaction
becauseit is the key feature that defines the genre-

the writing of sciencefor a lay

audience.In the study of English popular science,researchers(e.g. Myers 1989,1991;
Parkinson and Adendorff 2004) have tried to explore how the different linguistic
strategiesin academic science texts and popular science texts are related to different
writer-reader configurations. In this study, the emphasis is not only placed on
describing how interaction is realized through linguistic devices,but, more important,
explaining why the writers (translators) may adopt certain interactive patterns and
how their choices may be influenced by the readers.The social-cultural context in
which the genre of popular sciencelies in Taiwanesesociety will also be brought into

I

discussion as a decisive factor to explain the relative status between translations and
non-translations.

1.2 Aims and Objectives of the Study
The broad aims of this study are two-fold:
9 to investigate evidence of writer/reader interaction in the translation of the
genre of popular sciencefrom English to Chinese
9 to investigate the potential influence of translation practice on non-translated
popular sciencewriting as a new genrein Chinese.
The study endeavours to identify the patterns of linguistic features that are used as
indicators of interaction between writers and readers. In order to identify the trend of
patterns, a corpus-based methodology is chosen so that recurrent patterns can be
identified and quantified more clearly in a large quantity of texts. Besides quantitative
analyses, qualitative

analyses are also conducted based on the frameworks of

textlinguistics, pragmatics and discourse analysis. In summary, to attain the aims of
this study, the specific objectives that need to be achieved are therefore as follows:

*

to construct a theoretical framework and identify a set of textual features
which is appropriate for the investigation of writer/reader interaction in this
corpus;

e following this theoretical framework, to analysethe corpus both quantitatively
and pragmatically in order to identify systematic trends of writer/reader
interaction in the texts, basedon the co-text and context in which the texts are
situated;
9 to compare strategies of writer/reader interaction in translated Chinese, nontranslated Chinese and a comparableChinese corpus to explore the potential
influence of translation practice on the non-translatedChinesepopular science
writings.
This study adopts a corpus-basedmethodology. The popular science corpora under
investigation comprise texts collected from the English magazine
Scientific Ainerican
ZD
and its Chinese edition Kemieren published in Taiwan. The texts will first be
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quantitatively calculated with assistanceof software ParaConc, and then recurrent
patterns of interactive features identified in the numerical evidence will be further
examined manually to investigate the patterns of interactive behaviours of text
participants.

1.3 Content and Structure of the Thesis
First, in Chapter 2 we seek to build a theoretical framework within which the
investigation of writer-reader interaction and the relative status between translations
and non-translationscan be conducted.A review of studieson the languageof popular
science shows that these studies tend to investigate interaction under other topics ideology, politeness,etc. In this chapter,we use the concept of interaction as the spine
and draw from the theories in textlingu.istics, pragmatics, discourse analysis and
translation studies that are relevant to the investigation of writer and reader interaction.
Then, the theoretical framework of the relationship between translations and nontranslationsdraws mainly from polysystem theory and other empirical studies.Finally,
the studies of the selectedinteractive featuresbeing investigated in the present study
are reviewed.
The questions of data and methodology are discussedin Chapter 3. We start with a
review of the application of corpus-basedmethodsin linguistic and translation studies.
The advantagesand potential dangerof conducting a corpus-basedstudy are discussed.
Second, we discuss the construction of the corpora of popular science texts for the
presentstudy. The processof data selection,compilation and,processingare involved.
Finally, the analytical model used in the study is presentedin detail. Four stagesof
analysis are involved - word, text, pragmaticsand serniotics. Several conceptswhich
are crucial in the processof analysis, including translation shifts, markedness,and the
problem of circularity, will also be presented.
The analysis of the parallel corpora is presentedin Chapter 4. The first part gives
numerical findings of selected interactive features (deixis, personal references,
junction, and hedges) in the English and the translated Chinese corpora. The second
part contains a contextual analysis basedon the trends pointed out in the quantitative
analysis,and examinesexamples(and counter-exdmples)of the trend identified in the
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parallel corpora. The contextual analysis will explore the motivations and effects of
the similar or different interactive strategies used by the source text writers and the
translators. The chapter ends with a comparison of two case studies from the parallel
corpora, which aims to demonstrate how interactive strategies function as a network
in a text to achieve collectively its interactive purpose.

In Chapter 5, attention turns to the comparison of interactive strategies among the
three Chinese corpora -a translated, a non-translated, and a reference Chinese corpus.
The first part presents the quantitative findings of the selected interactive features
(with the same features as in Chapter 4), and the second part contains the contextual
analyses. The focus in this chapter is to investigate the potential influence of
translation practice on non-translations. The different interactive patterns among the
three Chinese corpora will be interpreted in relation to the genre of popular science in
Taiwan in particular;

Chapter 6 brings together the findings in Chapter 4 and in Chapter 5 in order to
presenta more comprehensiveaccountof the role of translation - its strategiesand its
influences in the target society. In order to support and verify the suggested
explanations in our textual analyses,we look at evidence from paratexts, including
publisher's statements, presentation of the magazine, and data obtained from
interviews with the text producers.Finally, the backgroundsof the writers and readers
are explored in detail in order to suggestmotivations for their interaction in texts.
Chapter7 concludeswith an evaluation of the study and suggestionsfor further study.
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CHAPTER TWO
TIHEORETICAL FRAMEWORK:
GENRE AND THE AGENCY OF TRANSLATOR
The purpose of this chapter is to review relevant studies in the language of popular
science(2.1), the study of interaction in written texts (2.2), the target- and interactiveoriented approach in translation studies (2.3), and the study of the influence of
translations on the creation of a new genre (2.4). Based on these models, the present
study will construct a theoretical framework that is appropriate for the investigation
into writer-reader interaction in the genre of popular science and the changing
Chinese popular science writings via the media of translations. Section 2.5 reviews
the four linguistic devices that will be used as indicators of interaction in the textual
analyses.Section 2.6 is a short conclusion of this chapter.
2.1 The Language of Popular Science
Writing science for the public is not new in human history-"popular

science is at

least as old as science" (Gregory and Miller 1998:19), but recognizing the writing of
popular science as a genre with its conventional linguistic features from a linguistic
point of view, however, is a modem subject. Also, the shift from regarding popular
science as a process of simplification of knowledge to a negotiation of knowledge
betweentext participants is a new trend.
In Taiwan, with the introduction of more translations of popular sciencepublications,
writing science for the public has gradually become a recognized genre. Under the
influence of translated popular sciencebooks, the boom of this genre started in the
1990s, and the publication of Kexiteren

the Chinese edition of Scientific

Ainerican, literally translated as "Scientific People") in 2002 is regarded as a
landmark in the writing of popular sciencein Taiwan.
In this section, we will begin by reviewing some of the studieson the communicative
and interactive aspectof popular sciencein English (2.1.1), and then we will move the
focus to the development and studies of Chinesepopular science writings in Taiwan
(2.1.2).
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2.1.1 Studies on the Interactive Dimension of English Popular ScienceTexts
As society has begun to regard popular scienceas a pattern of communication with its
own features between experts and lay audiences,the linguistic analysts have also
started to focus on the communicative and interactive functions of the texts.
Researchersdraw from different linguistic models to account for the interaction
between text participants, such as politeness theory (Myers 1989), metadiscourse
(Crismore and Fransworth 1990), and also the textual and discoursal significance
(Myers 1991,1994; Parkinson and Adendorff 2004; House 2006) in the texts. In the
following, we will review some of these works that investigate from different
perspectivesthe links betweentextual featuresand the writer-reader relationshipMyers (1989) compares the politeness strategy I used by the specialized and
popularised science genres. By investigating politeness devices such as pronouns,
hedges,passives,questions,jokes, etc., the study finds that in academic sciencethe
writers make more use of negative politenessstrategy(Brown and Levinson 1987; see
2.2.3) becauseof the greater power distancebetween the individual and the science
community. By contrast, the writers of popularizations have less tension with public
audiences,so the texts have more unhedgedclaims or personal attributions.,This study
explains different linguistic patterns in the texts as a response to the politeness
strategy adopted by the text producers when managing different writer-reader
interaction.

Varttala (1999) also looks at the politenessstrategyin popular scienceby focusing on
2

the use of hedges . Unlike Myers (1989), who investigates popular science as a
contrastto academicscience,Varttala assertsthat the use of hedgesin popular science
has different motivations to serve its unique communicative purposesand audiences..
The significance of this study is to treat the interaction between scientists and lay
audiencesas the starting point, rather than treating the communication among experts
asthe unmarked form of interaction.

1Here he follows the model politenesstheory of Brown and Levinson (1987). See2.2.3 for more
details of the application of politenesstheory in written texts.
2An accountof the investigation of hedgesin this study will also be discussedin 2.5.4.
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Different managementof interaction can also be shown in the cohesionin the texts. In
Myers (1991), interaction is investigated by relating the lexical cohesion to the
writer's considerationof the readers' knowledge. For example, in specializedscience,
cohesion is usually maintained implicitly through lexical cohesion, but in popular
science a full range of cohesive devices, such as pronouns, junction, ellipsis, and
repetition, is used to assist the readersto processrelationships between propositions.
The readersrely on cohesive markers to processlexical meanings.This study will be
consequently referred to in our analysis, as cohesion is always regarded as an
important dialogic strategyusedby the writers to signal to the readers3

Other studies relate different relationships between writers and readersby comparing
the construction of sciencein academicand popular genres.Myers (1994) looks at the
narratives of molecular genetics in journal articles and in popular sciencereports by
examining the presentation of textual organization, syntax and vocabulary. The
findings show that in popular science,the discoursetends to foreground the role of
scientists and the scientific discovery as an event, whereas in academic science the
discoursefocuseson abstractconceptsand techniques.
Also concerning the ideological view of sciencereflected in the text, Parkinson and
Adendorff (2004) agree with Myers (1994) that popular science places greater
emphasison the role of scientists than academicscience does, but further compares
popular sciencewith sciencein textbooks,which are also intended for readerswith no
scientific knowledge. Their findings suggest that, although both are targeting lay
audiences,the writers of popular science treat the readers as in-group membersand
shareknowledge with them, whereasthe writers of textbooks present themselvesas
authorities to provide uncontroversial scientific findings and distancethemselvesfrom
readers.

3Textual organization and cohesion as a device of interaction are proposedby researcherssuch asHoey
(1983), see2.2.3; and the cohesivestrategyis particularly relevant to the qualitative analysis of deixis
(4.2.1,5.2.1) andj unctives (4.2.3,5.2.3).
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Theseanalysesof sciencediscoursemay not seemdirectly related to the writer-reader
interaction in the texts, but they can be a reasonfor the writer's different strategiesto
interact with the readers. In other words, how the writer views the construction of
sciencemay detennine how they want to present scienceknowledge to their readers.
The comparisonof textbooks and popular sciencedrawn by Parkinson and Adendorff
(2004) provides an important insight into the investigation of popular sciencewriting
in this stud becauseour analysis will later show that the traditional sciencewritings
,
for the public in Taiwan resemblemany of the featuresof textbooks, as pointed out in
the study of Parkinson and Adendorff.
The interactive function of popular science is also a subject of interest in translation
studies, and complicated

factors are involved

in the process of intercultural

communication. Baumgarten et al. (2004), for example, focus on the communicative
purpose of popular science. Based on data from the German and English editions of
the magazine Scientiflc Ainerican, they investigate the pragmatic shifts taking place in
the translations by focusing on interactive features such as personal deixis, modality,
information

structure, and word order. The result shows that the interpersonal

dimension is less prominent in the German translations than in the English source
texts. Baumgarten et al. (ibid. ) demonstrate that, even in the process of translation,
interaction in the popular science texts still plays an important part in the decisionmaking process of the translators 5

whether to relay the same interactive function or

not .

Theseanalysesof the genre of English popular sciencedemonstratethat rich linguistic
resourcesare used in the text for the purposeof interaction, and provide some useful
toolkits that can be used to investigate writer-reader interaction, including textual,
interpersonaland discoursal.dimensions.However, what these studies did not do was
to take interaction as the main focus. They focused on different aspects such as
politeness, cohesion and ideology, and each of them can be related to interaction in
4A mixture of the two seemsto be one of the featurescharacterizingthe sciencewritings for the public
in Taiwan, as will be shown more clearly in the qualitative analysis of hedgesin 5.2.4.
5The translation of interaction will be further discussedin 2.3. This project is also important to our
analysisof translation as a medium to initiate the creation of a new genre,and this aspectof the project
will be further reviewed in 2.4.
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one way or another. The present study takes interaction as the most important
phenomenon in popular science texts and covers all the relevant issues discussed in
this section as possible explanations. In the next section we will look at how Chinese
popular science writings are presented in Taiwan.

2.1.2 Development and Studies of Popular Sciencein Taiwan
V A, literally translated as "science
Kepit (f4 IF-I abbreviation of Kexite Puji
,
popularization") is often regarded as the equivalent of popular science in English.
Chinese scholars usually define this term as having three components: accuracy of
science,style of literature, and humour (Fang 2004). The criticisms of local popular
science writings generally focus on the entertainment factor - that is, Taiwanese
popular science writing is not sufficiently interesting to attract readers. Pan (2002)
comparedwritings in Taiwan with those in English, and cast doubt on whether Kepit
in Taiwan can really be said to be the equivalent of popular sciencein English.

Translations of popular science, greatly outnumbering texts produced by Taiwanese
writers, also draw many criticisms. The present study surveys a range of online
reviews about translatedpopular sciencebooks (e.g. Pan 2001, Lin 2000, Hong 2004)
finds
that many of them use the word shense
and

implying both difficulty and

distance. It seems that the content may be interesting but the problems lie in the
language,which causesthe readersdifficulty in accessingthe textual world.
Even though the boom of kepit has lasted in Taiwanesesociety for more than a decade,
judging from the reviews prevailing in the society, there still seemsto be a lack of
consensusas to what constitutes good popular science writing and even whether the
so-called Chinese popular-science writing exists. Hong (2004), along with many
others, calls for the cultivation of local Chinesepopular sciencewriters, and regards
the introduction of the Chinese edition of Scientific Ainerican as an open window for
the Chinese writers, as it includes not only translations from the English edition but
also Chinese scientists' writings. The influence and evaluation of this magazine can
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be seen from the fact that it has received awards for the best scientific magazine6
every year since its publication in 2002 (until the latest one in 2006).

In terms of the linguistic or translation studies popular science,there are only a few
-of
academicstudies.King's (2003) study setsout to investigatethe strategy and principle
of the translation of popular science from the point of view of a reader. The study
concerns the gap between the source culture and the target culture. This research
adopts a prescriptive perspective and concludes five gdidelines for the translator of
popular sciencetranslators (ibid.: 22-24): (1) understandingof the readers' background;
(2) accuracy of scientific information; (3) consistency in the translation of
terminology; (4) naturalnessof the language;(5) avoidance of potential obstaclesto
comprehension to the readers. Although King's study brings consideration of the
target readers, it focuses only on the language itself and fails to contextualize the
analysisby drawing in the role of text participants and their interaction.
Chen's (2006) study is also based on the translation of popular science texts in
Taiwan. The focus of this study is to construct a large-scale Chinese comparable
corpus, and to test connective explicitation as a feature in support of the explicitation
hypothesis (Blum-Kulka 1986/2000).The study finds that Chinese translatedpopular
sciencetexts tend to use more connectivesthan non-translatedtexts. However, there is
little concern of the generic features of popular science in Taiwan in this study. As
specified in the study (Chen 2006:268), popular sciencetexts are chosenfor the study
because they provide a contrast to the literary corpora which are more often
investigated,they are a genre of growing popularity in the Chinesetranslation market,
and the reference corpus is readily available. It is clear that the study focuses on the
statistical and quantitative analysis of the data, rather than exploring the generic
featuresthat are located in the texts.

6JinDingJiang is an award for the publication industry launchedby the Taiwanesegovernment.The
numberof sciencemagazinesregisteredfor the competitions is not available.According to a study of
sciencemagazinesat 2004 (Fang 2004), at leastthirty sciencemagazineswere published in Taiwan
aroundthe time between2002-2006.Therefore, it is assumedthat Scientific American is competing
with many other sciencemagazinesand the award is a real confirmation of its quality and contribution
to society.
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To conclude, from a social perspective, it can be seen that the trend of popular science
writing is changing, and remains largely under the influence of a comparison of local
and English writings. Chinese science writings for the public have been challenged as
not being real popular science, and a new canon has been introduced as the model for
Chinese writers. Nevertheless, it should be clear that the linguistic study of popular
science has not yet described this trend, and has failed to account for the contextual
factors that are located in the Chinese popular science texts.

2.1.3 Concluding Remarks
The overall framework of the present study will be derived from the important work
on the interactive dimension in English popular sciencetexts discussedabove (section
2.1.1). The social and linguistic featuresof Chinesepopular science writings (section
2.1.2), although of limited utility as an analytical model, will be referred to in the
courseof social-textual analysis of Chinesetexts. The model for analyzing interaction
will be further complementedby other works of interaction in written texts (2.2) and
in translation (2.3).

2.2 Interaction in Written Texts
One of the aims in this thesis is to investigate interaction in written texts. It seems
needlessto emphasizethat a written text involves interaction, since it is written by a
writer and read by readers,and therefore the writer, the readersand the text interact.
However, when the study of interaction in linguistics began to attract attention, the
focus was mostly on spokentexts, in which the interaction of speakerand listener was
more obvious. Nevertheless,interaction in written texts has gradually received more
attention and different approacheshave been.proposed. Researchers(Hoey 1983,
Nystrand 1986, Myers 1999, Thompson and Thetela 1995, Hyland 2005 and many
others) argue that interaction in written texts can be conductedlike that in the spoken
text, though in different Waysas a result of different media.
The definition of interaction in previous studies, however, remains a vague concept.
The concept of interaction has been introduced in different linguistic disciplines, but
they all seem somewhat different in what they mean. The discussion of
"interpersonal" (Halliday 1985), "communicative" (Beaugrandeand Dressler 1981),
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"dialogic" (Hoey 1983), or "metadiscursive" (Crismore and Fransworth 1990, Hyland
2005) aspectsof written texts all seemrelated to the concept of interaction, but these
studies are, however, isolated under different kinds of frameworks and approaches
and do not relate to eachother.

In the present study, we adopt the theme of "interaction" - which will be defined for
the purpose of the present study in 2.2.1 below - as the spine of the theoretical
framework, and use this main concept as the needle to interweave all the related
studies in different disciplines together into a theoretical model which will enableus
to gain a clearerpicture of the interactive dimension of our data.
2.2.1 Overview of the Investigation of Interaction in Written Texts
Thompson and Thetela (1995) and Thompson (2001) provide a clear picture of the
studiesof interaction in written texts. They point out that there are two mainstreamsin
this field: information-oriented and function-oriented. (The fon-ner is also termed
interactive and the latter interactional)7.

(1) Information-oriented: The core concepthere is that dialogue should be regardedas
the basis of the construction of monologue, so the written text is considered as.a
dialogue between writer and reader (e.g. Widdowson 1984; Hoey 1983; and more
discussionbelow in 2.2.3). This is also called a reader-friendly interaction becausethe
focus of the studiesis on how the writers care about their readers.
(2) Function-oriented: This approach concentrates on the side of the writers in
interaction, and is also called writer-oriented. The theoretical basis can be traced back
to the interpersonal function in SFG (Halliday 1985). The studies focus on how the
writers use linguistic features to expresstheir attitude and stanceovertly in the texts by the use of questions,commentsand evaluationsetc., and to influence the readers.

7To avoid confusion, in the presentstudy we keep the term interactive as a generalreferenceto the
adjective of all activity of interaction, and use the terms information- and function-oriented to refer to
the two specific categoriesof interaction.
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Although the studies of interaction are categorized into two approaches,they are,
however, "essentially the two sidesof the samecoin" (Thompson 2001:61). In a text a
writer generally wants to achievethe two interactive goals at the sametime, and often
a linguistic device is employed to achieve two interactive purposes simultaneously.
For example, inserting a question can be regardedas a friendly signal, demonstrating
the concernsfor the question the readerspossibly have in mind, but on the other hand
this can be a manipulative strategyto encouragethe readersto follow the questionand
then acceptthe answersprovided. Therefore, the approachof staying on only one side
of the interactive dimension may result in an incomplete interpretation of the writerreaderrelationship.

For this reason,Thompson and Thetela (1995:125) raise their concernsabout the trend
that the two aspectsof the interaction are often conducted separately:"one area that
has not yet been explored is the way in which interactive, reader-friendly choices
work together with interactional, reader-managingchoices." This is also the basic
principle we intend to follow in examining our data: not only how the writers act but
also how the readersinfluence the text. The approachis to bring the two sides of the
pictures into consideration and provide a clearerpicture of the interaction taking place
in our data. Therefore, for the present study, interaction in texts is defined as the
phenomenon of how the writers position themselves in the text and how the
readers participate in the process of reading.
In the following section, an account of the researchon interaction in written texts in
different disciplines and approacheswill be given, and an account provided of how
they may be distilled into a model suitable for the presentstudy.
2.2.2 Systemic Functional
Halliday

(1985,1994

Grammar

2nd edition),

in his SFG, separates the interpersonal (an

interactive exchange) and textual function (the construction of texts) of languages
alongside the view of ideational function (a representation of experience). When
discussing clauses as exchange, he touches upon

the issue of

interaction:

"Simultaneously with its organization as message, the clause is also organized as an
interactive

event involving speaker, or writer and audience" (Halliday 1994:68, my
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emphasis). Although the term "interactive" is used here, it is different from the
concept of interaction pursued in this study, because the interpersonal function is
actually more personal than interactive. This model is the origin of the idea of
function-oriented, or writer-oriented, interaction proposedby Thompson and Thetela
(1995). The interpersonal function concernsonly "the speaker's 'angle': his attitudes
andjudgements,his encoding of the role relationships in the situation, and his motive
in saying anything at all" (Halliday and Hasan 1976:26-27). In the SFG model, the
interpersonal function is realized mainly through Mood and Modality 8. However,
modality is not always interactional but only personal because"modal and attitudinal
expressions normally convey the speaker's own view of events without directly
setting up interactional expectation" (Thompson and Thetela 1995:106). Compared
with the definition of interaction adopted in the present study (see 2.2.1), the
interpersonalfunction deals only with how the writers present themselvesin the text
and not how the readersinfluence the text.
By focusing on the function of language, SFG, however, has brought the study of
languages into a new realm and inspired many more studies later in the field of
interaction. Language is no longer a relation between form and meaning, but between
meaning and function. It is only when we start to consider the function of language
that it becomes sensible to discuss the interaction in texts, since interaction does not
reside in the form or meaning of language, but exists between the text participants in
the process of using languages.

2.2.3 Textual Organization and Cohesion
If SFG concernsmainly writer's discourse,then the studies of Hoey (1983,1991, and
2001) can be regardedas concerningreader's discourse.Reviewing Halliday's map of
language(1961), Hoey (1991:198) proposesthat the term of context used by Halliday
is mainly semantics-basedand suggestsreplacing the term context.with interaction.
He uses interaction as a synonym of context, but his concept of context is largely

8 In SFCýMood is the constituent formed by Subject, a nominal group, and Finite, part of a verbal
group (Halliday 1985:72-73). Modality refers to the expressionof the speaker'sopinion, through
intermediatedegreesbetweenthe positive and negativepoles (ibid.: 86).
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related to the dialogic nature of written texts. To elaborate this point, we must first
summarizehow Hoey views the role of reader.
Rather than hold the traditional view of texts as being a product controlled by the
9
H'oey
follows
dialogic
the
writer,
viewpoint to put more focus on "the reader's
approachto a discourse" (ibid.: 13). That is, the writer can control what to write in the
text but the reader also has the power to select what to read and how to interpret.
Reading instructional manuals or dictionaries are all good examples of the reader's
power to select the parts they want to read. Therefore, the readers' participation in the
processof reading is no less important than the writers' participation in the processof
writing. As in the process of speaking, the process of writing also involves a
construction of dialogues between the writer and the imagined readers in his mind,
and an anticipation of the readers' possible responses.On the reader's side, they also
anticipate what the writer would want to tell them in the text. Thus, based on the
cultural and linguistic background and what has already been said in the text, the
writers expect the readers' reaction and the readersexpect the writers' action.
In Hoey's study, this dialogic nature of written texts is especially reflected in the
textual organization. He focuses on how sentencesare organized in a text by the
writer and interpreted by the reader. Some key sentential relationships include
sequence relations such as time sequence and cause sequence, signalled by
subordinatorsand sentenceconjunctions, and also matching relations such as contrast,
similarity, and exemplification, signalled by subordinators, conjunctions, repetition,
and parallelism (Hoey 2001:3 1). The writers use these linguistic devices as signals to
tell the readershow to interpret the texts, and if the readerspick up the message,the
communication is successful; otherwise, the comprehensionmay slow down or even
break down.

Hoey emphasizes dialogic nature in the text-linguistic
0

analysis, and places more

emphasison the readers' influence on the construction of texts. Written texts are no
9 Hoey's dialogic approachcan date back to Bakhtin (1973), who first proposesthe use of dialogic
a
approachto examineDostoevsky's prose.Bakhtin claims that this writing does not reflect the writer's
voice alone, but many linguistic featuressuggestthat the passagesof monologuecan easily be
converted into a dialogue.
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longer controlled by the writers, but in the analysis of the construction of a written
text we cannot neglect the reader's backgroundor attitude becausethey also influence
the writer's decision. Nevertheless,the problem with this model is that the linguistic
devices are taken from the starting point of the writer's service to meet the readers'
needs. In reality, the writers and the readers are strategic selves and they do not
always intend to cooperatewith each other, and the communication can often get into
trouble. To analyse further the processof interaction, we need to examine interaction
theory from a pragmatic point of view.
2.2.4 Pragmatics: Intentionality

Acceptability
and

An important work on approaching interaction in texts is that of Beaugrande and
Dressler (1981). Although they did not use the word "interaction",

their studies of

texts consider the components of writer, reader, and situation. The most significant
i.
is
from
text-centred
to
a
a
a user-centred approach, e. they open the
contribution
shift
door for pragmatics.

They approach the interaction within texts - which is defined as tia communicative
occurrence" (ibid.: 3) - with the following standardsof textuality: cohesion,coherence,
intentionality, acceptability, informativity, situationality, intertextuality. Cohesionand
coherence are concerned with the structure within a text, intentionality and
acceptability concernsthe attitude of writer and reader towards the text, and the other
three are related to the context in which the texts are located. Among the seven
standards,their studies of cohesionand coherenceprovide a useful insight for the data
analysis in the presentstudy, especially concerningjunctionlo, but here we would like
to draw more attention to the user-centredaspectof intentionality and acceptability.
The discussion of intentionality and acceptability concerns the role of text producer
and text receiver, and is therefore important to our central line of interaction theory.
Intentionality can be simply put as "the text producer's attitude that the set of
occurrencesshould constitute a cohesive and coherent text instrumental in fulfilling
the producer's intentions" (ibid.: 7) In other words, the text producer can decide how
I.
10Cohesionandjunction in their study will be reviewed in 2.5.3 and applied in the qualitative analysis
of junction in 4.2.3 and 5.2.3.
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best to use cohesion and coherencein order to reach their communicative goal. On the
other side of interaction, acceptability concerns"the text receiver's attitude that the set
of occurrencesshould constitute a cohesive and coherent text having some use or
relevancefor the receiver" (ibid.: 7). Therefore, the text receiver can also decide how
to accepta text as being cohesiveand coherent,dependingon his attitude basedon the
relevanceof the texts to himself. Not only does a text contain features and structures
that can be used to signal the writer's attitude or concernsfor the readers,but the text
participant's attitude is also important in a successfulcommunication.
If Halliday's (1985) study tells us which linguistic features in the texts can be related
to the writer's attitude, and Hoey's (1983) studiestell us which textual organization in
the texts show the writer's concernsfor the readers,then Beaugrandeand Dressler's
(1981) theory approachesthe issuefrom the other perspective:how the writer chooses
to use a particular linguistic feature and how the reader acceptsa particular linguistic
feature. An important advantageof adopting this viewpoint is that not only can we
investigatewhat is in the texts, but what is not in the texts also becomesmeaningful.
Here text is regarded as "a document of decision, selection, and combination", and
therefore "many occurrencesare significant by virtue of the other alternatives which
might have occurred instead" (ibid.: 35). Following this line we can relate the
linguistic features identified in the texts as a choice made by the text producers,and
then, following the aspects of intentionality and acceptability, we can relate the
choicesto the attitudes of the text participants.

2.2.5 Politeness
To understandthe intention of the writers and their consideration for the readersin a
given social context, the concept of Face is important to the analysis of interaction.
Brown and Levinson (1987) draw on Goffman (1967) for the concept of Face, and
construct a model of politeness. Although their theory is originally based on
conversational data and focuses on face-to-face interaction between speaker and
hearer, the application of politeness theory, however, has been extended to the
analysis of several genres of written texts (e.g. Cherry 1988, Hagge and Kostelnick
1989,Myers 1989).
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,

Faceis "the public self-image
ZD that every member wants to claim for himself' (Brown
and Levinson 1987:61). In the system of politeness theory, a Model Person carries
both a negative face face -

i. e. the freedom of action and from imposition, and a positive

i. e. the desire of being appreciatedand approved of. Any action that may

threatenthe other person's positive or negative face is called a Face Threatening Act
(FI`A). In an interaction it is inevitable that an FTA is always involved, and the
interactant as a strategic self always has to calculate between the highest pay-off and
the least loss of face. The weight of an FTA, according to the theory, is basedon the
social distance and the relative distance in power between the interlocutors, and the
rank of the imposition. If we follow the line of preserving face as the motivation
behind the interaction, then the text analyst can reconstruct a line of reasonsbehind
any individual choice of linguistic features if they have a clear picture of the social
relationship betweenthe participants.
Although the politeness theory proposedby Brown and Levinson deals mainly with
spoken data, it plays an important part in the present study by bringing the social
relationship between writers and readersinto an explanation for the interaction. Given
that the writers and readers in popular sciencehave great social and power distance
(science experts versus lay audiences), it will be significant to observe how the
popular science writers use linguistic devices to interact with readers or to modify
FrAs.

2.2.6 Genre and Discourse
Genre and discourse may not seem directly related to the theory of interaction, but
they provide an important net in which the issuesof interaction discussedabove can
all rest. The,starting point of genre and discoursestudy is:
the listener/reader,speaker/writer,seennot as an isolated individual, but as a
social agent, located in a network of social relations, in specific places in a
social structure (Kress 1989:5).
When we discussinteraction at a pragmatic level, the text participants seemto interact
as strategic selves. However, text producers and receivers actually rely on the social
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or institutional norms to carry out a successfulinteraction. To be more specific, the
follow
Kress (1989) and
involve
discoursal
Here
constraints.
we
norms
generic and
Hatim and Mason (1990) for the definition of thesetwo concepts.Genresare defined
as conventionalized forms of texts derived from conventionalized forms of the
occasions,and they encode the functions, purposesand meanings embodied in those
social occasions (Kress 1989:19). Discourse in this study refers to the "attitudinally
determinedexpression" that is characteristicof a social institution (Hatim and Mason
1990:70). The traces of interaction analyzed in the texts are the realizations of the
writer's choices that are governed by generic and discoursal constraints. A
hierarchical relationship amongst text, discourse and genre is displayed in the
following figure:

SOCIAL OCCASIONS
I
reflected in
(conventional)

GENRE

expressed in
DISCOURSE
I
TEXT

(attitudinal)
realised in
(communicative, goal-oriented)

Figure 2.1 Hierarchical relationship between text, discourse and genre
(adaptedfrom Hatim and Mason 1990:71,74)
It is with the awareness of this social mechanism involved in the process of
interaction and embodied in the written texts that the text producer and the text
receivers can achieve an interaction. If the text participants fail to be aware of the
constraints, they fail to interact. The text producers express their intentions by
following (or manipulating) the generic and discoursal constraints and send the
convcntionalised interaction components to the readers through the medium of the
text. The text receivers retrieve the interaction components following a reverse
direction by reference to the discoursal and generic constraints in which the text and
the text participants are located, and then reasonthe intention of the writers - i. e. they
build a "text-world model" (Beaugrandeand Dressler 1981:84)
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Given that the aim of the presentstudy is not only to describebut also to endeavourto
explain the activity of interaction, CDA (e.g. Fowler'and Kress 1979, Martin 1985,
Fairclough 1989,1995), among other approaches to discourse, is of particular
importance to the theoretical framework. The principle of CDA is that languagesnot
only reflect but also reconstruct ideologies in social institutions, and very often these
ideological values have been neutralized in the habits of languages and become
unnoticed by the languageusers.The critical approachadoptedby CDA is in contrast
to the descriptive approach, which either adopts a non-explanatory approach or
provides explanation only within local limits (such as the intentions of a particular
text or writer). CDA seemsto go beyond the immediate context of the texts and seeks
an, explanation for cumulative social practices in a macro structure. Although the
demystification of political discourseand social objectives, which are often the topics
in CDA, have no part to play in the presentstudy, this critical approachwill still be an
important tool in the analysis of the present study since we seek to explore and
explain the significance of popular science in the society and the attitude of text
participants.

It should be noticed that CDA, although a powerful explanatory framework, has often
been criticized for circularity (by Stubbs 1997, Widdowson 2004). It is argued that
CDA analysts often approach texts with a biased perspective; that is, they look for
what they want to derive from the texts. The solution proposed for minimizing
subjective intervention in the interpretation of the texts includes an ethnographic
approach, corpus linguistics, etc. (Stubbs 1997:111). The present study is aware of
this problem, and seeks to support our findings and explanations from paratextual
evidence.A detailed approachto deal with circularity in the analysis will be discussed
in the methodology in section 3.4.
2.2.7 Concluding Remarks
Although the theories reviewed in this section seemto have different approachesand
goals - writer- versus reader-oriented, personal versus textual, descriptive versus
critical, together they contribute to a study of interaction in written texts. It is obvious
that many of the dimensions of interaction reviewed in this section have remained
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unexplored by the studies of Chinese popular science writings (see 2.1.2), and
therefore it is an important aim of the study to carry out an investigation into different
dimensionsof interaction in the data.
2.3 Target-oriented and Interactive Translation Studies
The models reviewed in 2.2 can also apply to translations, as one type of texts. For
based
have
text
text
target
translation
source
and
on the
studies
compared
example,
models of SFG (House 1997); cohesive strategy (Blum-Kulka 1986/2000, Baker
1992); politeness strategy (Hatim 1998, House 1998); discourse analysis (Hatim and
Mason 1990, Mason 1994, Munday 2002), etc. However, the process of translation
involves interaction between not only writers and readersbut also translators, which
from
The
translation
target-oriented
theory
the
makes
analysis more complicated.
framework
be
involved
in
the
theoretical
to
of the presentstudy. Targetstudiesneeds
interactive
linguistic
here
involved
the
to
translation
compare
oriented
studies are
devices adopted by the source and target writers and to explain their different
interactive purposes when facing different audiences.Therefore, the assumption is
that the translation has its own purpose,which may or may not be the sameas that of
the original, and the shifts taking place in the process of translation should be
regarded as resulting from the purpose and audiencesof translation rather than nonequivalenceto the sourcetext, as viewed traditionally.
In this section, we will first review the target-orientedfunctional approach,including
skopos theory, and the audience design that complementsthe purpose of translation
with particular emphasison the complexity of audiences.Polysystemtheory is also an
important target-oriented translation theory, but it will be discussed in section 2.4
when the influence of translations on target culture is discussed.Then, in section 2.3.2
discourse
the
of
analysis of translatedtexts that
we will review
representativestudies
follow the target-oriented translation model to carry out the investigation of
interaction in parallel texts.
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2.3.1 Translation

as a Purposeful Activity

Skopos, derived from Greek meaning "purpose", was introduced into translation
studies by Vermeer (1989/200011) and then elaborated by Nord (1991,1997)

as a

technical term for the purpose of a translation. Skopos theory takes the purpose of a
translation as the most important principle in translation activity.

Vermeer seestranslation as one particular variety of translation action that is basedon
12
a sourcetext . Translation takes place when a commissionerorders a translation with
a translation brief, i. e. the information given by the clients regarding the purpose of
the target texts, the target addressees,and other details such as time, place, occasion
and medium (Nord 1997:30). Translators, as the only bi-cultural experts in this
activity, have to decide whether it is possibleto produce this translation, or how to do
so. They may need to negotiate with the commissioneruntil the translation brief and
the reality reach an agreement, and then take this final agreement as the guiding
principle throughout their translation decisions.This guiding principle is referred to as
skopos.

Skopos theory moves away from the debate on equivalence in translation (e.g.
Jakobson1959 and Nida 1964) and adoptsa functional point of view. It is the purpose
of the translation rather than the source text that determines the production of a
translation. Unlike the traditional point of view that takes sourcetexts as the yardstick
for translation decisions and assessmentof translation quality, skopos theory
considerssource texts only as an "offer of infon-nation" (Vermeer 1982, as translated
in Nord 1997:3 1). The source texts provide a point of departurefor the translator, but
beyond that the translator has to look at the end use of the translation in decisionmaking.

With regard to skopos, Nord (1997:47) distinguishesbetweentwo types of translation
process:documentarytranslation and instrumentaltranslation.

11The paper is an English translation by Andrew Chesterman,and the sourcetext is basedon a sketch
of someprevious work of Vermeerand others.
12Translation action without source text is like giving advice on cross-culturalcommunication as a
culture consultant.
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Documentary translation "aims at producing in the target language a kind of
docinizent of (certain aspects of) a communicative

interaction in which a

source-culture sender communicates with a source-culture audience via the
source text under source-culture conditions"

(ibid.: 47). The effect of a

documentary translation, such as in some literature translation, may make the
texts feel exotic or distant from the target audience.
Instrumental

translation

intends to produce "in

the target language an

instnuizent for a new communicative interaction between the source-culture
senderand a target-culture audience,using (certain aspectsof) the sourcetext
as a model" (ibid.: 47). In other words, the translator retells the texts which are
usually adapted to the target norms and conventions, and the readers are not
supposedto be awareof the fact that it is a piece of translation.
In a target-oriented text analysis, we can examine the strategy and process of
translation, and relate theseto the intendedcommunicativepurposeof the translation.
Although it provides a new insight into translation studies, skopos is often criticized
for not respecting the role of the source text. Newmark (1990:106), for example,
disagreeswith "the concentrationon the messageat the sacrifice of the richnessof the
meaning and to the detriment of the authority of the source-languagetext". In other
words, the skopos view of seeing a sourcetext as merely an offer of information may
run the risk of overlooking some important message contained in the texts.
Respondingto this accusation,Nord (1997:119-120)explains that skopos theory does
not throw the source texts away but stressessimply that "the source text, or more
precisely, its linguistic and stylistic features,is no longer regardedas the one and only
yardstick for a translation." In fact, in her translation-oriented text analysis model
(1991,1997), Nord includes the sourcetext analysis as one important step that guides
the translator to make a decision on translation strategies.Furthermore, Nord (1991)
addsthe principle of loyalty to skopostheory, which commits the translator to a moral
has
both
The
the
the
target
texts.
translator
to
and
a moral obligation
obligation
source
to reveal to the target readersany changesmade in the target texts. Therefore, it would
be a misunderstanding to think that the functional approach does not respect the
sourcetexts.
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Skopos theory has brought an innovation to the study of translation by replacing the
equivalence-based analysis by a purpose-driven analytical model. Equivalence is not -

the only standard by which one should evaluate a translation. This purpose-driven
theory provides a new ground for study that seestranslation shifts as being the result
of a processof decisions,which is intendedto servethe purposeof the translation.
In skopos theory, the target audienceplays a decisive role. To investigate further the
influence of the target receivers on the translation, audiencedesign must be brought
into consideration.
Audience design is derived originally from the discipline of interactional
sociolinguistics. Bell (1984) categorizes text receivers into four groups, according to

their status as to whether they are known, ratified, or directly addressedby the
speakers.
Known
Addressees
Yes
Auditors
Yes
Yes
Overhearers
EavesdroppersI No

Ratified Directly addressed Influence on the speakers
Yes
Yes
1
2
Yes
No
No
3
No
I No
14
No

Table 2.1 Four categoriesof audiencesin the model of audiencedesign (Bell 1984)
Their influence on the text producers varies according to their distance - the more
distant they are from the producers,the less influence they have. In spoken interaction,
the speakers'utterancesrespond to the audienceat the time, i. e. a responsiveaudience
design. In a remote communication or when applying to a written interaction, the text
producers often take an initiative audience design. That is, the text producer
anticipates the potential response of the receivers and accordingly adjusts the text
production. Bell's (1984) study focuses on oral communication, but Mason (2000)
and Serban (2005) apply this notion to written translation and emphasize the role of

the "referee group" (based on Bell 1984): "any third-party group (or discourse
community) whose attributes, including their speech/writing style, are valued by
6).
definition
both"
(Mason
2000:
This
the
the
or
of the
addresser
or
addressee
either
referee group correspondsto the discussionof the role of discourse in interaction in
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2.2.6: that two parties interact by referring to and inferring from the institutional
norms. The notion that translation is under the influence of more than one group and
the discoursal value of the referee group can help provide a fuller explanation in the
presentstudy.
2.3.2 Interactional Translation Studies
Skopos theory provides a starting point from which the translation has its own
function
does
follow
have
form
the
the
translator
to
the
or
of the
not
purpose, and
build
it
is
The
to
text
texts.
step
of
which
will
make
next
a
model
analysis
source
possibleto describeand explain interaction in the parallel corpus.
The analytical model used in the presentstudy is basedmainly on the model advanced
by Hatim and Mason (1990,1997). Their study is based on the assumption that
translation is "a communicative process which takes place within a social context"
(1990:3). They go beyond comparing ST and TT profiles (as in the register analysisof
House 1977,1997; Baker 1992) and take a discourse approach in order to capture
further the role of the translator's motivation in the process of translation. In this
model, the analysis of the texts proceedsalong three dimensions:
9 Communicative: user (idiolect, dialect, etc.) and use (field, mode, tenor)
o Pragmatic: intentionality (speechacts, implicatures, presuppositions,text act,
etc.)
*

Serniotic: discourse,genre, and text

Among the three, the serniotic value is especially important in accounting for the
translator's motivation. In the review of linguistic studies in 2.2.6, we mentioned that
discourse and genre analysis provide a framework to explain the entire individual
interaction taking place. Similarly, Hatim and Mason (1990:12) suggest that "the
translator's motivations are inextricably bound up with the socio-cultural context in
which the act of translating takesplace."
In order to capture the socio-cultural context, a socio-textual analysis is important. At
the serniotic level, the analysts take linguistic expressionsas signs. For example, "of
course" is regardedas a typical sign in an English counter-argumentation,but in other
socio-cultural contexts it may not have this significance. An important task in
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translation is to identify the signs in the sourcetext, and then seek to relay the overall
contextual effects that are collectively supported by the sign, instead of looking for
the equivalent of a sign. Overall, the assessmentof translation is basedon whether the
13
targetreaderscan read off the attitudinal stanceand rhetorical purposesof the text
.
The socio-textual approach adoptedby Hatim and Mason follows the target-oriented
translation approach to bring the purpose of translations and the norms of target
culture into consideration,and, basedon a discourseapproach(as discussedin section
2.2.6), to seek explanations of micro-level linguistic devices from macro-level social
and institutional constraints.

Munday (2002) is another scholar who pursues an explanation for the translation
shifts taking place. Munday's study is basedprimarily on the descriptive translation
studies(DTS) of Toury, but, detecting a lack of specific and systematicstepsin DTS,
Munday proposesto bring the SFG of Halliday (1985) and the socio-textual practices
of Hatim and Mason (1990) into his modified DTS model. Munday's analysis also
considershow source texts as well as target texts are both located and acceptedin the
source culture, instead of the more target-oriented approach taken by Toury. The
model is designedto be replicable and testableon any texts and languagepairs, so that
a more comprehensive picture of translation phenomena can be built up through
cumulative results.
The model is operated by first comparing ST and TT in terms of their role and
reception in their own cultural systems. In this step, Munday suggests that the
reception of texts can be observed through their sociocultural context by methods
such as interviews, looking closely at the reactions in media, and also evidence from
illustrations and presentationsof the texts. Then, the two textual profiles are compared
to identify the translation shifts that have occurred. In this step, corpus linguistic tools
are used to enable rapid manipulation. It is suggestedthat the analysts focus on the
relative markedness of linguistic features in their metafunctions -

ideational,

13Notice that this view is not entirely compatible with skoposapproach.Skopos theory
a
evaluatesa
translation from a translator-orientedview, i.e. how the translator achievesthe purposeof the
translation.Here, the socio-textual approachadoptsan interactional viewpoint, and it is concernedwith
whether the end usersof the texts can read off the intendedrhetorical purposes.
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interpersonal, and textual meanings, instead of merely listing their lexicogrammar
relations. After substantial translation shifts have been identified in the corpus, the
analysts should try to look for possible motivations for the translation shifts, and the
explanations have to be referred to as the socio-cultural and political context in which
the texts are located.

Thesestepsare operatedrepeatedlythrough a large corpus in order to produce a norm
that stands for systematic patterns of shifts. The norm is then interpreted in
associationwith the larger socio-cultural context, including the discoursal value in a
social institution, or the generic conventionswithin the social occasionsto which the
texts belong. This model aims to specify what should be looked for in a comparisonof
ST and TT pairs and how the norms identified should be related to their social context.
Despite the clear framework proposed in this model, there remain some problems
when applying it directly to the presentstudy. First, Munday experimentswith only a
in
in
his
but
texts
the
profiles
a
metafunctional
closely
examining
pair of
case study,
large corpus would be more complicated. Second,in the case study, the final step (to
offer possible motivation) is basically presented as all the possible motivations
occurring to analysts rather than demonstrating a model. How to offer valid
in
based
is
this casestudy.
clearly
specified
on
sociocultural
evidence
not
explanations
More important, even though it is suggestedthat the texts be located in a sociocultural context, in the casestudy the only contextual factors discussedare immediate
paratexts surrounding the texts (such as illustrations and layouts). This is different
from the wider socio-culture, and it may be the historical-cultural context that the
for
investigate.
Nevertheless,
three
the
to
steps
proposed
present study needs
investigation and the integration of corpus linguistics in the analysis remain a useful
model for the presentstudy..
2.3.3 Concluding Remarks
The present study will investigate interaction in translation based on skopos theory
in
design
(section
2.3.1),
the
translator's
strategy
responding to the
since
and audience
in
is
key
translated
the
textual
of
analysis
and
process
a
objective;
end use and users
texts will draw from the studies noted above in 2.3.2.
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2.4 Translation and the Creation of a New Genre
In addition to the comparison of the interactive strategy adoptedby the source writers
and the target writers, another objective of the present study is to investigate whether
the pattern of using interactive linguistic features in the translation practice has any
potential influence on the non-translator's writings. A further question would be
whether there are systematic patterns of these features that can be identified in the
corpora and may be regarded as evidence of the emergenceof a new genre. In this
section we will first review a theoretical model that is particularly relevant to the
relationship between the translations and the other writing systems in the target
culture,-and then we will examine the studies of some of the linguistic analystswho
endeavourto illustrate this phenomenonby examining evidencefrom texts.
2.4.1 Polysystem Theory
Like skopos theory (Vermeer 1989/2000, Nord 1997), polysystern theory also takes a
target-oriented perspective. However, instead of focusing on the purpose of one
translation, polysystem theory tries to place the decisions and strategies made by a
translator within a broader historical-cultural context.

Even-Zohar (1978/2000) first proposedthe theory of polysystems basedon the study
of literature as a hierarchy of systemswhich interact with eachother in a dynamic and
ongoing evolution and competefor the dominant position in the hierarchy. This model
for
low,
does
kinds
literature,
from
high
take
their
to
and
not
all
of
status
covers
granted.The contribution of this model is the involvement of translatedliterature into
the system,regarding it as being equally competitive with the other forms of literature
and enjoying the same potential to occupy the central position, as against the
traditional view of translation as second-rate writing. There are generally three
occasionsin which the translated system has the opportunity to occupy the leading
position: when the target system is young, weak or unstable.When translation moves
to the dominant position, it will start exerting its influence on shaping a new literary
14
literary
by
from
languages
bringing
other
and cultures .
repertoire
canon
a new
14In historical and cultural translation studies, the situations when translations introduce new forms
into the target culture have been widely discussed.Berman (1992:13), in his examination of translation
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The original model of Even-Zohar (1978/2000) is based on literary translation, and
even though the present study is based on non-literary texts we find the model is
equally applicable to the analysis. If the literature system is a hierarchy of systems,
then it may be equally applicable to regard science writing as a system of systems,
within which are contained different systems such as academic science writing,
sciencenews reports, sciencetextbooks and also translatedsciencetexts. As a system,
it is also part of a system of systems (or polysystem). It may be observed from the
review of popular science writing in 2.1.2 that popular science is a young system in
Taiwan, and it seemsthat the translatedtexts tend to occupy the central position. In
this sense,we find the model of the polysysternparticularly helpful in our analysis.
By applying polysystern theoryto

the analysis of the present study, we are able to

draw into the discussion the socio-historical role of popular science in Taiwan, such
as the fact that popular science has a relatively young history in Taiwan, the general
view of the status of translated popular science and its influence, cte. Another
contribution of the theory is that it reverses traditional thought on translation: instead
of looking at how the translation is restricted by the target conventions, we can study
how the translation exerts influence over the target norms. These considerations of
contextual factors will

shed more light on the present study when we analyse

decisions made by the translators, and, more important, the relationship between the
translated and non-translated popular science texts in our corpus.

However, actually to apply the model in textual analysis is problematic. One of the
common criticisms (e.g. Hermans 1999:110; Gentzler 2001:120) of polysystem theory
is that it is establishedin an abstractlevel of repertoriesinsteadof deriving from many
empirical studies, and therefore the theory provides no indication as to how to testify
and apply the model to actual texts. In the next section, we will look at some studies
of the linguistic aspectof the influence of translationsin the target culture.
theoriesof the German Romantics in the Europeancontext, statesthat translation "plays a decisive role,
largely becauseit is the transmissionof forms." It is the translationsthat enrich the German culture and
languageand shapeits identity. Bassnettand Lefevere (1990:ix), looking back on the westerntradition
of translation, claim that "the history of translation is the history also of literary innovation, of the
shaping power of one culture upon another." Clearly, this "transmission of forms" is taking place not
just in the spaceof Europeanliterature.
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2.4.2 Textual Analysis of Translation Influence on Non-Translations
The linguistic study of the influence of translation on the non-translationsin the target
culture (e.g. Anderman and Rogers 2005, Fan 2006) tends to focus on a micro-level
such as lexical borrowings or syntax loan, but investigating the shapeof a new genre
basedon empirical studies of texts is rare.
One of the most comprehensive studies in this respect is a project carried out at
Hamburg University's Research Centre "Multilingualism" (see Baumgarten et A
2004, House 2002,2006). The aim of the project goes beyond the focus of lexical
patterns or micro-level text structures, but is rather to investigate the influence of
English as a lingitafranca on the shifts of textual norms and languageconventions in
other Europeanlanguages,German in particular.
The corpora of their study comprise a parallel corpus (English source and German
translations)and a comparablecorpus (Germantranslationsand non-translations).The
non-translations are used as a comparison to see whether the translations have
converged to the source text conventions or whether the translators still operate a
"cultural filter" - "a construct with which those 'pragmatic shifts', i. e. those changes
in textual norms and conventionalizations that become necessary as the textual
material travels through time and space can be conceptualised, described and
explained" (House 2002:199). The genres investigated in the study are popular
science,economic and computer texts, which are regardedas being the most marked
areasin global communication.
The analytical framework of House's project is based on Halliday's (1985) SFG (see
section 2.2.2) but treats textual function as a realization of ideational and interpersonal
functions. The results show that translation- shifts in this genre occur mostly in
interpersonal dimensions, especially in the shift from orientation towards addressees
in English to orientation towards content in German. The finding again confirms our
discussion in 2.1.1: that interaction seems to be the most important component either
for writers or for translators of popular science texts. The project contains a
particularly interesting diachronic analysis, and shows how translation strategies have
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evolved over time. House's study (2006) finds that the use of addressee-oriented
markers, including speaker-hearer deixis, mental processes, connectivity, etc.,
increased significantly in both German"translations and non-translations produced
between 1999 and 2002, comparedwith those produced between 1978 and 1982. The
findings show that language conventions and norms are in the process of change in
German,and the changesare reflected in both translationsand non-translations.
This project is of value to the presentstudy in that it provides a model.of how to carry
out a macro-level investigation of generic norms in large corpora, particularly with the
focus on pragmatic shifts and how the writer treats the readers.However, problems
exist when applying the model to the presentstudy. First, in House's study, the nontranslationsare used as a checklist to seewhether the translationsare still restrictedby
the target languageconventions; whereasthe approachof the presentstudy, following
the more target-oriented approach adopted in their polysystern theory (2.4.1), takes
the translations as the starting point and investigatestheir potential influence over the
non-translations.Second, House's project focuses on comparing and describing the
textual profiles and exploring the influence of English as a lingua franca on several
European languages, but ignores other contextual factors, such as the publisher's
intention or the communicative purposes. In the present study, we would like to
investigatethe linguistic shifts as a top-down process.That is, the shifts in texts may
15,
be
by
higher-level
reflect and
explained
a
purpose such as the shifts in the writerreader interaction in this social setting. Therefore, observation at linguistic levels is
not limited to the influence of one linguistic convention over another,but incorporates
the influence of one set of discoursevalues and generic conventionsover the other.
2.4.3 Concluding Remarks
Given that the second aim 16of the present study is to investigate the potential
influence of translations over non-translations, polysystcm theory (section 2.4.1) is of
great importance because it provides a theoretical ground for the view that translations
may have the power to reshape target language conventions and norms. On the other

15Seethediscussionof howdiscourseandgenrecanprovidea explanationfor pragmaticchoicesof
interactivestrategiesin section2.2.6.
16As statedin section1.1.2.
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hand, the project discussedin section 2.4.2 shows a practical-model,despitehaving a
different ultimate goal from the presentstudy, which shows how changesin textual
norms, especially in the interactive perspective,can be carried out in a systematicway.
2.5 SelectedInteractive Features
The general framework that enables us to investigate interaction in texts and in
translations and to identify potential influence of translation practice on the nontranslationshaving been reviewed, the last section in this chapter sets out to review
linguistic
devices
that enableus to carry out textual analysesof interaction in
specific
practice.
To select linguistic features that are suitable for the present study, we drew up a list of
features that are frequently investigated in interaction-related studies (such as those
in
2.1,2.2
reviewed

and 2.3). Based on this list, we studied a pair of parallel texts

closely to decide which features are more often shifted in the process of translation so they have more implications for the text producers' different choices of interactive
17 In this
study it is suggestedthat a number of linguistic devices are used
strategies .

more often by the text producers as interactive strategies.The four main linguistic
devices that will be used as indicators of interaction in texts for the presentstudy are
deixis, personal reference, junction, and hedges. In the following sections,we will
review how they have been explored with relation to the study of interaction in
written texts and in translations,and how they are similar or different in Chineseand
in English.

2.5.1 Deixis
Deixis, in its simplest definition, is pointing via language.Huang (2007:132) defines
deixis as "the phenomenonwhereby featuresof context of utteranceor speechevent
are encoded by lexical and/or grammatical means in a language." Deixis has long
been a core issue in pragmatic studies for the reason that Levinson.(1983:54) neatly
puts as "the single most obvious way in-which the relationship between languageand
languages
is
in
the
themselves...." Through the system
of
context reflected
structure
of deictic expressions,an orientation of the time, space and personal participants in
17Section
3.3.1will discuss
moreabouttheissueof methodology.
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relation to the utterance context can be presented.The main categoriesthat are often
discussedin the studiesof deixis are person,place and time. From a textual and social
deixis.
discourse
Levinson
(ibid.
)
two
and
social
perspective,
added
more categories:
Person deixis indicates the role of participants in the context of utterance. Typical
deictics (or deictic expressions)are personal pronouns, titles or proper names, and
vocatives. The system of pronouns basically follows a three-way distinction. First
person pronouns are the grammaticalization of the speaker's reference to
himself/herself. Second person pronouns are the grammaticalization of the speaker's
reference to addressee(s).Third person pronouns encode the speaker's reference to
participantsother than himself/herself and the addressee(s).
Place deikis points to the spatial location with respect to where the utterance is
situated.Place deixis is typically realized through verbs of motion (e.g. coine and go),
demonstratives(this, that) and place adverbs(here, there). Some languages(including
English and Chinese) use a two-term set to distinguish the relative proximity to the
text producer's location: close to the producer (proximals) or away from the producer
(distals). Other languages make a more elaborated distinction - for example,
Japanesedemonstratives denote proximity to the producer (kore), proximity to the
receiver (sore), and remotenessfrom both (are) (Huang 2007:154).
Time deixis concerns the encoding of temporal point or duration in relation to the
Typical exemplars are demonstratives,
moment at which the utterance is produced..
-time adverbs(then, now) and tensesystems'8.Time deixis is similar to place deixis in
making a proximal-distal distinction between an event that takes place far from or
close to the moment of utterance.
Discoursedeixis is the encoding of different portions in a text in relation to where the
utteranceis located. Time and place deictics are often reusedhere. For example, the

18Tensecan be further divided into metalinguistic tense(M-tense) and linguistic tense(L-tense) (Lyons
1977:682; Levinson 1983:77). M-tense can be realized lexically through time adverbsor other
equivalentexpressions.L-tense is generally formed through the inflection of verb forms. M-tense is
common in most languagesbut L-tense doesnot exist in somelanguages,including Chinese.The lack
of L-tensedevices may influence the translator's strategiesin making M-tense devices explicitly.
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demonstrativethat can refer to a portion of discoursein the precedingtext, or this can
refer to a forthcoming chunk of discourse. Levinson draws a distinction between
discourse and anaphora deixis in that the former refers to a chunk of discourse
19
its
linguistic
latter
expressions .
whereas the
refers to the same entity as
prior
However, Levinson (1983:86) points out that although we can make the distinction in
principle, in actual use the anaphoricand deictic are not mutually exclusive.
Social deixis concerns the relative social distinction between participants in the
context of utterance. It is often realized through the selection of polite pronouns and
titles of address.Furthermore,it is thereforevery closely associatedto personaldeixis.
Similar to the distinction between tit and vous in French, Chinese makes selection
betweenan honorific secondpersonpronoun nin or a standardni to reflect the relative
deixis
between
Other
the
the
social
social status
examples of
speakerand
addressee.
are the choices between formal and standarddemonstratives.Alongside the modem
set of demonstrativeszhe (proximal) and na (distal), several of the demonstratives
ft
M
JR
in
(proximal)
Chinese,
and gai (distal), are
used ancient
such as
ci and
si
sometimesused. The choice of an antique demonstrativeexpressesa formal tenor and
can be motivated by the power relationship betweenthe text participants.
To justify our inclusion of deixis as an indicator of writer-reader interaction, we
cannot ignore the vital role of interaction in the use of deixis by text producers'and
receivers.Selection is not purely basedon -

and in non face-to-face communication

probably even less related to - the three-dimensions of time, place and personal
participants.From a pragmatic point of view, deixis can be defined as "the structuring
of a relationship between writer and reader, a dynamic relationship between the
multiple selvesof eachparticipant in the discourse" (Richardson 1998:131). Therefore
we could say that the writer uses deictics to designate relative positigns of text
participants and the reader uses deictics to find out their relative position to the writer
and the texts.

19An exampleof anaphorais "Harry's a sweetheart;he's so considerate"(Levinson 1983: 86). In this
examplehe is an anaphorareferring to the sameentity Harry. An example of discoursedeixis is "That
was the funniest story I've ever heard" (ibid.: 85). Here that does not pick out the samereferent as a
specific linguistic expressionreferred to in previous segmentsof texts, but refers to a chunk of
discourse.
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Psychological distance (Yule 1996:13) is an important concept to explain the writer's
use of deixis when the choice is regardedasbeing contradictory to the actual situation.
Usually the physical distance influences psychological distance, so an event that
happeneda long time ago makesus feel psychologically distant. However, very often
a writer may want to manipulate this relationship betweenphysical and psychological
distance.For example, when a personsmells a bad perfume close to her, she may say,
I don't like that" (ibid.: 13). In this case,that, a deictic choice in contradiction with
physical distance, can highlight the psychological distance that the writer tries to
convey.

This concept of how the writer choosesto present the psychological distance, rather
than reflect an objective physical distance,is even more saliently realized in written
communication, becausethe writer and reader are not normally situated in the same
spatial-temporal coordinates and the writers may not even know where their readers
are. In translation, the transformation of deictic centre is even more complicated,
because not only the time and place have undergone shifts but the participants
involved are also different. For example, when translating an expression like in our
country in a Chinesesourcetext, two possiblechoices are available: rendering it as ill
our country in the target languageas if the translator is still talking to the sourcetext
readers;or reproducing it as China as if creating a new dialogue with the target text
readers. In such cases, how, the translator deals with the deictic shifts is not
determinedby the actual shifts of physical spacebut by the purpose of translation
the pragmatic effects and how the translatordesignsto engagewith target readers.By
observing the strategy towards deixis, studying shifts in translation can help us find
out how and why the translator managesinteraction.
In the analysis of deixis, we will focus on demonstrativepronouns and adjectivesand
time and place *adverbs,which mainly function as time, place and discourse deixis.
related to person and social deixis - will be included in
another section of personal reference. The quantitative analysis will focus more

Personal references -

specifically on the contrast between the proximal and distal demonstratives and
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for
in
English
Chinese,
they indicate a pattern on the writer's projection
and
adverbs
of distancefrom the readers.
Table 2.2 summarizesthe main time and place deictics in English and in Chinese.
English
Deictics
Demonstrativepronouns this/that
these/those
Demonstrativeadjectives sameaspronouns
Spatial adverbs
Here/there
Now/then
Temporal adverbs

Chinese
zhe/M na

sameas pronouns
jaVI zheli/ýP41 nali
ýiafq zheshi/ýP[14nashi
Table 2.2 Time and place deictics in English and Chinese
The table shows that both English and Chinese follow the two-tenn set distinctions
basedon the centre of the speaker,near to the speaker:(proximal) and away from the
speaker(distal). The Chinesedeictics are mostly formed by the stemszhe and na. The
spatial adverbsare zheIna plus the morphemeIi (meaningdirection), and the temporal
adverbsare zhelna plus the morphemeshi (meaningtime). In written communication,
a variety of more formal synonyms of zhe/na. such as cilgai can sometimes appear in
particular collocations.

The grammaticalization of deictics in English and Chinese does not vary greatly, but
the conventional or preferred use of thesedeictics seemsto involve some differences.
At least three points have been discussedin contrastive studies of the use of English
and Chinese deixis: (1) Statistics on demonstrativepronouns suggestthat in English
I
this has lower frequency than that, but in Chinesezhehas higher frequency than na. (2)
In endophoric reference, English tends to use that to refer to a preceding portion of
the text while Chinese prefers to use zhe. (3) The selection of Chinesedeixis is more
20
by
distance
English
(Zhu et A 2001:31-34).
than
strongly governed psychological
20Zhu et al. (ibid. ) do not offer a clear explanationfor this point, but they refer to Xu (1987). Xu's
explanationis basedon Qian's (1983) model that English distinguishesbetweenpast (that)/ present
(this)/ future (this) whereasChinesefurther distinguishedbetweennear past and near future. In Chinese,
proximal is used for present,near past and nearfuture and distal is used for non-nearpast and future.
Xu (1987:143) pointed out that there is no clear line betweennear and non-near,and he proposedthat
the distinction is basedmainly on the text producer'spsychological distance.This is why Xu (ibid.) and
Zhu et al. (2003) consider that psychologicaldistanceplays a more important role in Chinesethan in
English.
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Though these comparisonsmay have some implications for our analysis, they are far
from conclusive. First, the samplesbeing investigated by Zhu et aL (2001) and Xu
(1992) are restricted to only a small amount of texts, mostly literary works. The
differences may result from different generic conventions rather than persistent
differences in the languages. Second, most of the comparative data result from
parallel texts -

English and their Chinesetranslations or Chinese and their English

translations.Therefore, the differences may not be accountedfor solely by linguistic
differences,but are also related to the purposeof translation.
Concerning the three points raised by Zhu et aL (2001) above, we would say that the
first two points have relevance for the presentstudy. Translation shifts from distal to
21
be
proximal may
regarded as preferred shifts especially in the' anaphoric use of
demonstratives.But the third point is too vague to be defined as a Chinese norm, so
we suggestthat a shift with regard to psychological distanceshould still be considered
as an optional shift related to the translator's decision. Overall, none of the three
contrastivepoints should be taken as a rule that the translator must follow and make
obligatory shifts.
2.5.2 Personal Reference
Personal reference is "reference by means of function in the speech situation, through
the category of PERSON" (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 37). The category of person
includes personal pronouns and possessive pronouns and adjectives. In this study we
focus mainly on first and second person references because they are revelations of
"writer" and "reader" roles respectively, also referred to as "interpersonal pronouns"
(Wales 1996:50). The first and second personal references are distinguished from the
third personal reference in that their primary function is considered to be exophoric
and deictic rather than being a substitution of a noun in texts. By investigating the
selected pronouns, we intend to investigate relationships of text participants in the
interaction.

21Seethe discussionof the three types of translationshifts in 3.3.4.
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Table 2.3 and 2.4 show the systemsof English and Chinesepersonalreference.
Personal pronoun

Possessives

subjective
case
IPS I

objective
case
me

determiner
function
my

nominal
function
mine

1PP we

us

our

ours

your

yours

2PS you

2PP Sameas 2PS
I
Table 2.3 English first and secondpersonalreference
In English, the first person singular (IPS) referencerepresentsthe speakeronly. The
first person plural (1PP) reference may representthe speakeronly or the speaker(s)
Andother persons.The 1PP that is inclusive of addresseesis referred to as "inclusive
we" and the 1PP exclusive of addresseesis termed as "exclusive we". The second
person reference does not make a distinction in its form between singular (2PS) and
plural (2PP) reference,and standsfor addressee(s)with/without other person(s).
Personalpronoun
1PS R wo

Possessives

IPP RO women'
2PS neutral
Polite

RM, de

ni23

possessivesuffix)

nin

2PP

nim-nen
nimen
Table 2.4 Chinesefirst and secondpersonalreferences
22SomeChinesegrammar guides aIso make a distinction betweenRVI
womenand vjýfj zaninen:the
former is exclusive whereasthe latter is inclusive. But asYip and Rimmington (2004:47) point out, this
distinction is often not made in Mandarin spokenin southernChina. The Chinesecorpora investigated
in this study are Mandarin used in Taiwan wherezannienis almost never used(no such instanceis
identified in our corpus). Therefore, in our corpus,the function of ivoinen is very similar to the English
ive, which can be either inclusive or exclusive.
23In
ýTN.
feminine
form
have
form
But there is no instance
the
second
also
a
written
personpronoun can
of a feminine form in the translatedcorpus and only two in the non-translatedcorpus.Therefore we do
not go into discussionof the function of the feminine secondpersonpronoun and calculate the two
instancesof feminine pronoun in SA-NTC asbeing neutral in form.
24According to LU (2005: 418),
nininen may exist in the written mode but does not exist in the spoken
mode.There is no instanceof nininen in our Chinesecorpora. Yip and Rimmington (2004:47) indicate
that the plural form of polite secondpersonalreferencesis often conveyedby a combination of a
neutral form and other supplementaryphrases,such as j,'FNfNPNfA%
nimen liangivei, meaningyou nvo
(honourablesirs).
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The two tables display some differencesof Chinese and English personal references.
First, Chinesedoes not make a distinction in case.A personal pronoun can be either
subject or object". Secondly, Chinesepronouns add a suffix +Ynento indicate their
plurality, and the second personal pronoun also has a differentiated plural form.
Thirdly, a polite alternative nin is available for secondpersonalreference.The choice
betweenneutral and polite form dependson the relationship of power and solidarity
betweenthe writer and the addressee.Nin is commonly used to addresssuperiorsor
new acquaintances(Yip and Rimmington 2004:47), emphasizing distance in a social
hierarchy between the speakerand the addressee.Finally, in Chinesethe possessives
of determiner and pronominal functions sharethe sameform, both by adding a suffix
de to the personal pronouns. Despite theseminor differences, the systemsof personal
referencein both languagesare very similar and there seemto be only rare occasions
when the translator has to make obligatory shifts.
First and second person references are important in our studies because their
frequency of occurrence can be regarded as quantitative indicators of the explicit
presenceof writers and the readers(Hyland 2005:53). Fowler and Kress (1979:201,
203) remind us that every utterancehas an explicit or implicit sourceI or ive and also
an explicit or implicit addresseeyou. The writer needsnot mention the sourceand the
addresseein every utterance; in fact, impersonalization is the preferred structure in
many genres. The level of explicitness of the presenceof first and second person
referencestherefore indicates the writers' intention for stronger involvement in the
text. In the study of the English popular sciencegenre, for example, the presenceof
you is a unique feature distinguishing it from other science genres and showing a
stronger interactive dimension (Hyland 2005:100). These occurrencesof you can be
consideredas indicators of "the speaker'sconsciousnessof, care for, or, most often,
desire to manipulate, the addressee"(Fowler and Kress 1979:203). Consequently,the
different frequencies of first and secondperson referencesbetween popular science

25Notice that the subject pronounsare not compulsory in Chineseas they are in English. The subject
can be left unspecified if it is consideredby the text producer to be understoodfrom the context (Li and
Thompson 1981:138).The explicit and implicit subject pronounscan be different in their pragmatic
effects,as we will see in further discussionin 4.2.2.
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and academic science writers may be regarded as an indication of their different
interactive goaIS26.

In order to carry out a more comprehensive analysis, we need to bring in the
discussionof the "impersonal dimensioW'of thesepersonal references.Kitagawa and
Lehrer (1990:742) proposed two other functions of personal reference besides the
referential uses:

Referential uses identify specific individuals.... An 'impersonal' use of a
pronoun applies to anyone and/or everyone.A 'vague' use applies to specific
individuals, but they are not identified, or identifiable, by the speaker.
A typical example of impersonal uses of personal references is as follows, an

interview with a teacherof fictional writing:
(1) But I have a gift for teaching Plus, teaching fiction writing is a lot like writing.
...
You have to examine manuscripts,useyour mind, come up with possibilities, respond
to charactersin situations. In a lot of ways, it's like working on your own work (from
Kitagawa and Lehrer 1990:741).
According to Kitagawa and Lehrer (ibid.: 741), the secondperson pronoun does not
refer to the addressee,i. e. the interviewer, but anyone who wants to be a teacherof
fictional writing 27 The you can be replaced-by a generic pronoun one in this case.
.
Actually, other personal pronouns such as ive and they may also be interchangeablein
this casewithout affecting the ideational meaning

but the pragmatic effects will be

different. Fowler and Kress (1979:204) suggestthat when you is chosenthe speakeris
"telling" the addresseesomething, but when ive is chosen, the speaker cautiously
avoids any potential antagonism in the process of communication, and acts as an
insider. This impersonal use of personal reference has been observed to be very

26This view of the use of first and secondpersonalreferencesis related to the
previous discussionof
rragmatics: intentionality and acceptability (2.2.4).
7 However, it can be arguedthat the impersonaluse of you in this examplecan be seenas
referring to
the addressee.This suggeststhat the line betweenimpersonaland personalusesis not always clear-cut.
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common in our corpus, and one of our main focuses will be to explore the writer's
strategiesin selectingfrom a pool of impersonalalternatives.
Vague uses are similar to impersonal uses in not referring to the addressee,but they
refer to specific individuals that are not identified in the context of utterance. The
following example is a speechgiven by a Europeanwoman on the topic of American
political and military policy in Europe:

(2) You're -I
don't mean you personally - you're going to destroy us all in a
nuclearwar (from Kitagawa and Lehrer 1990:743).
In this utterance, the italicised you refers vaguely to a particular group of people but
the referents are not identified or identifiable in this utterance. They neither refer to
the addressees (who are referred to by the non-italicised you in the inserted clause)
bne
be
by
in
impersonal
the
they
case of
use.
nor can
one as
replaced
way to
distinguish impersonal and vague uses, suggested by Kitagawa and Lehrer (ibid.: 743),
is when quoting the vague uses We need to shift you in (2) to ive (The European
not ine personally ... ), but the impersonal uses as in (1)
do not need personal shifts (The interviewee said if you have to examine
28
).
manuscripts ...
woman said to me that we -

Several Chinese researchers(Biq 1991, Lin 1992, Chen 1999) follow the model of
Kitagawa and Lehrer to analyseconversationalChinesedata.Their findings generally
conform to the English categorizations with regard to these three main uses of
personalreferences,but some of them proposemore elaborateuses.For example,Biq
(1991) proposes the meta-linguistic function of ni as vocative in conversations.
Becausetheir models are derived from spokendata and most of the elaboratedusesdo
not appearin our written corpus, in our analysis we still draw on the main distinction
betweenpersonaland interpersonalusesonly.

28It should be noticed that the categoriesof impersonaland vagueusesmadehere are still
more
interactive than complete avoidanceof personalreferences,for example, if we compare"you have to
examinemanuscripts" with "manuscriptshave to be examined".
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Alongside these similarities in the grammaticalcategorizationand discoursefunctions,
one salient difference in the use of personal reference in English and Chinese,
however,has been pointed out in many contrastivelinguistic studies.Chinesetendsto
use lesspersonalreferencethan English. Huang (1994:249) suggeststhat maintenance
of referencein Chineseis usually achievedfirst through a pronoun and then through a
zero pronoun. Li and Thompson (1981:657) also point out that personalreferencesare
rarely used if they can be understood by the participants from the context. They
further (ibid.: 662) propose that what guides.the text producer's choices between a
pronoun and a zero pronoun is the intention to "highlight" the referents. Moreover,
"the role of highlighting can be seen even more clearly in the use of the first and
secondperson pronouns" (ibid.: 663), since the role of text producer and receiver are
usually understandable-in a communication. Different frequencies of personal
referencein English and Chinesecan be a key factor in our analysisof the translator's
useof personalreference.
In our analysis we will focus on the shifts of first and secondpersonalreferencesand
their implications for different communicative purposesof ST and TT, and we will
also bring in the consideration of different norms in the two languages.Shifts caused
by inevitable changesin personalperspectivefrom ST to TT (Richardson 1998), such
as from our country in ST to America in TT, will remain important in our analysis

becausethey are evidence of the conscious choices made by translators for their
readers.

2.5.3 Junction
Junction is a set of surface signals that mark explicit relations betweenpropositions of
events and situation in texts. Junction functions as one of the cohesive devices that
bind a text together. Halliday and Hasan (1976) provide a comprehensivesemantic
categorizationof junctive relations:
Typesof
junctions

Examples

additive
adversative
causal
temporal

and, or, also, in addition, furthermore, besides, similarly, etc.
but, yet, however, instead, on the other hand, nevertheless, etc.
so, consequently, for, because, for this reason, etc.
then, next, after, finally, at last, etc.

Table 2.5 Halliday and Hasan's (1976) categoriesof English junctives
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I

In Halliday and Hasan's study,junction plays an important role in textual organization.
The semanticmeaning of a junctive expressiondecidesthe meaning of a combination
of passages.However, from an interactive point of view, the complexities 6f junction
are far greaterthan the semanticrules imply. For example,the interpretation doesnot
always coincide with the semanticvalue of a junctive.
In text-linguistic study, the role of junction is emphasisedin how it helps writers to
construct and readers to retrieve coherence in texts (e.g. Hoey 1983; see 2.2.3).
Junction enableswriters to organize propositional information in a way that can help
the audience to read coherently and clearly. On the other hand, readers pick up
junctives as signals to accessthe coherencedesignedby the writers. Deployment and
interpretation of junction are actually a process of mutual expectations between
writers and readers. Therefore, junction is widely recognized as an informationoriented and user-friendly interactive sign in texts (Thompson and Thetela 1995, see
2.2.1).

Most of the studies of interaction treatjunction as an information-oriented device that
helps text participants to processthe text smoothly, but junction can also be used as a
writer-oriented interactive feature (ibid. ). Beaugrandeand Dressler (1981) provide an
insight into junction from a communicative point of view. They (ibid.: 74) point out
that Junctive expressionsare rarely grammatically obligatory in text production, since
most relations of textual sequencescan be inferred by the reader from the co-text or
contextualknowledge without explicit markers.Therefore the use of junction involves
text producer's choices and the choices are made according to the communicative
goal. From this perspective, Beaugrande and Dressler (ibid.: 74-75) comment:
"junction demonstrates how communicative interaction, not just granunatically
29
decides
format
obligatory rules,
what syntactic
participants use." In fact, junction is
often manipulated by text producers to achieve their communicative purposes.For
example, a decision to make a junctive explicit may be a courtesy to the reader by
facilitating a more efficient reception, but it can also be the writer's desire to exert
29The communicative interaction also decidesthe semanticvale of junction that is realized through
syntax, as discussedfrom Halliday and Hasan's(1976) perspective.
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control over the readers' interpretation (ibid.: 74-75). Moreover, a choice not to use
junctive expressionscan also createthe effect of inviting more participation from the
readers(Fowler 1986:67). In short, the purpose of using junction is not only for the
reasonof easytext processingor user-friendliness,but it can be a trace of the writer's
attitude or point of view as well. Thus, there is a pragmatic dimension to the study of
junction.

In translation studies,Baker (1992:192) points out thatjunction presentsa difficulty to
translators because languages vary in the type of junction they favour and the
freque-ncyof junctives they use. In the following we are first going to compare
similarities and differences between English and Chinese junction at the semantic
level. Previous studies found that Chineseand English junction do not differ much in
their categorizationsof functions (Liao 1992). Typical examplesin each category are
listed in table 2.6.

Types of
junctions

Examples

additive

fffll- erqie, R you, kýF
Wk, suiran, IE!,*- danshi,
IN,'K)yinivei, FHM'yottyu,
-gA' shouxian, JQk' qici,

adversative
causal
temporal

Zh
haiyou
cAvai,
fR dan, T-,iFKbuguo, V que
9-f ýk suoyi, 1911hyinci
jM houlai, 1-:
tc-Mjiexialai

Table 2.6 Categoriesof ChineseJunctives(basedon Liao 1992)
However, a significant difference is that Chinesetends to usejunction less frequently
than English (Zhu et al. 2001:99). Chineseprefers parataxis whereasEnglish prefers
hypotaxis, so in Chinese junctive relations tend to be implicit. A quantitative
comparison of BNC and the Chinese Sinica Corpus shows that English junctives
occur at a frequency of 5.66% while Chinese junctives at only 3.81% (Chen
2005: 164). A general conclusion is that Chinese prefers to mark textual relations

implicitly, for example through lexical cohesion or contextual knowledge, whereas
English tends to use more explicit junctive expressions.Becauseof the differencesin
the frequency of junction betweenEnglish and Chinese,it is inevitable that translators
have to make some decisionsto copewith junction while translating.
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Just as we follow a pragmatic framework by viewing junction as a product of
communicative elementsrather than merely syntactic or semanticchoices, so we view
the shifts of junction as a decision made by translators in order to conform to the
translation purpose. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned here that there is also a
trend in translation studies to view junctive explicitation as an inherent property of
translation activity. Blum-Kulka (1986/2000) proposes the explicitation hypothesis,
and statesthat a rise in the level of cohesiveexplicitness in the target text is a norm in
translation regardless of the pair of languagesinvolved. Baker (1996:181) further
linguistics
being
in
the empirical study and suggeststhe
corpus
as
useful
proposes
optional that, explanatory vocabulary and junction as possible indicators for
investigating explicitation. The studiesinvestigatingthe explicitation hypothesiscover
a range of languages,such as English (Olohan and Baker 2000), Finnish (Mauranen
2000), and Chinese(Chen 2006). Not all findings support the explicitation hypothesis,
however. Puurtinen's study (2004) shows no significant differences in explicitness of
junctives betweentranslatedand non-translatedFinnish children's literature.
However, there is a trend in translation studies to begin to view junction shifts from
an interactive perspective.Mason (1998) examinesellipted junction in translationsas
a strategy deployed ýy the translator under the target communicative, pragmatic and
30
semiotic context . Mason (ibid.: 181), for example, comments that cohesive
explicitation is not an unconditional rule but rather has to be analysed in relation to
rhetorical purposes.
If we just accept the explicitation theory and take this -,phenomenon as an inherent
feature of the translation product, then we may overlook the interactive dimension
involved in the process of translation. Some studies refer to the phenomenonas an
inherent feature of translation becauseof the special status of the translator being a
text receiver and producer at the sametime, and therefore it is "an inevitable result of
the act of mediation" (Shuttleworth and Cowie 1997:55). However, a number of
studies on translation explicitation refer to the writer-reader interaction as the
motivation behind it. Blum-Kulka (1986/2000:304), for example, talks about "reader30The threedimensions of context are discussedin Hatim and Mason's (1990) translation model. See
2.3.2.
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focused" explicitation, resulting from changesin reader configuration in the process
of translation. Shuttleworth and Cowie (1997:55) also comment that translation shifts
may be "avowedly philanthropic, motivated by the translator's conscious desire to
explain the meaning to the TT reader." Furthermore, Pyrn (2005:37) refuses to take
explicitation as simply inherent in translation and claims that "cooperation with the
receiver may be the generýl aim of explicitation." In this sense, explicitation
(especially optional explicitation) may be generally regarded as the result of the fact
that the translator generally has a stronger interactive tendency than the source text
writer becauseof the distance between the text and the readers.It is also suspected
that the degrees of explicitness in translation may vary with different degrees of
interactive intention (for example,popular scienceon one hand and academicscience
on the other hand); however, to prove this, more researchand evidence are needed.
The point we try to make is that explicitation in junction should not be taken simply
as a phenomenon belonging to the product of translation, but the translator-reader
interaction in the processof text production and reception plays an important role.
The reason for investigating junctive patterns in this study is not only because
junction can be an indicator of writer-reader interaction, but also becausethe pattern
of junction is an important generic characteristicof English popular sciencewriting. A
significant finding in. English popular science texts is that writers tend to use more
explicit junctive expressions because the target readers are laypeople without
scientific knowledge (Myers 1991:21). According to Myers (ibid.: 21), academic
science writings use fewer junctives becausecohesion is largely achieved through
lexical cohesion. He explains the different junctive patterns in the genre of popular
scienceas a reflection of different ways of understandingthe text by lay and expert
readers:expert readersmake senseout of lexical cohesionwhereaslay readersrely on
explicit junction to interpret texts. Therefore, junction seems to be an important
indicator of the writer's considerationfor readersin the genreof popular science.
Finally, before we conduct the analysis,it is necessaryto bring into discussiona long
debatein the literature of junction as to what actually constitutesa junctive. Halliday
and Hasan (1976), from a semantic point of view, consider only words and phrases
that make connections across the boundary of sentences as conjunctions. But
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Beaugrandeand Dressler (1981:71) consider tfiat "a clear device for signalling the
relationships among events or situations is Junction." in other words, from a
pragmatic perspective,junctives are any linguistic feature that can help producersto
construct "organization and presentationof a textual world" and that can help "imply
or impose a particular interpretation7 (ibid.: 75) on text reception, whether they link
words, clauses,sentences,or paragraphs.In text-linguistics basedtranslation studies,
Hatim and Mason (1990) and Baker (1992) share this broad view of junction.
Therefore in the present study we do not make distinction between inter- or intraclausaljunctives. The quantitative analysis will calculate words or phrasesbelonging
to the traditional grammatical category of connectors,regardlessof the propositions
that they connect. In the qualitative analysis,the distinction between inter- and intraclausal connectionsmay be brought into discussionif it is relevant in the context.

2.5.4 Hedges
Hedges can be defined in simple terms as expressions of uncertainty. They are
regardedas an important indicator in the study of the writer's attitude. The linguistic
concept of hedging was first introduced by Lakoff (1972), who, from a semantic
perspective, defines hedges as linguistic devices that increase the fuzziness of a
concept. With hedges, more ideas can be expressed regardless of limitations on
conceptualcategoriesin natural languages.In the semanticrealm, hedgesare regarded
as an indication of the degreeof the "truth-value" of the proposition.
Since the 1980s,the study of hedgeshas moved-towards a pragmatic study. Linguists
are more interested in how hedges suggestthe attitude ,of the text producers rather
than the truth-value of the proposition. Hedges are regarded as having an important
role in human communication, and the hedging phenomenonis often related to the
politeness theory formulated by Brown and Levinson (1987)31. Myers (1989), for
example, regards hedges as an essential negative politeness strategy in scientific
writing, because science writings always include a claim and the act of making a
claim is a Face Threatening Act, which either asks for credit from the public or
restricts what other in-group members can do. In this sense,hedges are used as a
politenessstrategy to mitigate the relationship betweensciencewriters and the science
31Seereview of politenesstheory in 2.2.5
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community. Myers (ibid.: 5) concludesthat the weight of an FrA is measurednot by
the content of the claim but by the social relationships between the writer and the
sciencecommunity.
Hyland (1998) is not in denial of Myers' model that all hedgesare more or lessrelated
to the power and solidarity betweenthe writer and the community, but arguesthat "a
straightforward application of imposition, distanceand social power does not explhin
scientific hedging" (ibid.: 177-178).He categorizesthe motivation of using hedgesin
three broad categories:content, writer, and reader(as shown below in figure 2.2).
Hedging
I
Content-orientedI
Accuracy-oriented

Reader-oriented
----------

Writer-oriented
-------

Figure 2.2 Hyland's model of scientific hedging (adaptedfrom Hyland 1998:156)
In figure 2.2, hedges are divided into content-orientedand reader-orientedfunctions,
and the content-oriented functions are further divided into accuracy-oriented and
writer-oriented functions.
The accuracy-oriented use of hedges functions to modify the proposition with
indications of uncertainty with the purpose to inform the readersmore accurately of
the gap between the ideal and the best scientific information that the writer can
provide. It is argued that hedgesare used in the genre of sciencein order to increase
precision of the scientific information - in the sensethat a departurefrom an ideal is
more precisely indicated - and the motivation behind them is the admitted
limitations of knowledge. Some common linguistic devices used for this purposeare
degree-of-precision adverbs such as quite, inore or less, approximately. A common

situation in which thesehedgesare usedis when the statistics of results or findings are
presented.Although the scientist tries to be as preciseas possible, there can often be a
gap between the ideal figures and the reality. The use of these hedging adverbs
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"indicates that results vary from an assumedideal of how nature behavesand allows a
better match with familiar descriptive terms" (Hyland 1998:164). In other words, the
in
hedges
findings
helps
their
these
the
results
or
a
use of
scientists present
actually
more preciseway.
Writer-oriented hedges, unlike the proposition-focused accuracy-orientedones, are
often motivated by the writer's concernsabout possible consequencesof negatability
and therefore hedges are used to minimize the writer's personal involvement. This
type of hedgesis often used when the writer seeksto makea claim but does not have
solid support for it. Some linguistic devices used in this way include impersonal
structures or nominalizations, which move the reader's focus onto the claim itself
rather than onto the writer's responsibility in making the claim. These hedgesprevent
the scientistsfrom being criticized when they make claims basedon their preliminary
findings, small samples,doubtful evidence,uncertainpredictions, etc. (ibid.: 176).
Reader-oriented hedges concern the writer's relationship with the readers, more
specifically, the acceptanceby the readers.This is when Myers' (1989) consideration
of social negotiations and power plays the most important role. If the use of
impersonal structures is regarded as a feature of writer-oriented hedges, readeroriented hedges are often characterizedby the choice of personal subjects,mostly lve
dcanovert acceptance of personal responsibility mitigates the expression of a
proposition and signifies a reader-orientedhedge" (Hyland 1998:181). This is often
usedwhen the writer wants to criticize the works-of others.
In figure 2.2, the use of hedgesis divided into several categories.This categorization
may seemclear-cut, but as Hyland (ibid.: 185) admits, in actual use a hedging device
is often operatedto achievemore than one goal. However, the model can still be used
as a guideline.becausethere seem to be some'hedgesthat are more representativeor
prototypical in one category than the other, as the linguistic devices suggestedin each
categoryin previous paragraphs.
Researchersof hedging in the sciencegenreprovide a basefor those investigating the
genre of popular science, but the results generated seem to be conflicting. The
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scholars who use the functions of hedges in academic science writings as a yardstick
to measure their roles in popular science writings (e.g. Fahenstock 1986, Myers 1989)
claim hedges are less essential in the context of popularisation, because the tension
32
betweenthe
longer
From the
the

scientist and

peer groups no

exists .
opposite angle,
Crystal (1988:47) claims that it is natural for hedges to appear in popular science
writings becauseit is a genre in which "the author knows that the audienceonly needs

the 'half truth"', and is surprised that hedgesshould be as common in a specialized
context. These opposite points of view signal an important insight: hedges actually
possessdifferent functions and roles in different communicativesituations.
Varttala (1999) offers two suggestionsregarding the frequent use of hedges in the
genre of popular science,by comparing the data from specialist researcharticles and
Scientific Anterican. The first suggestionis similar to Crystal's (1988) argumentthat
hedgesare used in the texts to meet the low need for exactitude in popular science.
This can still be regarded'ashow the writer caresfor the reaction of the readers- for
example,a high exactitude of numbersand figures may make readersuneasy,but the
motivation is different from the above suggestionthat the writer useshedgesto avoid
challenges from the science community. Another suggestion is that the writer of
popular science may use hedgesto signal explicitly to the readersthe uncertainty of
the information, given that the generalreadersmay not have enoughknowledge to tell
betweenan uncertain proposal and an establishedrule in this field.
This review of hedges shows disagreement.to some degree,but actually the various
accountscomplement each other and offer a solid ground for the present study. In
brief, Myers (1989) provides the ground for regardingthe writer-reader relationship as
the core in the use of hedging phenomena.Hyland's (1998) model then provides an
insightful observation that certainly the three functions cannot be separated
-

all the

usesof hedgesare related to the proposition, the writer and the readers,but there is a
spectrumwithin which the proportion of influence of these three parametersdiffers.
This can be a useful indication in investigating the individual hedge in this study.
32Myers (1989:28), however,points out that anotherform of tension may exist betweenpopular
sciencewriters and readers,i.e. to avoid insulting the lay readersand to establishsolidarity with them.
Besides,in audiencedesign (Bell 1984,see2.3.1), even though the sciencecommunity is not an
addresseeof popular sciencewriting, it can still have influence over the writer as a referee group.
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Varttala (1999) offers important suggestionsthat there are reasons for the use of
hedgesother than those in academic science writings, and this difference is largely
relatedto the writer-reader configuration.
Comparedwith the study of hedgesin English, there is a lack of systematic study of
hedgesin Chinese. Some scholars (e.g. Wu 1999), based on Lakoff's (1972) study,
discussedthe philosophical concept of vague language in Chinese - such as the
semantic boundaries of colours and their implications for human thoughts. Wu
mentions hedges briefly as a category of vague language, but there is no clear
definition of what constitutes the category of hedges in Chinese and there are few
analysesof hedgesin texts. Therefore, the analysis of hedgesin Chapter 4 and 5 will
be basedgenerally on the study of English hedgesreviewed in this section.
2.5.5 Concluding Remarks
In this section we reviewed four linguistic features that will be used as an indicator of
interaction in the corpus in the following text analysis. The reviews show that the four
parameters are closely related to the definition of interaction in the present study (see
2.2.1) - they demonstrate how the text producers show consideration for the readers,
and they also give traces of the text producers' presence and attitudes in the texts. The
review suggests that the use of these four features can be motivated by complicated
reasons, and we have to approach the analysis by considering the stances of both the
writers and the readers.

2.6 Conclusions
In this chapterwe identify the areasrelevant to the presentstudy, and filter and derive
from them a theoretical model that is appropriatefor the investigation of the aims for
the present study. In 2.1 we review the general accounts of the genre of popular
sciencein English and identify that the current trend is to focus on the communicative
dimension in the texts, particularly those related to the relationship between the writer
as an expert and the readersas laypersons;wheredsin the writing of Chinesepopular
science, the writer-reader interaction has not yet been identified as the main
characteristicof the genre. We develop a theoretical model to analyze interaction in
written texts from heterogeneousstudiesof text-linguistics and discourseanalysis,and
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approachthe texts from both a top-down and bottom-up direction. Then the targetoriented translation studies contribute to distinguish the source text writer's
interactive strategy from the translator's strategy, and polysystem theory further
in
in
the
to
the
translations'
a
new
genre
potential creating
provides a ground explain
target culture. The final section reviews the studiesof four linguistic features- deixis,
The
from
interactive
junction
hedges,
point
of
view.
an
and
personal references,
interactive functions of these features will act as guidance to our interpretation of
textual analysesin chapter 4 and chapter 5. The methodology used to carry out the
be
based
frameworks
that
these
the
used in the present
on
and
corpora
will
research
study will be describedin the next chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE
CORPORA AND METHODOLOGICAL

ISSUES

This chapter is devoted to the description of the corpora and methodology that will
enableus to achievethe aims set out in Chapter 1, basedon the theoretical framework
proposedin Chapter 2. The corpus-basedmethodology will first be reviewed in 3.1.
The corpora designed and compiled for the purpose of the present study will be
described in 3.2. The process of data analysis and some methodological issues
involved in the processof investigation will be discussedin 3.3.
3.1 A corpus-based Approach
Given that the present study is corpus-basedresearch, it is necessaryto review the
development of corpora in translation studies and explain why a corpus-based
methodology is adopted here. A widely accepted definition of a corpus today is
"collections of texts held in machine-readableform and capable of being analysed
automatically or semi-automatically in a variety of ways" (Baker 1995:225). The
application of electronic corpora in linguistic researchhas revolutionized traditional
human intuition-based researchwith at least four advantages(McEnery et aL 2006: 6):
(1) speedy and easy manipulation of data; (2) accurate and consistent processingof
data; (3) reliable results with little intervention of human bias; and (4) repeatableand
further processing of the same data. As translation studies have moved from a
conceptualto a situational perspective,evidence from large-scaleauthentic linguistic
data set becomesimportant to support translation theories, and corpus linguistics has
begunto be widely applied in translation studies.
Baker (1993,1995) first proposedthe use of corpus linguistics in translation studiesas
a tool to test the hypothesisof translation universals,i. e. featuresthat distinguishedall
translated utterances from non-translated utterances, regardless of language pairs.
After more than a decade since Baker's first proposal, the number of corpus-based
translation studies has quickly increasedand the topics covered are also more varied.
Besidesthe test of translation universals still being a popular issue(Olohan and Baker
2000, Kenny 2001, Ghadessyand Gao 2001, Chen 2006), the corpus approachhas
been applied to areas such as translator training (Bowker and Pearson 2002) and
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research topics such as the translator's style (Baker 2000, Bosseaux 2004) and
translation of ideology (Munday 2002). As the basic features of corpus toolsfrequency list, type-token ratio, sentence and word lengths, lexical density, etc.
(Olohan 2004:77-81) -

have been explored by researchersin a variety of data, the

questionthat arises is: what do we do with tfiesecomputer generatedstatistics?These
questionscan be related to the key objections to corpus-basedlinguistic studies, and
also to the increasingemphasison contextualizationin this approach.
The corpus approach is proposedas being a more reliable and scientific tool than the
intuition-based approach,but whether it can be regarded as an objective approachis
always controversial. Widdowson (2004:120), for example, comments:"The only fact
we have is that certain selectedformal featuresoccur with a certain frequency. But it
is not a fact that they are an index of ideological significance." In other words, it may
be objective when we presentthe figures and statistics,but when we try to explain and
interpret the figures, objectivity becomes questionable. In fact, even whether the
computer-generatedstatistics are objective is in debate, as Malmkjaer (1993:214)
argues that machine-generatedstatistics do not necessarily reflect the usage of
language in human consciousness.The limitations of corpora become still more
obvious when linguists are interestedin a wider context of languageuse. As Hermans
(1999:93-94) argues, a corpus can reveal only the linguistic make-up of texts but
cannothelp reveal the status of translation in a culture - related to polysystem theory
(2.4.1).

Despite these drawbacks, it is however undeniablethat the corpus-assistedapproach
helps linguistics (including translation studies) scholars to investigate what was
impossible before. Therefore, the solution is not to resist corpus tools at all but to
integrate generally decontextualised corpus analysis into a more contextualised
framework. Mason (2001:71), for example,emphasizesthat contrastive analysisbased
on a corpusneedsto be sensitive to the semiotic context in which the texts are situated,
i.e. genre,discourse and text purpose.With the awarenessof the drawbacksof simply
relying on computers, and with the desire to explore further the potentiality of this
methodology, the current trend in corpus-appliedstudies is to adopt a combination of
quantitative and qualitative approaches(Olohan 2004: 86). Quantitative studies can
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provide the foundation and point a direction for qualitative analysis, and qualitative
studiescan make further use of the computcr-generatedstatistics.
So far, corpus linguistics has been widely used to explore textual and co-textual
features,but locating the corpus findings in a social context is a comparatively new
area.Even when the term "context" is used,it often meansco-text (the chunks of texts
surrounding the key words), or often individual speechacts, rather than the study of
texts in the wider social cultural context (discourseand genre,see2.2.6). However, an
an increasing number of corpus analystshave started to experiment with the corpusassistedapproach,notably in the field of politics (Johnsonet aL 2003, Saraceni2003,
Partington 2003). In translation studies,Munday's (2002:77) model also displayshow
the general statistics of word counts, type-token ratios and average sentencelength
can be - further examined against their metafunctional profiles (ideational,
interpersonal,and textual, following Halliday 1985). The model involves three steps:
(1) locate the ST and TT in their own cultures and produce respectivemetaftinctional
profiles; (2) compare the metafunctional profiles and identify linguistic shifts; (3)
relate the linguistic featuresidentified to their cultural impact. Even though the model
involves three steps and aims to involve wider contextual factors, in Munday's
analysisonly the first two stepsare actually conductedand the third step is left in the
forin as a list of suggestionsof potential directions that can be pursued.And it is this
potential area that the present study intends to explore further. Furthermore, although
the model is very clear and comprehensive,we find that between the metaftinctional
level and the cultural implications, the level.of rhetorical purposesor text producers'
intentions is neglected. In section 3.3, the design of the zanalyticalmodel chosenfor
the Purpose of the present study, based on the foundations reviewed here, will be
presentedand explained. But before we deal with the analytical model, let us first
look at the SA corpus constructedfor the aim of this study.
3.2 Design of the SA Corpus
As specified in the initial observation (1.1) and in the review of popular science in
Taiwan (2.1.3), the present study is motivated by the publication of the Chinese
edition of Scientific Ainerican. Before proceedingto the details of corpus compilation,
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it might be helpful to look at the background of the English SA and the Chinese
edition.
3.2.1 Background

of the SA Corpus

Scientific American is the leading popular science magazine in the US with a history
of more than 150 years. It is now translated into 15 languages in 19 countries and has
33
a monthly circulation of one million worldwide .A variety of topics, such as biology,
cosmology, information technology, nutrition and health, physics and other fields that
are of interest to the general public, is covered in the magazine. The texts can be
categorized into different sub-genres, such as feature-stories written by scientists who
conducted the research, news reports written by journalists, question and answer
columns answered by the scientific experts, or reviews of recently published popular
science books. The texts are often presented with colourful illustrations and reference
columns supplying background information for easier readability.

The first Chinese SA was officially launched in Taiwan in February 2002, with a trial
version published in January 2002. As stated by the chief editors, the aim of Chinese
SA is to provide a canon of popular science writing from
Western world and to
Ithe
34
in
Chinese
The Chinese edition is generally
encourage popular science writing
.
based on the English source but h as a very obvious difference: the English title
Scientific American

becomes Scientific People in Chinese. The Chinese editor

explains this change as stressing "the spirit that science belongs to everyone" (SA
Chinese website, our translation 35) Another reason for this change is that the Chinese
.
36
includes both translations from English

edition

editions , and a small portion of nontranslated articles written by Chinese writers. The original Chinese writings include

33Data accessedfrom English SA website: httl2://www. sciam.com/ýaf!e.cfm?section=international(Last
accessedon 31" October 2007).

34Thestatement in Chineseis: "
IAlk-A)MIFHFFIrA AM,
MV, k44-3""fhIJIIPM,
RJR,
-MIARM. "Availablefrom
(Last accessedon 3V October 2007).
http://sa.vlib.com/about/aboutO4
asp
ý- _

35The explanationcan be accessedon http://sa.ylib. com/service.asp#l (Last accessedon 31" October
2007).
36According to the editor (Zhang, M. 2006), the Chinese
edition usually includes all the English
articles but if there are problems with spaceusually news reports that are of lessrelevanceto the
Taiwanesereaderswould be left out.
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37
Chinese
the views of
scientists on the sametopics discussedby Western scientists,
and reports on scientific news in the Chinesecommunity.
The difference in the contents inevitably leadsto different layout and editing between
the English and Chinese versions. The articles are arrangedin a different order in the
Chineseedition, and the feature storieson the cover also often differ. The changesare
made for different interests or reading habits of the target readers. The Chinese
readersnot only differ in cultural background,but also differ in terms of their ageand
educationbackground -

the Chinesereaderstend to be younger and school students,

whereasthe English readersare older and more professional (Zhang, M. 2006). But
the layout of an individual text - its columns and illustrations - remains almost
identical, unless sometimesthe Chinesecharactersmay take more spacesthan English
words do. Sometimes Chinese translations add more background information, either
by inserting explanations in the main text or adding additional reference columns
besidethe text, to help the readersunderstandthe main text easily. Easy readability as
a priority concern has made the editor decide not to supply the English original after.
proper nouns, in contrast to the usual strategyof scientific translation in Chinese.On
38
the website , the publisher gives three explanations. First, it suggeststhat other
translated scientific articles tend to include the English proper names becauseof a
lack of confidence in the accuracy of their translations, while the Chinese SA is
translatedby a group of scientific experts and they spare no effort in making their
translation accurate and consistent, so the inclusion of the English source is not
necessary.The second reason is that inserting-English words too often makes the
Chinese texts look disorderly, and also makes readersprocess texts less smoothly.
Furthermore, the inclusion of English terms would take too much space and the
magazinehas only limited spacefor an article.

37When an English article is regardedas too difficult, the editor invites Chinesescientiststo write an
introduction to the issuesor the relevant developmentin the Chinesesciencecommunity. Also, when
the English articles do not contain enoughbackground,the editors or the journalists write a background
story of the event. Even in rare cases,becausethe Chineseedition is one month behind the English
issue,the Chineseedition may supply somefollow-up report if a breakthroughhas occurred during the
month.
38http://sa.ylib. com/service.asp#2(Last accessedon 3 Is'October 2007).
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This brief account of background information about the SA corpus will provide a
useful extra-linguistic context for the text analysis in the present study, especially
regardingthe differences resulting from different readerships.
3.2.2 Corpus Compilation
The SA English and Chinese magazines provide very good data that enable us to
compare the English source texts and the Chinese translations -

to investigate the

translator's strategy, and to compare the Chinese translations and the Chinese nontranslations -

to identify any potential evidence of the influence of translations and

the creation of a new genre. For the purpose of the study, two corpora were compiled:
an English-Chinese parallel corpus and a Chinese comparable corpus. The definitions
follow
here
those of Baker (1995). A parallel
corpus
of parallel and comparable
language
in
language
includes
A and another sets of texts
texts
source
a
set
of
corpus
of their translations in language B (ibid.: 230). Comparable corpora include two sets of
texts from the same language: one corpus consists of non-translated texts in a certain
language and the other consists of translated texts in that language from a given
source language (ibid.: 234). Also, as one of the objectives of the present study is to
conduct a quantitative analysis of recurrent patterns in the data, the corpora were
designed to be large-scale and in a machine-readable form.

The first step was to collect English texts from the English Scientific Anierican
magazine and Chinese translations and non-translations from Chinese Kexueren
published in Taiwan. Both English and Chinese publishers have their websites on
which selectedarticles in each issuewere published. To; save the trouble of scanning
paper into electronic files, we decidedto collect texts basedon those selectedarticles
available on the website. The publication period is restricted to the period from
January2002, when the trial issueof ChineseSA was published, until February 2005,
when the corpus was constructed. For the English-Chinese parallel corpus, we
collected all the articles that have both English source text available on the English
SA website and Chinese target text available on the Taiwan SA website. For the
comparablecorpus; we included the translations collected in the parallel corpus and
collected all the Chinese non-translations that were available on the Taiwan SA
website. Both translated and non-translatedtexts come from the same magazineand
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herebythe same"genre". To ensurecomparability, we excluded those texts within the
magazinethat do not belong to the prototype of popular science genres, such as the
preface, advertisements,the question and answer column and games. Book reviews
that were often in Chinese non-translationsbut not English and Chinese translations
were also excluded. The remaining texts in the corpora were mainly feature stories
written by scientists, news reports written by journalists, and some argumentative
analysiswritten by scientists.The texts included in the corpus cover headline,by-line,
namesof authors and/or translators (including their introductions in brackets beside
the names), and the main body of the texts. Pictures and explanations of pictures,
columns and boxes placed beside the main texts to supply further information were
omitted from the webpagebecausethey were not part of the main texts. Some of the
texts were available online in full texts while others were only partially available. For
long,
if
too
an
article
was
usually the first 1500 English words or 3000
example,

Chinesewords or so at most were provided online. Given that the aim of the present
study is to look for recurrent patternsthroughout the corpus,reductions are considered
not to influence the results of the analysis. Based on these criteria of selection, we
finally compiled the following corpora:
Corpus

English sourcetexts TranslatedChinese Non-translatedChinese
(SA-TC)
(SA-NTC)
(SA-E)

Number of texts 66

66

77

Words39

109,985

82,804

103,004

Table 3.1 SA corpora complied for the stud/P .The issue of copyright permissions is also important at the stage of corpus design
(Olohan 2004:50). Requests for permission were made to both the English and
Chinesepublishers. Permission is grantedby the ChineseKexuren magazine,but not
by the American pulisher Scientific Anierican. However, according to the terms and
conditions of the publisher, Scientific Anzerican Digital subscribers can download
articles to the user's computer for freeý'. Therefore, given that we have subscribedto
39In order to compare to the number of English words, the figures provided in SA-TC and SA-NTC
hereare not charactersbut words, i.e. charactersthat were segmented.
40The complete lists of texts included in the corpora are in Appendix A.
41https://www. sciamdigital.conVindex.cfm?fa=Account.ViewRegistrationAlt (Last accessedon 31
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Scientific American Digital,

we can download the articles to the computer.

Nevertheless,we are not allowed to reproducetexts in this thesis and that is why some
examplesand case studies are not presentedin full text, and only links to webpages
are provided. Nevertheless, in the UK, the terms of "fair dealing" (Copyright
Licensh'igAgency website42) allow individuals to make a single copy of a reasonable
proportion of works'for the purpose of non-commercial activity, including research.
The terms of fair dealing can apply to the short English samplesquoted in this thesis.
3.2.3 Corpus processing
The program

used to process the data is ParaConc,

developed by Barlow

a multilingual

(1995). In order to import the data collected

concordancer

into-the program,

we needed to make the data conform to the format accepted by the program. First, all
the electronic

texts downloaded

from the website were saved as plain text files. The

Chinese texts then had to be segmented. Chinese is a character-based
no clear boundary

between

space between words,
segmented SA-TC

words, but ParaConc

so a process of segmentation

and SA-NTC

Language Processing Laboratory
followed

recognizes

the standard of segmentation

segmentations - especially

needed to be carried out. We

Tsing Hua University

issued by the Academia

The next step was to align English

unit

alignment

of sentence,

difference.

function,

in Taiwan, which
Sinica Corpus. The

the segmentation of science terminology

by
the
then
processed
machine
checked manually
were
-

automatic

a word based on the

program developed by the Natural

by a segmenting
of National

and proper nouns

in order to ensure. accuracy.

and Chinese texts. Although

ParaConc

we decided to align the texts manually

because Chinese

language with

and English

sentence structures

has an

based on the
are of great

The unit of sentence here was recognized by the full stop, and sometimes

question marks, exclamation
stops were considered

marks or even semicolons

if the fragments between two

too long to be read as a concordance.

After

the data were

properly managed, they were imported to the software, ready for the search function.
Although

ParaConc

is designed for parallel corpora, comparable

imported into the software and a search function

could also be carried out. Therefore,

October2007).
42<http://www. cia.co.uk> (Last accessedon 31" October 2007).
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texts could also be

the raw figures obtained in the presentstudy - both for the parallel corpus and the
comparablecorpus - were all generatedby ParaConc.
3.2.4 Reference corpus
A Chinesereferencecorpus of texts belonging to the genreof scientific writing is also
included in the present study as representativeof the Chinese norm with which
ChineseSA corpora can be compared.The referencecorpus is a sub-corpusconsisting
of texts in the field of science and in written form taken from the five-million-word
Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus of Modem Chinese,known as the Sinica Corpus.
The size of this written science subcorpus(hereafter SC-SCI) is 566,717 words. In
this referencecorpus, there is no distinction of sciencewritings for different purposes
and occasions, so the reference corpus covers a variety of sub-genres, such as
government science reports, journal articles, science news reports, scientific stories
for children, museum web pages,etc. Arguably, the referencecorpus is not entirely
comparablewith the SA corpus becausethey are not written for the samepurpose.But,
on the other hand, the referencecorpuswill unavoidably be incomparable,becausethe
in
does
is
that
the
the
of
genre
science
not
exist
starting point
presentstudy
of popular
traditional Chinese science writings. Besides, SC-SCI includes texts with varying
degreesof specialization (i. e. not only "hard-science" texts). Therefore, SC-SCI can
still be regardedas being representativeof the general featuresof sciencewritings in
Chinese, and can be compared with the SA Chinese corpora as a special type of
43
interface
is
A
science writing.
web-based search
available online, and in order to
accessthe full texts, we purchasedthe corpus in the form of a CD-ROM from the
AcademiaSinica.

Overall, to fulfill the aims of the presentstudy, four corpora are included: SA-E, SATC, SA-NTC and SC-SCI. In the analysis of the translators' interactive strategy (the
first aim), SA-E is comparedwith SA-TC, and SC-SCI is used as a reference.In the
analysisof the creation of a new genrevia translations,SA-TC is comparedwith SANTC, and SC-SCI as a referenceis also included.

43http: //ww-,v.sinica. edu.tw/SinicaCoipus (Last accessed on 3 1" October 2007).
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Parallel Corpus
SA-E
103,004
(words)

SA-TC
109,985

SA-NTC
82,804

SC-SCI
566,717

ComparableCorpora

Table 3.2 The corpora for the investigation in the presentstudy
3.3 Analytical procedures and problems
This section sets out to present an analytical model that can make use of the corpusbasedapproachand integrate it with the theoretical framework of interaction reviewed
in chapter 2, basing on the data collected for the present study. The model mainly
includesfour steps,as shown in figure 3.1.
Surface interactive features(word)
(human-assistedcomputer analysis)

Co-text generalizations(text)
(computer-assistedhuman analysis)

Local context interpretation (pragmatics)
(human analysis)
Social context explanation(genre and discourse)
(human analysis)

Figure 3.1 The analytical processof writer-reader interaction
3.3.1 Statistics of Surface Interactive Features
In the first steps we quantify evidence of interaction by indicating the frequency of
level,
features.
Halliday's (1985) SFG and Hoey's (1983)
interactive
At
this
selected
important
for
interactive
signals
provide
resources
analysis of what
reader-oriented
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linguistic features are mostly used by text producers to achieve certain interactive
functions. Besides, toolkits from other studies that are reviewed Jn Chapter 2
regarding interaction between writer and reader, such as CDA and politeness theory,
based
first
In-the
pilot
study
also
used
we
conducted
a
on a pair
are
as references.
step,
of parallel texts in order to seewhat linguistic featuresmay be more useful indicators
specifically for our data. The list of candidatesexamined in the pilot study included
lexical choice, transitivity, theme-rheme pattern, deixis, junction, hedging, person
reference,textual organization, presupposition,etc. Since in the first step our aim is to
quantify the interactive phenomenonin texts, it was decided that at this stage we
should select features that can be processedby a computer in order to look for
recurrent patterns. The final list decided upon was deixis, personal reference,
junction and hedging. The four features can be easily processedby the computer
software- and, more important, they provide salient indications of the interactive
strategiesadoptedby text producersin eachcorpus involved in the study. In this step,
we adopt a human-assistedcomputer analysis. We use the computer to calculate the
selectedkey words in each interactive feature in all the corpora: SA-E, SA-TC, SANTC and SC-SCL
To comparefurther the differences betweenSA-E and SA-TC, we also calculate the
number of translation shifts. Most of the statistics can be automatically generatedby
the software ParaConc; not only the number of occurrences, but most of the
translation shifts can also be observedin ParaConc with its translation and hotword
functions, which show the equivalencein thqItranslationsbasedon a statistical method
(seeBarlow 1995). Needlessto say, the statisticsgeneratedby the computer can never
reach 100% accuracy.To identify an equivalent accuratelyin translation is even more
difficult when the strategies of omission and addition are involved. Therefore, the
calculation of translation shifts involves a certain degree of human assistance.The
calculation of raw figures of occurrencescan be more easily done automatically, but
when a word has several meaningsor ambiguity is involved, human-assistanceagain
limit
first
important
Therefore,
in
try
to
the concept of
the
stage,
role.
we
plays an
interaction to a number of the most important key words related to the interactive
strategies,and to identify their recurrent pattern in a large-scalecorpus. The purpose
is to see the pattern more clearly in a decontextualisedcorpus. Nevertheless,other
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from
features
Those
interactive
the
which are not
are
not
excluded
analysis.
related
included at this stage - features such as transitivity and presupposition which are
more difficult to quantify - will be brought into the discussionin the contextualised
analysiswhenever relevant. For example, a discussionof shifts in personalreference
seemsinevitably related to shifts in transitivity, and shifts in demonstrativesmay also
be related to the concept of presupposition.Therefore, it should be stressedthat the
first stagewas not designedto cover thoroughly all the interactive featuresdisplayed
in the corpus, which, of course, would be impossible, but to point in a direction that
can narrow the focus for contextualisedanalysis.
In Chapter 5, in order to identify the significance of differences among the three
Chinesecorpora, we will use a statisticstool - the log-likelihood test44which counts
,
the number of tokens and their percentagein the total corpora and then calculates
whether these differences have statistical significance. More details will be provided
in the introduction in 5.1.

3.3.2 Co-textual Generalizations
The second step is to read concordances and try to make a generalization of the
textual patterns in which the key shifts occur. The main steps in reading concordances
are proposed by Sinclair (2003: xvi): initiate, interpret, consolidate, report, recycle,
result and repeat. "Initiate"

means to look for the immediate co-texts and try to

identify any repetitive patterns. "Interpret" is to try to form a hypothesis that can link
these patterns together -

for example, ip, our corpus we found that the additive

junctive and that is mostly retained without shifts in translation tends to be in
sentence-initial position and with cohesive (rather than structural) functionS45.-Next,
"consolidate" means to look for further evidence to support the tentative hypothesis,
such as looking for the non-sentence-initial and with other cohesive functions and
observing the trend in translation. The next step is to "report", i. e. to write down the
by
hypothesis.
hypothesis
Then,
"recycle"
the
repeating the same procedures
explicit
but trying to look at the strongest counter-evidence against the hypothesis -

for

44An online log-likelihood test calculator and a more detailed accountof its statistical theory are
availableon http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/liwizard.html (Last accessedon 3 1" October 2007).
45The distinction betweencohesiveand structuraljunction follows that of Halliday and Hasan(1976:
234). Seealso 2.5.3.
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example,whether there is also a high tendencyof non-omissionof the.structural and.
Then, modify the results with observationsfrom counter examples.The final step is
i. e. to apply the hypothesisto new data, such as other junctives, and seeif
s4repeat",
the hypothesis is still valid. The importance of generalising textual patterns is to
distinguish what is usually taking place in the corpus from what is not, and this can
lead us to explore further the pragmatic and semiotic significance behind the pattern
observed.
3.3.3 Pragmatic Significance
The third step is to link textual patterns to pragmatic choices. At this stage, it is
important to consider the intention of the utterances being investigated. For example,
the use of deixis when the writer explains a theory serves different functions from
when the'writer

describes a scene. Another example is that hedges serve different

is
the
the
chatting
wriier
claim
writer
makes a scientific
and when
purposes when
informally with the readers. The purposes of the text can be accessedby observing the
co-text, such as thiý introduction of the texts and any other textual clues. Following the
pragmatic approaches of Beaugrande and Dressler (1981) and others, we regard texts
as traces of communication and an accumulation of selections in order to achieve
different
in
In
translation,
translation
the
often
result
shift can
a
rhetorical purposes.
it
is
intentions
But
into
before
translators'
the
and
choices,
we go
pragmatic effects.
necessary to make distinctions amongst three types of shifts. Different

types of

translation shifts are discussed mainly in the study of the phenomenon of explicitation.
Blum-Kulka

(198612000) distinguishes amongst grammatical differences, stylistic

preferences, and the process of translation itself. Klaudy (2001) summarizes four
types of shifts in explicitation: obligatory (grammatical and semantic levels), optional
(grammatically correct but unnatural), pragmatic (such as explanations added by the
translators), and translation-inherent explicitations. The latter type of explicitation is a
result of the necessity to formulate the ideas conceived in the source language and
present them in the target language. The two distinctions, although in different
categories, actually overlap with each other. Considering the translator's constraints in
making choices, we can mainly define and distinguish three types of translation shifts:
obligatory, preferential, and optional (the term used following Calzada Perez 1997:
130, based on Halliday's (1985) taxonomy).
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Obligatory shifts: The translator has no choice but to shift, mainly for grammaticalor
If
language
imposed
by
the
the
target
systems.
semantic constraints
source and
translator does not make shifts, the translation will be incorrect grammatically or
otherwiseunacceptable.
Preferential shifts: The translator has choicesnot to make shifts but is constrainedby
the norm in the target language.If the translator does not make shifts, the translation
in
found
be
but
be
(thus
generatingadditional effects not
will still
correct
will
marked
the ST) or be clumsy or unnatural.
Optional shifts: The translator has choices to make shifts or not in order to relay
intendedeffects -

for example,for the purposeof translationsor target readers.

At this stage we bring the literature of contrastive studies between source language
and target language into the examination of the translation shifts observedin SA-TC.
Grammatical differences or stylistic preferencesin English and Chinesewill assistin
determining the type of shifts identified. Given the aim to explore interactive
strategies used by the translator, our focus will be particularly on optional shifts and
It
is
because
do
involve
translators'
choices.
obligatory shifts
not
preferential shifts,
then that we start to explore the possiblemotivations of choicesbehind the translation
shifts basedon the context of individual texts.
Another important. concept at this stagerelated to the text producers' intention is the.
notion of markedness.In the use of language,-it is generally agreed that there is a
contrastbetween a marked form and an unmarked form (cf. Levinson 1983; Fletcher
1985; Hatim and Mason 1990). An unmarked form is a preferred form that occurs
more frequently or follows the expectationof languageusers.A marked fonn, on the
other hand, occurs infrequently and unexpectedlyand therefore is'less preferred. Since
a marked form is less used, when the text producer chooses to use a marked
expression it usually generates additional pragmatic effect by making the readers
be
information.
Therefore,
the
an
processing
will
more
effort
markedness
spend
important indication of the strategie*sadoptedby translatorsand writers in SA-TC and
SA-NTC in the qualitative analysis.If we find the SA Chinesewriters and translators
features
frequently
frequently
interactive
less
than the other
certain
much
more
or
use
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Chinesescience writers, these patterns can be regarded as marked choices, and then
we can further discuss the potential effects of the markednesson the writer-reader
interaction.
3.3.4 Discoursal and Generic Explanations
The last steps locate textual analysis and local pragmatic interpretations in the
background of social settings, especially concerning the roles of text producers and
receivers in the conventional setting of popular science genres. An important issue
that needs to be tackled in this stage is circularity, as pointed out in the review of
discourse studies in 2.2.6. A textual-analysis of writer-reader interaction inevitably
faces a problem of what textual analysescannot tell us. In the study of interaction,
Myers (1999:56) clearly warns of the shortcomings of textual analysis: "Analyses
based on:these [textual analyses]models can.show that there is interaction in these
texts, but it cannot tell us what kind of interaction, between what sorts of actors..." In
fact, any linguistic researchthat seeksto go beyond mere description of languagesand
intends to interpret or even explain languages (such as CDA) cannot escapethe
criticisms of circularity, from which the presentstudy, of course,cannot be exempted.
Circularity means that linguistic analysts infer beliefs from text use and then
expediently use the textual analysisto supporttheir interpretations(Widdowson 2004:
128). In other words, very often analystsread into texts only what they want to read.
The perspective that analysts bear in mind before they approachtexts is termed by
Widdowson (ibid.: 80) as "pretextual purpose." This pretextual purpose restricts the
analysts' attention in texts and controls the direction of interpretation. Regarding this
issue, Stubbs (1997) suggestedthat even though some of the problems of circularity
will always remain, there are some support methodologies that can minimize the
impact of circularity and partiality of textual analysis: ethnographic study of actual
text production, analysis of co-occurring linguistic features,' comparison of texts and
corpora,and study of disseminationand audiencereception (Stubbs 1997:111).
A similar proposal to resolve what textual analysescannot tell us about interaction by
Myers (1999:58-59) also seems to follow a similar line: decontextualization and
rematerialization. Decontextualization is similar to the corpus-basedapproachin the
first stageof our analytical procedures:we quantify interaction as being only a bundle
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of linguistiq features. In this way we can avoid any preconceived or biased
perspectivewhen we approachthe features.On the other hand, rematerialization aims
to recoristructthe context - time, place and process- when the interaction took place.
In written mode, it helps if traces of interaction can be recovered from paratextual
features, such as layouts of publications, surrounding commentary, statement of
editorial policy, etc.

Regarding these issues and suggestions, the present study as a corpus-based
investigation effectively seeksto avoid the criticism of focusing on selectedsamples
only. Basedon the corpus survey as the first step, i.e. dematerialization,we can avoid
the bias of pretextual purposesthat focus only on the featuresthat the analyst wants to
look at. Also in the qualitative analyses,we discussnot only examplessupporting the
major trends identified in quantitative studies, but also counter-evidencethat is not
consistentwith the results, in order to cover a wider view of the data. The suggestion
of investigating co-occurring Jinguistic featuresis also fulfilled in the textual studies.
We basedthe quantitative studies on four selectedcategories,but bring any relevant
linguistic phenomenainto the discussion ýn qualitative textual analysis when longer
chunks of texts are sampled. Besides, the present study fulfils the criteria of
comparisonby involving a parallel corpusand a comparablecorpus.

In order to minimize problems of circularity and to take up the suggestion of
rematerialization, including an ethnographic approach, study of audience reception,
etc., the present study brings in paratextual-analysisas a support to textual analysis.
Paratext, following the definition of Genette (1997:1), refers to materials
accompanying a text. It can be broadly divided into two types: Peritext is materials
that are situated around the text, such as book titles, prefaces,illustrations, and blurb.
Epitext is distanced materials located outside texts involving interviews with the
authors,corm-nentsand reviews of books, etc. The importance of paratextsis that they
help to reconstructthe communication- location, time, mode, participants, and aims.
At a pragmatic level, as Genette (ibid.: 8) stress,
es, paratext provides important
information to the situations of communication,such as "the nature of the senderand
addressee,the sender's degreeýof authority and responsibility, the illocutionary force
of the sender's message," and many others. Kovala (1996) uses the paratextual
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methodology to analyseideology in translatedtexts. The study finds that very often
paratexts are used as a strategy to bring the texts and the readerscloser (ibid.: 140).
The preface,the blurb, and design of the presentationof texts can all be designedto
control the reading of texts. Indeed, the influence of paratexts on readerscan come
before the influence of textual features. Therefore, it is important to explain the
textual analysisagainstthe backgroundof a careful paratextualprofile.
For the purpose of the presentstudy,we bring both peritext and epitext materials into
our investigation. Peritext evidenceis collected from online and paper publications of
SA magazines,and it includesbasic features,such asthe cover,the title, prefaces,text
producer's introductions, layout of texts and illustrations, and prefaces. Epitext
materials include reviews and commentson the publications, readershipanalysis of
the magazines, and interviews conducted with the chief editor, a translator, and a
Chinesewriter of the Chineseedition.
We will present an analysis of parallel texts in Chapter 4, with quantitative statistics
presented in 4.1 and qualitative analysis in 4.2. Comparable analysis will then be
presented in Chapter 5, following the same order of quantitative statistics in 5.1 and
qualitative analysis in 5.2. We will bring the results of textual analysis in Chapter 4
and Chapter 5 together in Chapter 6, and locate the textual findings in the background
of detailed paratextual analysis, to account for the writer-reader interaction taking
place in the actual process of communication.
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CHAPTER FOUR
TRANSLATION OF WRITER-READER INTERACTION:
FINDINGS IN TIBE PARALLEL CORPUS
In this chapter the focus is on the first aim of the study: to investigate evidence of
writer-reader interaction in the translation of the genre of popular science from
English to Chinese. The parallel corpus used for the investigation in this chapter
involves. SA-E and SA-TC, and also the Chinese reference corpus SC-SCI. The
researchfocus is how the translatorsdeal with interactive features in the sourcetexts
when the target readers are of a different background from that of the source text
readers.In the first step (quantitative findings, section4.1), we look for the translation
shifts of the selected interactive features in the parallel corpus. In the second step
(qualitative analysis, section 4.2), basedon the statistical findings of the main trends
of translation shifts, we bring the co-text and context into discussion in order to
explore the meanings of the quantitative findings. A case study of a longer text unit
will be presented in 4.3 to explore how the four interactive features interweave to
form a consistent interactive pattern in the translatedtexts, and how they are different
from the interactive pattern in the source texts. A summary of the findings in this
chapterand tentative conclusionswill be given in section4.4.
4.1 Quantitative Analysis of the Parallel Corpus
The objective of this section is to compare SA-E and SA-TC and to Provide a
statistical background to similar or different.pattems of the interactive features used
by the source text writers and the translators. The findings are presented in the
following order: deixis (4.1.1), personalreference(4.1.2), junction (4.1.3) and hedges
(4.1.4). Even though the focus is on comparing the parallel corpus, a comparison of
SA-TC with SC-SCI provides a very important statistical background, relating to
whether the translators' choices are an accommodation to the target norms (hence
obligatory or preferred shifts) or can be regardedas a unique feature in the processof
translation itself (optional shifts).

4.1.1 Deixis
First, the total numbers of occurrencesof demonstratives,time. and place adverbsin
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SA-E, SA-TC and SC-SCI are presented in table 4.1 below. The English
demonstrativescontain this, these,that, and those; place adverbsare here and there;
#5
ýj
demonstratives
The
Chinese
time
then.
and
adverbsare now and
cover
zhe, na,
their fonnal alternatives ft ci, fffj gai, and the classifier phrasesbased on these four
Njff!
'tRVI
formal
include
the
'
their
roots;
place adverbs
and
alternatives
zheli,
nali,
-,
fit cidi, ýFtxfLý
ffl"
ft
ýiaH4
formal
the
time
gaidi;
adverbsare
zheshi,
nashi, and more
R4,cishi,

'f-,
EIH4

dangshi.

SA-E
Proximal Demonstratives
447
Place adverbs
88
Time adverbs
22
Total (% of total word 557
(0.54%)
count)
Distal
Demonstratives
199
Place adverbs
28
28
Time adverbs
Total (% of total word 255
(0.25%)
count)
I
Total
812
(% of total word count)
(0.79%)

SA-TC

SC-SCI

1167
36
14
1217
(1.10%)
227
5
60
292
(0.27%)
1509
(1.37%)

1512
16
14
1542
(0.27%)
337
9
48
394
(0.07%)
1936
(0.34)

Table 4.1 Instancesof deictics in SA-E, SA-TC and SC-SCI
A comparison of SA-E and SA-TC. shows that the latter has a higher frequency of
deictics than the former. The difference lies especially in the frequenciesof proximal
deictics, while the frequencies of distal deictics are very similar. This suggeststhat
SA-TC adds a large number of proximals that do not exist in the source texts. In the
next step we compare SA-TC and SC-SCI to determine whether the increase of
proximals in SA-TC is an accommodationto the Chinese norm, in which case the
translators' choices and motivations may be less worthy of discussion becausethe
shifts are either obligatory or preferred in the process of translation. However, the

figures suggestthat SC-SCI actually has the lowest frequency of deictics among the
three corpora in table 4.1. The translations use a higher frequency of deictics not
Chinese
but
than
the
texts
than
the
only
source
also
norm. Therefore, we cannot

just explain the use of deictics in SA-TC as being under the influence of sourcetexts
or constrainedby the target norms. Rather, the translators' choices may be involved
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and their motivation and effects are worth further examination.
We further calculate the translation shifts taking place in SA-TC. Table 4.2 below

shows a summary of the total number of translation shifts involving deictic
demonstratives,and time and place adverbsin Sý-TC.
Distancing Shifts

Proximatizing shifts

ST
proximal->
TT distal

ST proximal-> Add
not translatedin TT distal
TT

Add
ST distal-> ST distal->
TT
not translatedTT proximal
in TT
proximal

10

110

72

228

118

780

970
(73.5% of all deictic shifts)

348
(26.5% of all deictic shifts)
1318
Table 4.2 Instancesof deictic shifts in SA-TC

Table 4.2 identifies six types of deictic shifts. According to the shifting direction
towards distanceor proximity, theseshifts are further groupedinto distancing shifts or
proximatizing shifts. Those belonging to the group of distancing shifts are:
(1) ST proximal->TT distal;
(2) ST proximal->not translated in TT;
(3) Add TT distal.

Another three types of translation shifts point towards a reverse direction:
proximatizing shifts.
(4) ST distal-->TTproximal;
(5) ST distal4not translatedin TT;
(6) Add TT proximal.
Through the strategiesof replacing a distal by a proximal, not translating a distal, or
presenting an extra proximal in the translation, the translation displays a trend of
shifting towards proximal deixis.
The six types of translation shifts are basedon three main strategies,each with two
directions. Thus, types (1) and (4) are shifts between proximals and distals but
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.
directions.
(2)
Types
towards
two
and (5) both adopt the strategies
pointing
opposite
of omission.Types (3) and (6) add extra deictics in target texts.

A comparison of the two. trends of shifts shows that shifts towards proximity (970
instances)occur much more often than shifts toward distance (348 instances).This
trend is found to be consistent in the three strategiesemployed in translation shifts.
The number of shifts from ST distal to proximal (72 instances) is higher than the
number from ST proximal to TT distal (10 instances).The omission of distals (118
instances)is higher, though with a less significant margin, than that of proximals (110
instances).Also, the number of addition of proximals (780 instances)is higher than
the addition of distals (228 instances). This consistency shows a significant
predominanceof proximatizing shifts rather than distancing shifts.
Another interesting finding from table 4.2 is that amongthe three strategiesadoptedin
translation shifts, the strategy of addition is higher than the other two strategiesand it
is true in both directions -

addition of both proximals and distals. This high number

of additionscan explain why in table 4.1 the number of deictics is much higher than in
the source text. Following the pragmatic definition (see 2.5.1) of deixis as an
anchoringof interaction, this higher frequency.of deictics in SA-TC than in SA-E and
SC-SCI may be an important indication of the translators' interaction with the target
readers.
In summary,there are two important finding§-frorn this section: (1) the occurrencesof
shifts towards proximity are higher than those of the reversedirection. A more salient
use of proximals seemsto be the feature in SA-TC. (2) The number of deictics in the
translation is higher than the number in SA-E and also in SC-SCL We can thus
hypothesize that the high frequency use of deictics is a feature emerging from the
processof translation itself - not merely from the influence of the ST and certainly
not an accommodation to the Chinese norm. A qualitative analysis of these two
findings will be discussedin section4.2.
4.1.2 Personal Reference
This section presents the quantitative statistics of personal reference in the parallel
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corpus SA-E and SA-TC. The categories investigated here are the explicit revelations

of writer and reader: first and secondpersonal reference. IPS standsfor first person
singular, and 1PP for first person plural. 2P stands for both singular and plural in
English and Chinese 46 specific account of the components of each category can be
.A

found in table 2.3 and 2.4 in 2.5.2.
We first presentthe total number of personalreferencesin SA-E and SA-TC. SC-SCI,
representingthe norm in Chinese science texts, is also placed beside SA-TC as a
referencecorpus. The percentagealongsidethe raw number of occurrencesindicates
how frequently that category of personalreferenceoccurs in the entire corpus.
SA-E
(% of total word count)

SA-TC

sc-sci

IPS

542(0.53%)

448(0.41%)

670(0.12%)

1pp

361(0.35%)

368(0.33%)

469(0.08%)

2P

208(0.20%)

152(0.13%)

288(0.05%)

Total

1111(1.18%)

968(0.88%)

1327 (0.23%)

Table 4.3 Instancesof personalreferencein SA-E, SA-TC and SC-SCI
Overall, SA-TC uses less personal reference than SA-E. The difference is more

obvious in 1PSand 2P.In 1PPthe differencesare not very obvious, and the raw figure
in SA-TC is even slightly higher than in SA-E. Comparedwith the larger difference
betweenST and TT observedin deixis (in 4.1.1), this table might suggestthat there is
not very much to be investigated.In IPP in particular, the numbers in ST and TT are
almost identical.

However, a comparison of SA-TC and SC-SCI will lead to an interesting observation:
the frequencies of personal reference in the translations
than in the original

are significantly

higher

Chinese writing. As discussed in 2.5.2, comparative linguists

46Sinceboth singular and plural secondpersonpronounsrefer to the addressee(s),in this study we do
not make any distinction betweenthe numbers.Hence, whetheran English you is translatedas ni
(singular) or ninzen(plural) it will be countedas a non-shift in the quantitative findings.
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(Li and Thompson 1981:657) have found that the Chinese language generally uses
less personal reference than in English because Chinese writers tend to omit
referencesthat are understandablefrom the context, but our findings here suggestthat
the translation accommodatesto the sourcetext and moves away from the TT non-n.
The translations may still have received some influence from the target languageby
omitting a number of personal references,but the influence from the ST is even
greater.Therefore, in this table we find that the frequency of personal referencesin
SA-E is slightly higher than in SA-TC, and both are much higher than SC-SCI.
Table 4.4 presentsthe number of additions and omissionsand their percentageof total
count of translation shifts (i. e. the sum of addition and omission).
addition

omission

IPS

22(16%)

116(84%)

IPP

107(52%)

100(48%)

2P

25(24%)

81(76%)

Table 4.4 Shifts and percentageof personalreferencesin SA-TC
Column I presentsthe number of instancesin which the translation adds additional
personalreferencesthat do not exist in the ST. For example,
(1) (ST) caution is warranted-->(TT) we needto be cautious
Examplesinclude the caseswhen the writer-shifts from third person to first personor
secondperson, and therefore are countedas addition, as illustrated in (2).
(2) (ST) she-->(TT)My mother
Column 2 counts the omission of personal references in ST, as in (3)

(3)(ST) she was just jealous, I thou_gh->(TT) she wasjust jealous
As in the case of addition, the occasionsmay also include shifts from first or second
personperspectiveto third personperspective,and countedas omission here.
There are also two instances of shifts from 2P to 1PP. The cases are counted as
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omission in 2P and addition in IPP.
(4) (ST) if y2u just accept it-->(TT) if we just accept it

The.analysisof shifts here reminds us that althoughon the surfacethe numbersin SAE and SA-TC do not differ greatly, the componentsof IPS; 1PPand 2S actually differ
considerably.In IPP in particular, despite the similar raw figures of their frequencies
in SA-E (361) and SA-TC (368), 107 instancesare added in the translation and 100
ST instancesare omitted, These shifts suggestthat the use of 1PP in the TT is very
different from that in the ST, and IPP may be used in the translation to play different
functions for different purposes. 1PSand 2P have fewer additions but the number of
omissions has also accounted for a large proportion of instancesin the source text.
The reasonand effect behind theseshifts will be examinedmore closely in 4.2.2.
In this section we have two observations:(1) the translation uses a similar number of
personalreferencesas the sourcetext, and this is evidenceof deviation from the norm
of Chinese.This high frequency of first and secondreferencesmay be regardedas a
new interactive pattern introduced via translationsfrom English texts. (2) Regardless
of the similar total number of personal referencesin SA-E and SA-TC, many shifts
have actually taken place and may suggest different components - and function,
purposes,or effects of personal references- in the translation. The two observations
will be the subject of 4.2.2.
4.1.3 Junction
A quantitative analysis of junction is more complicated than deixis and personal
referencebecausethe number of junctives is larger and the equivalence between a
Chineseand Englishjunctive is less straightforward. Junctions, though consideredas
function words in a closed set, still contain items that are impossible to include in the
investigation - for example, phrases can also perform junctive functions. The
junctives in Chinese are even more complicated than in English. In the Academia
Sinica Corpus there are approximately 193 different junctives, whereasin BNC there
are only 5047. Another difficulty is that the equivalencebetween Chinese and English
47TheEnglishfiguresareobtained
bycounting
all thewordstagged
withconjin theBNCwordlist
lancs.
(http://ucrel.
txt.Lastaccessed
ac.uk/bncfreq/lists/1-1-all-aIpha.
on 13May2008).TheChinese
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junctives is not as simple as equivalence in personal reference (Wo=l, me, mine; Ni,
Nimen=you, etc.). The imbalance in numbers of junctives between the junctions
already suggests that one English junctive

can have many kinds of Chinese

translations. Our methods of dealing with these two problems are as below.

First, we select only representative junctions in the corpus. Representativeness is
decided by frequency in the large general corpus and in the SA corpus. The procedure
is first to extract the most frequent lists of junction in BNC (for English) and Sinica
(for Chinese)48 These junctives are then categorized into different semantic groups:
.
additive, alternative, adversative, causal, hypothetical and temporal. The categories
are based on the study carried out by Halliday and Hasan (1976: 242-243), but also
include hypotheticals 49(such as ij) which do not fit into any of the four categories
50,
by
both of which are
them, and separate additive and alternative
proposed
categorised under the heading of additive in Halliday and Hasan (ibid. ).

Second, translation shifts are calculated in two steps. In the list of representative
English junctions, junctions omitted in Chinesetranslationsare calculated.Then in the
list of representativeChinesejunctives, junctives that are not relayed from the English
translationsbut addedby the translationsare calculated.For example,becausemay be
translatedinto the less commonly used causaljunctive [N2 yinzhi in Chinese.In this
case,it will be counted as a non-omission in the English list (table 4.5), but it will not
be included in the Chineselist (table 4.6).

It should be stressedthat the analysis here does not aim.,to cover all the junctives or
figures count all the words with ca and cb tags in the CD-Rom Morld List Wth Accumulated Mord
Frequencyin Sinica Corpus3.1, which we purchasedfrom the Academia Sinica.
48Seetable I and table 2 in Appendix B. In English the top tenjunctions are investigated.In Chinese
the list is longer becausethe top tenjunctives are mostly additive junctions. The final list of Chinese
junctions to be investigatedis basedon table 2, but becauseadditive junctions are the majority in the
list, somejunctions in other semanticcategoriesare added.Deng, meaningso on or etc. is not included
in the investigation becausethis type of junctive is not included in the English list, so an inclusion of
deng would result in incomparability betweenthe two lists.
49The necessityof including the categoryof hypothetical is also noted in Smith and Frawley (1983:
363).
50The reasonfor separateadditive and alternative in this study is that they display different patternsof
translationshifts in the quantitative studies,especially in the frequencyof omission - additive has
27% whereasalternative has41%. Also, in the qualitative analysis (4.2.3), there are observationsof
shifts from alternatives to additives. Therefore, for a cleareraccountof the junctive shifts taking place
in the translation it is regardedas necessaryto separatethe two types of junction.
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every junctive shift in the translation, which would be a task of great technical
difficulty. The purposeis to point out a generaltrend of the use of key junctives taking
place in the corpus and provide a direction for further in-depth analysis in 4.2.3.
Table 4.5 shows statistics of translation shifts generatedfrom the corpus basedfrom
the two principles.
Total

Iýpes of
junction

Key junctives and total occurrences

Additive
total

and
1923

1923

Omission

503

503(27%)*

Alternative

or
384

384

total

occurrences
(and % of
ornission in
total
occurence)

156
omission
Adversative but

156(41%)
however

though

although

total

382

44

29

22

477

omission

46

2

3

4

55(12%)

Causal

because

so

therefore

total

136

70

14

220

omission

10

4

3

17(16%)

Hypothetical

i

total

151

151

omission

14

14(9%)

Temporal

when

total

170

lomission

199

170
1

199(58%)

Table 4.5 Junctives in SA-E and omission in the translation.
Table 4.5 shows that the key temporal, additive and altemative junctives have the
highestpercentageof omission. This high frequencyof omission may suggestthat the
translators feel it to be less important to mark these three junctive relationships
explicitly. On the other hand, the key hypothetical, adversative and causaljunctives
have a relatively lower percentage of omissions. This suggests that the translators tend
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to maintain the explicit junctive markcrs in these three categories to make the
relationship explicit.
Table 4.6 shows the representativejunctions in the Chinese translations and the
frequencyof junctions addedby the translators.
Types of
Junction

Total

Key Junctives and occurrences

occurrences
(% of addition
in total
occurence

Additive
yu

han

er

a
ji

total

355

160

139

137

109

76

addition
Alternative

10

227
1
6

27

7

14

4

6

:PA
huo

huoshi

huozhe

190

56

14

260

4

29(11%)

T, 9
buguo

2
LHPE MA
IM
-r-TA
danshi suiran raner keshi

total

23
addition
Adversative JR
dan

ILI
-A
bing

WR

ffffR

yiji

erqie
120
1
74(6%)

total

261

127

101

64

44

20

617

addition
Causal

64

17

15

9

6

8

119(24%)

INA,

Oft

Pff'PA
suoyl
52

W
Fhtr
youyu yin
49
31

369

15

23.

162(44%)

total

yinwei yinci
133
104

60
addition
Hypothetical PnT;

38

26

Jý

total

ftý,;
j
ruguo dehua
133
23

ruo
15

171

addition

48

10

4

62(34%)

Temporal
total

a
dang
74

OMM
deshihou
13

87

addition

16

3

19(22%)

Table 4.6 Junctives in SA-TC and addition in the translations.
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Table 4.6 shows that the highest frequency of addition is found in causal,hypothetical
and adversativegroups, which are also the three groups with the lowest frequency of
omission, as shown in table 4.5. The findings here again suggestthat the translators
tend to mark these three junctive relationships more explicitly than in English.
Adversative, alternative and temporal groups, on the other handi have a lower
frequencyof addition (and coincidentally also a higher frequencyof omission). Again,
this can indicate that these three relationships are present with less explicitness into
translationsthan in English.

To make the comparison clearer, the following table presents only the figures of
addition and omission.
Alternative Adversative Causal Hypothetical Temporal
Additive
addition 6%

11%

24%

44%

34%

22%

omission 27%

41%

12%

16%

9%

58%

.

Table 4.7 Comparison of addition and omission of junctions in SA-TC.
Table 4.7 shows that adversative,causal and hypothetical groups all have a higher
percentageof addition than omission, whereasadditive, alternative and temporal have
a higher percentageof omission and addition'..To demonstratethe significance of these
two trends, it is necessaryto bring into considerationthe,nonns of Chinesejunctions.
The question is whether Chineseusesmore junctions or fewer junctions than English.
With the answer in mind, it is then possible to proceed to decide which trend omissions or additions - is marked, involving the translator's strategy, and which
trend is unmarked,constrainedmainly by the linguistic norms.
The literature review of junction (see 2.5.3) indicated that Chinese tends to indicate
junctive relationships through lexical meanings, whereas English prefers to use
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51

explicit junctive markers . Relating this finding to the statistics of this study, an
important conclusion can be drawn: translators' choices to omit the* number of
additive, alternative and temporal junctives are unmarked becausethe shifts are an
accommodationto the Chinese norm. By contrast, the translators' choices to shift
towards addition of adversative,causaland hypothetical junction are marked because
the trend of addition breaks the Chinese norm. Therefore, the trend of addition
deservesgreater attention becausetranslators' motivation and interactivity in texts
may be involved. The motivation of translatorsand the effects betweenSA-E and SATC will be the subject of the qualitative analysisin 4.2.3.
4.1.4 Hedges
A thorough investigation of hedgesin the corpus posesdifficulty becausethere is no
strict definition of what surface linguistic featuresconstitute a hedging expression.A
hedge can be a word, a phrase, or a sentencestructure. It is impossible to achieve a
completesurvey of all the hedging expressions in the texts. Nevertheless,the'aim here
is to try to identify trends of the most frequently usedhedgesin the corpus.What must
be done before conducting the analysis is to identify and select the hedges to be
investigated.

The English hedges are approachedthrough the following procedures:in the first step
the selection is limited to lexical hedges, i.e. modal verbs, lexical verbs, adverbs,
adjectives and nouns, and excludes tense, questions,voice, sentencestructure, etc.
Lexical hedges do not account for the whole picture of hedging in the texts, but they
are often the most prominent hedging devicesnoticed by the readers(Hyland 1994).
The lexical devices investigated in literature on hedges (e.g. Myers 1989; Hyland
1998; Varttala 1999) are used as a guideline. A list of the hedgesinvestigated in this
study can be referred to in table 3 in Appendix B. We count the raw frequenciesof this
list of 85 hedgesand selectthe ten with the highest frequency.

51Yip and Rimmington (2004:345) illustrate this statementby a common
expressionin Chinese:Orrij
T, ýT , QfflH/'cVE(time not early, let's go), meaning"As time is getting on, let's go." The linking
betweenthe two clausesis only achievedthrough 'early' in the first clauseand 'go' in the second.
Certainly both Chinese and English can chooseto makecohesionexplicit or implicit, but implicit
cohesionseemsto be more often used in Chinesethan in English.
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As there is a lack of comprehensivestudy on hedgesin Chinese,we basedthe list of
Chinesehedgeson the 6orrespondingChinese words that are translated from the ten
selectedEnglish hedges.Then, basedon our intuition of native speakers,we checked
the list against samples of non-translatedChinese texts in the corpus to establish
whether there are any commonly used Chinesehedgesmissing in the list. The final
list used for the investigation in the present study can be referred to in table 4 in
Appendix B. Then, based on the literature of Chinese modality (e.g. CKEP 1993;
Hsieh 2005), we excluded those not typically regarded as hedges in Chinese: for
example, the Chinese modal verbs keyi, neng, and hui are mostly translations from
English modal verbs would and could, which, though having high frequency in the list,
are typically

regarded as an indication of deontic modality in the literature. So

eventually a list of nine Chinesehedgeswas selectedto be investigated in this study,
as shown in table 4.9.
Basedon the English list, we count shifts of omission in Table 4.8.
Key
Total
Number of Percentageof omission
Hedges occurrencesomission in the total occurrences
39
16.25%
could5' 240
17
7.94%
would 214
100.
10
10%
may
4
4.93%
might 81
16
21.33%
about 75
40
7
17.5%
perhapsJ
2
5%
seem"' 40
1
3.2%
often 31
1
85%
possible26
.
3
11.11%
almost 27
100
11.83%
1TOtal 1845
Table 4.8 Omission of hedgesin SA-TC

52The threeEnglish modal verbs (could, would and may) in the list are translatedinto different Chinese
modal verbs; some may be consideredto expressstrongercertainty than the sourcetext, such as keyi
(can) and, hui (will). The degreeof certainty indicatedby the modal verbs in the sourcetext is difficult
to define clearly and is largely dependenton the translator'sown understandingand interpretationsof
the sourcetext. Like the English modal verbs,theseChinesemodal verbs also bear multiple functions
and it is difficult to consider whether a shift of degreeof certainty occurs or not. Therefore, in this
sectionthe translation into any modal verbsregardlessof the degreeof possibility is counted as a nonshift.
53The verbs listed here standfor the lemma.
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Table 4.8 shows that shifts from hedgesto non-hedgesis not significant in several
hedges:seem,often, andpossible, for example,have only one or two shifts. The three
modal verbs could, would and may are the hedging devices most often used by the
writers, and their relative higher percentageof omission than others (except about)
may also be related to their larger number of occurrences.The hedge that has the
highest percentageof omission is about, which co-occurs mostly with numbersand
figures in the English source texts. Nevertheless,overall, compared with the other
interactive features, the shift of omission occurring in hedges is less significant in
terms of the quantitative statistics.

For the reverse direction, we investigate the list of Chinese hedges and count the
occurrencesof those addedby the translators(Table 4.9).
Key Hedges

Total
Number of % of addition
occurrencesaddition in total occurrences

rUjIt keneng[possibly] 230
ý ytte [about]
43
38
[maybe]
yexu
-týaýj:
A-Tjihu [almost]
37
VZN-IF
huoxu [maybe] 36
PVT sihtt [seem]
32
28
dayue [about]
kanlai [appear] 24
dagai [roughly] 18
Total
496

10
5
1
3
1
1
4
2
1
28

4.34%
11.62%
2.63%
4.11%
2.78%
3.13%
14.29%
8.33%
5.56%
5.65%

Table 4.9 Addition of hedgesin SA-TC

The percentageof addition of hedgesis even smaller than that of the omission. Four
out of the nine items in this table have only one instanceof addition. The others also
have a small number of additions. The one with the highest number of additions is
keneng,with the most frequently occurring hedgesin this corpus,but the percentageis
still low (4.34%). In terms of the percentage,yue and daytte, both meaning about,
have the highest percentageof occurrencesadded in the target text (pte 11% and
dayte 14%). It is an interesting finding that about has 'thehighest frequency of both
addition and omission, and in both directions about often occurs with numbers.The
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finding may suggest that the translators depart from the writers of the source texts
mostly on the occasionsof modifying figures rather than on a larger proposition.
As pointed out at the beginning, the number of shifts in the translation of hedgesis
relatively insignificant in comparisonwith the other three interactive featuresas both
the percentagesof addition and omission are relatively small. This suggeststhat in
terms of the use of hedgesthe translatorstend to follow the source text and do not
make many shifts when facing the target readers. A comparison of the pattern of
hedgesin SA-TC with the Chinesenorm (Table 4.10) may inspire more thoughts on
the translators'strategy.
Key Hedges

SA-TC % of total SC-SCI % of total
word count
word count

-qp'b-' keneng [possibly]

230

0.21%

241

0.04%

n,- yue [about]
Jtýaýýyexu [maybe]
A-Tjihu [almost]
huoxu [maybe]
Y,ýff-ýF
Vj-T sihu [seem]

43

0.03%

63

0.01%

38

0.03%
0.03%

34
52

0.006%
.
10.01%

0.03%

34

0.006%

0.03%
0.03%

39

0.007%

15
6

0.003%

15
1
1499

0.003%
1
10.09%

ITotal

37
36
32

dayue [about]

28

kanlai [appear]
dagai [roughly]

24
18
'
1496

0.02%
0.02%
10.45

0.001%

Table 4.10 A comparison of key hedgesin SA-TC and SC-SCI
A comparison of SA-TC with SC-SCI in tablp.4.10 shows that the translation usesa
much higher frequency of hedges than may be found-,in the Chinese norm. This
finding suggests that the trend in the translations to maintain a similar number of
hedgesas in the English sourcetext may also need to be regardedas a marked choice,
as it is a departure from the norm in the target language.The frequency of hedgesin
the translations may further suggest a different interactive strategy adopted by the
writer towards the readersfrom that in the Chinesenorm.
In conclusion, it was found that the trends of omission and addition of hedgesare not
as statistically significant as are the other three interactive parameters.The figures
do
differ
in
the
that
translators
terms of the strategy of using
suggest
not
much
may
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hedging devices from what the sourcewriters do. Nevertheless,a further comparison
betweenSA-TC and SC-SCI suggeststhat the former usesa much higher frequencyof
hedgesthan the latter does. Therefore, the fact that the translations-have few shifts
from the source texts and maintain a similar high percentageof hedges can be
regardedas a marked phenomenonbecauseit suggestsa departurefrom the norm in
the target system. From this perspective, the translators' choice of using this
interactive device may still be involved and will be further investigated in the
qualitative analysis in 4.2.4.
4.2 Qualitative Analysis of the Parallel Corpus
The quantitative analysis in section 4.1 shows a number of significant shifts taking
place in the processof translation, and basedon the direction of trends identified in
4.1, in this section we will examine translation shifts in their context and co-text and
aim for a more in-depth analysisto explore their relevanceto writer-reader interaction.
The discussion will focus on the main trends of shifts identified in section 4.1, but
instancesof. non-shifts and counter-examplesto the main trends of shifts will also be
brought into discussion because, by contrasting the main shifts to the counter
examples,the translators' choices can be more clearly revealed,'and the existenceof
counter-examples proves that alternative strategies are possible and the shifts
identified are not obligatory.
4.2.1 Deixis
In 4.1.1 the frequenciesof deixis in the corpqraýand the instancesof translation shifts
are investigated. The numerical evidence suggests t4at there is a trend in the
% translation to shift towards proximal deixis. In this section a more in-depth
contextualized. analysis will be conducted in order to explore the translator's
motivation and intention, if any, behind the trend of shifts and its pragmatic effects as
a whole for writer-reader interaction.
4.2.1.1Deictic Shifts towards Proximity
The addition of proximals is the largest trend in the corpus. The addition of deictics
presents an unusual phenomenon because the statistics show that the average
frequency of deictics in the referencecorpus SC-SCI (0.34%) is lower than that in
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SATC (1.38%). This meansthat the translationsadd a significant number of. deictics
in the translation which do not exist in the ST, and which does not seem to be an
accommodationto the norm of the target language.This unusual strategycatchesour
attention and we are particularly interestedin the pragmatic concernsbehind these
choices.

First, an examination will be madeof one exampleof addition of proximal deictics in
the corpus. This is the first paragraphfrom the article The Mystery of the Voynich
Manuscript, in which the writer tries to solve the myth of the Voynich manuscriptand
actually identify it asbeing a hoax.
Example 4.1
(ST) In 1912 Wilfrid Voynich, an American rare-book dealer, made the find of a
lifetime in the library of a Jesuit college near Rome: a manuscdpt some 230 pages
long, written in an unusual script and richly illustrated with bizarre imagesof plants,
heavenly spheres and bathing women. Voynich immediately recognized the
importanceof his new acquisition. Although it superficially resembledthe handbook
of a medieval alchemist or herbalist, the manuscript appearedto be written entirely in
code. Features in the illustrations, such as hairstyles, suggestedthat the book was
producedsometime between 1470 and 1500, and a l7th-century letter accompanying
the manuscript stated that it had been purchasedby Rudolph 11,the Holy Roman
Emperor,in 1586. During the 1600s,at least two scholarsapparentlytried to decipher
the manuscript,and then it disappearedfor nqjrly 250 yearsuntil Voynich unearthedit
(Rugg,July 2004).
(Wilfrid Voynich) 3±F%"
ARjLFr-P)-Tffliffja

(TT) 1912

230
MW
-=fttiakffiA
5

LaV9 TKiMfP W4r6 5A,IýQ
rýM I_q
14
MFMMRT_Q -

ftý'WýT

1470-1500

1586

41b,M 1L

17

-Tjg±ftý,
1600 ýfft

M ýF,
4-E
ýq
LrT
T
250
-August 2004)

86,

(Gan,

(BT) In 1912, American rare book dealer Voynich found in a Jesuit college library
230
lifetime:
his
biggest
discovery
in
Rome
thick
a
manuscript
as
as
pages and
near

written in unusual font, Lcdpt also has many unique pictures of things such as plants,
heavenlyspheresand bathing beauties.Voynich immediately regardedthis extremely
important new discovery. This manusgipt although looks like a referencebook of a
in
but
have
been
herbalist,
to
code.
seems
written
entirely
medieval alchemist or
Judgingfrom the featuressuch as the hairstyles in the illustrations, the time when this
book was produced would have been between 1470 and 1500, manuscript's 17th
by
II
in
letter
indicates
1586
Rudolph
this
that,
of
was
manuscdpt
purchased
century
the Holy Roman Empire. During the 1600s,at least two scholarstried to decipherthis
tit]
for
Voynich
found
[it]
it
disappeared
250
and
manuscript,then
nearly
years until
saw daylight again.
This short paragraph contains a dense repetition of reference to the Voynich
manuscript, as underlined. In ST the referencesare establishedthrough the definite
articles the, indefinite articles a, indefinite pronoun it, and also the cohesive lexicons
book and manuscript. No demonstrativesregarding the proximity or distance are
found. However, in the translation, we find this co-reference is largely established
through the proximal demonstrativeszhe, a few in zero-fonn (bare noun phrases),a
third personnon-human pronoun ta, and the usesof book and manuscript are relayed
below:
be
inTable
4.11
The
can
more
clearly
shown
as such.
pattern
ST

TT

the find of a life time
a manuscript
0
his new acquisition
it
the manuscript
the book
the manuscript
it
the manuscript
it
it

his biggest disCbvery in lifetime
a manuscript
script
this
this manuscript
this book
manuscript
this manuscript
this manuscript
it
it
0

Table 4.11 Deictic shifts in example 4.1
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The translation has five shifts from neutral to proximal demonstratives,and it is
A
its
distinguished
from
in
English
towards
the
text
shifting
proximity.
obviously
series of questions immediately follow: what is the function of these proximal
demonstratives,why do the shifts occur,and are the translator's choicesinvolved?
First, the function of these deictics is anaphoric or co-referential, "pick[ing]

out as

referent the same entity (or class of objects) that some prior term in the discourse
picked out" (Levinson

1983:67). The paragraph is focused on one topic: the

manuscript, and the translator uses different strategies, mainly repetitive noun phrases
modified by proximal demonstratives, to maintain the co-reference. The question
follows: why do the translations'shift

towards proximal demonstratives. Are these
54,?

optional,-preferred,or obligatory shifts .

In this example, the translation of the into Chinese particularly presents a problem in
terms of the grammar. According

to Halliday

and Hasan (1976: 38), English

demonstratives can be divided into selective and non-selective (similar to the division
55)
of marked/unmarked
categories - the deictics this, these, that, those are selective,
whereas the is a non-selective modifier and it is a non-selective head. The Chinese
language does not have the non-selective counterparts of the on the surface structure.
Consequently, the shifts from the to marked deictic demonstratives seem inevitable.
However, Chinese linguists have generally taken the, zero form as the unmarked form
in contrast to the marked zhe and na (Xu 1987). -Furthennore, on some occasions, the
distal na, if not stressed when pronounced, can function as the neutral and non-deictic
article the in English (Li and Thompson 1981: 131-2).

Therefore,the translator is actually presentedwith three choiceswhen translating the:
the proximal demonstrative, the distal demonstrative, or non-rendering (i. e. zero
demonstrative).As we have argued,the zero form is the unmarkedchoice in Chinese,
and indeed in the corpus we find that most definite articles have not been translated,
which is consideredto be the unmarkedchoice. But we also find that those translated
54Definitionof thethreetypesof shiftsisdiscussed
in 3.3.3.
55Distinction
isreferred
between
to in 3.3.3.
marked
andunmarked
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as deictics usually shift from neutral to proximal rather than distal. This seems
unusual,since the distal demonstrativeis usually less specific -

in English it does

not have a particular reference point as this does, and we have mentioned that in
Chinese na can sometimes ftinction as a neutral demonstrative, with unstressed
pronunciation. Preference of proximals here can be regarded as marked. However,
another issue must be brought into the discussion: the difference in anaphoric
preferencein English and Chinesedeictics. A large percentageof definite articles in
English serve an anaphoric ftinction. In Chinesethe choice of a proximal may be a
preferencein anaphoricuses.
This is a question that has been widely discussedin English, and in many contrastive
linguistic studies. In English, it has been generally agreed that this refers to the
coming.utterance whereas that refers back (Levinson 1983:85; Toolan 1990:183).
Chinese,on the other hand, has a different tendency.Zhe is preferred in referring back
(Zhu et al. 2001:32). However, most of the previous studies emphasizethat these
distinctions both in English and in Chinese are tendencies rather than rules. For
example, generic features can be a factor -

in English, distals may be preferred in

narrativessuch as children's stories and ballads, whereasproximals may be 'preferred
in a more conversational-style narrative'to construct solidarity and share mutual
interests(Halliday and Hasan 1976:61). Modes of discoursecan also display different
tendencies.For example,Tao (1990:82) in his spokenMandarin corpus found that na
is used slightly more than zhe as an anaphoricdeictic. Moreover, the grammar guide
in Mandarin normally does not differentiate.between the function of both zhe and na,
and presents them both as being viable in anaphoric use (Ld 1999:397,657; Zhao
1999:27).

The discussionof this preferred trend of English and Chinesetextual deictics leadsto
the conclusion that a shift towardsproximal of anaphoricfunctions, as in example4.1,
should be regarded as a preferredbut not obligatory shift. As we have said, more than
one option is available to the translatorand the translator actually still has freedom to
opt for a pronoun or a zero referent. The following examples (such as example 4.4)
will show that the translator does not make every anaphoric referent shift towards
proximity. This makesone wonder what the reasonmight be for the translator to make
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shifts towardsproximity.
The proximal demonstrativesmay be used more often here becauseof the factor of
"assumedfamiliarity" (Prince 1981)56 Tao (1990) follows a similar taxonomy of
.
degreesof assumedfamiliarity and finds that in Chinese proximals are more often
introduce
is
introduce
to
to
used
used
new and non-identifiable reference,whereasna
new but identifiable reference.That is, when the writer is going to introduce a new
term in his article, he will first make an assumptionabout the readers'knowledge of
this topic. If it is first mentioned in this article but he assumesthat the readerwill be
able to relate the referent to a certain part of his knowledge, then he tends to choose
the distal. On the other hand, if the referent is consideredto be totally unfamiliar to
the reader and is not related to any part of their past discoursal experience,then the
proximal referenceis likely to be selected.
The assumptionof familiarity of the sourcetext readersand target readerscan be very
different. The source texts are written by American writers mainly within the
American context; for example, the ST may use some current issues in American
society as a way to interact with the American readers.Respondingto this different
assumedfamiliarity, the translatorhas to make some adjustments.In example 4.1, the
Voynich script may be consideredby the translator to be less familiar to the target
readersand needsto be introduced as a new and non-identifiable issue. Actually, the
high useof proximal referenceto the manuscriptis more salient in this first paragraph
of the article and then the translator gradgqlly opts for the unmarked form. It is
assumedthat as the readers proceed, the referent will, gradually be built into their
knowledgeand becomefamiliar to them.
Also, demonstratives play an important part in maintaining the cohesion of the text. In

popular science,it is important to specify the relations in the continuous discussionof
the samereferent, as in example4.1. As Myers (1991:9) suggests:

56In this taxonomy,Prince (1981: 233-237)definesthree main types of assumedfamiliarity. An entity
first introducedinto the discourseis regardedas NEW. Somethingthat has already existed in the
discourseis EVOKED. If an entity is new in the discoursebut the speakerassumesthe listenerscan
infer it basedon other evoked entities, it is regardedas R*TRABLE.
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when the sameentity is seenfrom different points of view, so that a confused
reader might think there were two different entities, the connection between
thesetwo forms in often signaledby a demonstrative

by a definite article,

or by repetition of a modifier.
When a concept or an item is under discussion- definitions given, discussionsfrom
different angles provided, conclusions suggested,etc. - it is common to signal their
connectionsby a demonstrative.
The writer's intention to make cohesionexplicit can also be demonstratedby the fact
that the addition of zhe often co-occurs with the strategy of adding extra transition
clauses,as in example4.2.
Example 4.2
(ST)

for maintenance, repairs and operations far exceed total
annual
outlays.
...

hardware and software costs, for both individuals and cprporations.
Our group of research collaborators at Stanford University and the University of
California at Berkeley has taken a new tack, by accepting that computer failure and
human operator error are facts of life.... (Fox and Patterson, June 2003).
(TT)...

Rf MR44IMMUMA 3ýMlý

RfrI

(Zhong, July 2003)
(BT) Whether individuals or companies, every year the spending on computer repair
and operation is far higher than the total software and hardware cost. Regarding this
problem, now new resolution is available.
Our members of research team are respectively from Stanford University and the
University of California at Berkley in USA. We adopt a new approach by regarding
computer failure and operator failure as facts that are inevitable in life.

In this example a transition sentenceis insertedat the end of the preceding segment.
The translator provides a clear link betweenthe two paragraphsfor the target readers.
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The transition sentencepoints out the macro-structureof the textual organization, a
problem-solution structure (cf. Hoey 1993), and makes the readersanticipate,that a
response to the problem will be given in the next paragraph. The proximal
demonstrativein the transition sentencerefers back to the extendeddescription of the
problem in the previous paragraph.
Myers (1991:15) describesthis knowledge of "discourse segments",i. e. the ability to
anticipate the macro-structure of textual organization, as a distinction between lay
readersof science texts and those with expertise.Here, we can comparethe Chinese
readersas lay people and English readersas experiencedreadersof this magazine.In
other words, we can hypothesize that the Scientific American has been published in
US for long enough to assume that most of the readers are accustomedto the
conventional narrative and argumentative structures in the magazine, whereas the
Chinese translators and writers do not have the confidence to make such an
assumptionabout their target readers.Becauseof the long history of the publication of
SA in USA, the writing has becomea well-recognized genre and it may be suggested
that its readershave gradually developedthe ability to identify "intertextuality" in the
text - they can "make the utilization of one text dependentupon knowledge of one or
more previously encounteredtexts" (Beaugrandeand Dressler 1981:10).
A readerfamiliar with this genre will instinctively anticipate that the researcherwill
proposea solution and explain how the experiment is conducted.If this is an article
written by a popular sciencejournalist, the,pIpt may be different and an experienced
readerof the magazinewouId form a different anticipatiop.

The addition of this transition phrase provides evidence of the translator's
consideration of the readers; regardlessof the actual ability of the readers to infer
discourse structure, the translator or perhaps the editor feels that extra cohesive
devicesmay be helpful for the targetreaders.
The above examples contained texts aiming to explain and introduce new scientific
concepts,and they use many textual and endophoric deictics. There are also other
texts that resemble more a news report written by a journalist who is not or does not
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presenthimself as a scientific expert. The main purpose of the text is not to explain
difficult scientific researchbut to narratean interestingscientific event.
Waitingfor Liftoff is an exampleof this type of article. The author of this article is not
a researcher who conducts scientific activity. Rather, he reports his first-hand
experienceas a journalist in attendingthe lift-off of an exploration rover. Examplesof
deictic shifts identified in this article are presentedin table 4.12.
I

2

3

4

5

6

ST
TT
BT
ýTffflt,
MID
junkie
keeps
ffý
junkie in the
and
a
space
and
a
space
...
...
...
blocking my view as he
front keepschecking tripod
bobsup to check the tripod
on his that huge telephoto
on his huge telephoto
camera,and blocks my
camera.
view.
PpLtj!A;2ý-,
And even if the payload Y:ýt
ýkffi
this
time
or,
even
...
includesno astronauts,just
payload doesnot carry
just a large
a largerobotic rover.
astronauts,
Ifflin,
robotic rover.
I
AWNWAin, In is night without moon
Under the moonless,
cloud-coveredsky, the star *-HA
and coveredwith cloud,
dots of starsshine from the
shinesfrom the crowd... Y6...
crowd...
becausethis rover is
L(%_H59V
N5
HfiRam
because
destination
the
...
"M,
...
...
6 )ý of Mars Exploration
going all the way to Mars,
Rovers is Mars far away,
whereit will join an
identical twin launched
and there it will join an
identical exploration rovers
earlier in June.
launchedin June.
g P";Iq4jtý: 9:f
for ... LýMp:;
Mars Exploration Rover
the
robot
will
search
...
...
a will searchfor whetherthis
cluesabout the watery past
desertworld has any clues
of that desert world.
of water existing in past.
I
The controllers abort and
to
controllers
announce
...
instance
try for a secondshot, at
this
abort
of
M
EkYVFT
3ýTg
12
37
,ý
12:37 A. M.
Liftoff, and changesto
,
12:37 midnight to try a
secondshot.

ffi-R H M_RLI&-fA&M
7 Departureis set back
LHmi Rmqffj"-qý
anotherweek-a week I
g,
don't happen to have time.
8 The spacejunkie is back, Aýat
R [0 *T
T--T- -rZ_-I
M 3Affl this time with a telescope. ýW7
Table 4.12 Deictic shifts in Waitingfor Liftoff

(ST: Gibbs, November 2003; TT: Guo, December2003)
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date
departure
is
of
, ...
delayedfor a week, but at
that time I don't happento
have time.
That spacejunkie is back,
this time with a telescope.

Most of the deictic demonstrativesin this example refer exophorically to the scene
rather than being textual-oriented, and we find in the translation that the deictic
expressionsoccur more often than in the sourcetext. A high frequency of deictics in a
text is generally regardedas "a symptom of a much more intenseengagementwith the
action and visualization of it" (Furrow 1988:368). The translator uses this tilne, this
night, this instanceof liftoff, which relatesthe time he wrote this article to the time the
lift-off actually happened.The proximal deictics increase"immediacy and cyclicity"
(Toolan 1990:179) in the text and also invite the readersto use their imagination and
join the writer at the scene.The translation adds a few distal demonstrativesas well,
which has the effect of helping to sharpena vivid spatial-temporal configuration, so
that the readerscan imagine that the writer seesthat spacejunkie, that telescope,that
time, etc., 'some distance away from the writer from his point of view. Through the
from
is
far
is
the utteranceof context, the writer
and
of
what
what
specification
near
provides a "window" or "vantage point" (Simpson 1993:15) for the readers,and the
narration becomesmore vivid as if the readersare watching a live broadcastof the
lift-off.

In Row 5 in Table 4.12, there is a shift from distal to proximal; the referent involved is
Mars, a desertedplanet far away in space.The source writer uses that desert world,
in
because
desert
be
this
to
the
and
occasion
past
which seems
unmarked choice on
this clause both suggest a distance from the context of utterance. By contrast, the
translation shifts towards proximity by using this desert world. In this instancethe
translator can follow the source text for the distal demonstrative, which is the
unmarked choice in this context, but the translator opts for the marked form. The
motivation may again lie in that the translator wishes to produce a more vivid picture
of this narration. Here the translator has moved his deictic centre to Mars, and
imagineshimself standing on Mars and observing how the rover works on Mars. The
bring
imagination
invited
this sceneto their present.The
to
their
are
and
use
readers
because
demonstrative
here
is
the
proximal
not
of actual
of
choosing
motivation
distance
but
how the translator wants the readers to see the picture and
physical
engagewith the text.
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Shifts from distals to proximals fall into the secondlargest amongall the deictic shifts,
but again, it is necessaryto clarify whether the translators' intention may be involved
here or it is more likely to be an accommodationto the norm in Chinese, since the
statistics suggestedthat proximals are higher than distals in non-translatedChinese.
As we have indicated, a large proportion of deictics in this corpus function
anaphorically and textually, and we have also pointed out at the beginning that on
theseoccasionsthe proximals are preferred in Chinese.This is one reasonaccounting
for the shifts from distal to proximal deictics, as in example4.3.
Example 4.3
(ST) That is becausethe RoomLink works only with Sony's own Vaio line of PCs.
(Gibbs, August 2003)
(TT) 1MOR.

Rooml, inkMWVJJýajnýý,

YU@A%-E%fH4 - (Zhong, Sep
Vaio,:.&ý,

2003)
(BT) This is becauseRoomLink is only compatible with Sony company's Vaio line of
PCs.

In this example,the demonstrativepronoun refers back to an extendedpassage,which
is supposedto be what this clauseis explaining. The referent is a precedingpart of the
text, and the demonstrativeis a discoursedeictic here. Therefore, the translator seems
to shift towards a proximal demonstrative because of the constraint of Chinese
been
for
has
But
it
that
the
proximals
conventions.
also
argued
preference
anaphoric
in anaphoricuse is not a binding rule and involves a complex number of subjective
factors. Example 4.4 shows that the translator's decision is not usually so
straightforward.

Example 4.4
(ST) The signal disappeared. That caused us some pause. I was trying to act calm. It
was nerve-wracking (Musser, March 2004).
(Fu,

(TT)
April 2004).

(13T) Signal disappeared, that caused us pause. I tried to act calm, but this really
torments people.
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It is intriguing in this example that there are two anaphoricpronouns: the first that is
translated into a distal na without translation shifts, and the second pronoun it is
translatedinto a proximal zhe. We find the syntax structures in these two casesand
also the above examples are almost identical, but the translation opts for different
deictic demonstratives.It again supportsLyons' (1968:677) accountthat factors other
than linguistic constraintsare involved in the choice of anaphoricdemonstratives.
Psychological involvement needsto be brought into the discussion.In this example,
na refers back to the fact that the signals have disappearedand the reaction is upon a
group of people (its), including the narrator. On the other hand, zhe refers back to the
mental state of the narrator himself, and therefore involves more personal emotions.
This level'of psychological involvement seemsto be the main reasonfor most of the
shifts from distal to proximal in this corpus.
The final category to be discussedwithin the shifts towards proximity is the omission
of na. The omission of distal deictics is largely related to the relatively restricted
function of distal deictic expressionsin this corpus, almost solely associatedwith nonnear physical distance in ýxophoric uses or with detachedpsychological distance in
textual uses, as in example 4.4. On the other hand, the use of English distal
demonstrativesin this corpus doesnot relate to negative connotationsonly; they have
other functions. For example, they are sometimes used to refer to a less specific
has
less
"'that'
no
expression.In English, that has always been-Tegarded
as
specific:
specific reference point - it is simply interpreted as 'not this"' (Halliday and Hasan
1976:59). On these occasions, the translation tends to replace these less specific
determinersby the more unmarkedzero demonstrativein Chinese.
Example 4.5
(ST) To adapt the wormhole for time travel, one of its mouths could be towed to a
neutron star and placed close to its surface. The gravity of the star would slow time
near that wormhole mouth, so that a time difference between the ends of the
wormhole would gradually accumulate (Davies, Sep 2002).
(TT)

1:1
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111HRIMr (Chen, November 2002)
(BT) To reshapewon-nholeto conduct time travel, [one] can tow one of iis mouths to
neutron star, and place around its surface.Neutron star's gravity will make time near
wormhole mouth slow, in this way making a time difference between two ends of
wormhole.

In this example, the source text uses that to modify the noun wormhole mouth to
suggest that the wormhole mouth is mentioned in the previous sentence.But in
Chinese the translator omits this demonstrative. It is interesting to compare this
example with example 4. L In both a referent is repeatedlyreferred to: the inalluscript
in 4.1 and the wonnhole in this example. In example 4.1 the translator constantly
shifts towards proximity, but in this example the translator modifies all the repetitive
noun phrases with a zero forin. One obvious difference is that here the writer is
talking about a researchin hypotheticality, so that wonnhole mouth doesnot point to a
specific wormhole in reality. Also, in this example the focus is not on the wormhole
mouth, as can be shown from the fact that they often occupy the object position. The
focus in this example is the experiment procedure-

as indicated by the proximal

compound in this way in the translation, and it is to this resultative relationship that
the translatorwould direct the readers'attention.
Therefore, we can observethat omissionsof distal deictics remove emphasisfrom the
referent when the translator does not require much attention from the readers,and, by
contrast, make those marked by the proximal demonstrative would require more attention from the reader- more salient.

where the writer

4.2.1.2. Deictic Shifts towards Distance
In this section some counter-examples of the dominant trends of deictic shifts will be
examined. The counter examples are important because they ascertain that alternative
strategies are also available to the translator. Based on this confinuation,

the

discussion of motivation or purposes behind the choices is meaningful. We would like
to explore under what conditions the translators make different deictic choices from
the examples considered in the previous section.
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Additions of distals are the largest category in the distancing trend, but only less than
one third of the additions of pToximals.Similar to the addition of proximals, many of
the additions in this caseare from the unmarkeddefinite article the, indefinite article a,
or pronoun it. Examplesof how translatorsmake choicesbetweenproximal, distal and
zero deictics may be seen in example 4.1. Here the shifts from neutral to remoteness
are examined.

In the following example, the writer is describing his experience of wearing the
newesthigh-tech PDA on his foreheadon the streetsof Manhattan:
Example 4.6
(ST)

As'l walked down Madison Avenue, trying very hard to keep a straight face,

many of the passers by did double takes and gaped at me. But many others didn't even
notice the thin , and quite a few jaded individuals took one look and turned away,
unimpressed (Alpert, August 2002).
(TF)

RjtTgLtjWJý4
(Wu, October 2002)

(BT) I walked down Madison Avenue, trying very hard to keep expressionless, many
didn't
by
did
look
look
But
twice
the
stunned.
many
more
people
at
me
and
of
passers
even notice that thing; several jaded people took one look and turn head away, no
feeling.

To translatethe definite article the, which doesnot have an equivalent in Chinese,the
translator at least has choicesfrom zero article, distal and proximal demonstratives,or
pronouns.Here the translator choosesto use a distal demonstrative.The use of a distal
demonstrativeindicates a detachmentfrom the writer and also from the readers,and
emphasizesthe strangenessof the situation. In this example, the referent is something
that is hardly noticed in the narrative event, and the use of a distal can emphasizethe
detachedattitude from the writers. In terms of the interactivity in the translation, we
find that the use of a distal in such cases does not go against the trend of active
intervention and engagementfrom the translator. Actually, the translation shifts from
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neutral to distance can be regarded as a strong involvement of the translator in the
constructionof the text, from the emotionlessthe to a negative emotional na.
As briefly mentioned earlier, we find that one distinctive feature of the distal
demonstrative in SA-TC is its relatively restricted function. It is almost often
associatedwith a negative connotation-

an undesirableevent, a failed hypothesisin

the past, etc. The distal deictics are often used in contrast to a focalised referent or a
main story line, to which the translator tends to guide the readers' attention. To
associatethe distal demonstrativena only. with negative and detachedcontexts is the
trend identified only in this corpus, and seems largely related to the translators'
strategy. In the reference corpus (see 5.2.1) many instances of na that do not
particularly associate with any negative connotations are identified. Therefore, the
restricted function of na should be regardedas characteristicof this corpus, and this
detached
between
involved
the
contrast
more
and
more
na.
restriction sharpens
zhe
Another reason for the addition of distals is related to the exophoric function,
especiallyphysical spacein tenns of time distance.The extent of the addition of distal.
time adverbsor demonstrativesthat are related to temporal deixis is much higher than
that of proximal ones. In the statistics we have also shown that the number of distal
time adverbs (60 instances) is much higher than that of proximal adverbs (14
instances).The translatorsobviously feel that there is a need to specify a distant time
reference.

Example 4.7
(ST) To know what really. happened, physicists need to subsume relativity in a
quantum theory of gravity.

but progress was almost zero until the mid-1980s

(Veneziano,May 2004).
(TT) A, W-

Jýjgl
:

'Ot-rfl-P

I

P*f4j[EfHYjI
FA

(Lin, June2004).

1980

(13T)To understandwhat actually happen Ie* at that time, physicists have to involve
but until the mid 1980smade almost no

relativity in quantum theory of gravity.
progress

a particle indicating the compeletionof an action in the past).
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In the translation, the temporal point in the past is indicated by the particle le. The
addition of a distal temporal adverb here would add more emphasisto this particular
time reference.We find that the translator tends to add time adverbsespecially when
referring to distant temporql points -

far in the past or in the future, which according

to Qian (1983) are referred to through the distal demonstrativena and its compound
temporal deictics in Chinese(in contrastto near-past/future).As we have discussedin
2.5.1, the distinction between near or non-near past and future lies in the writer's
psychological attachmentto the referent. The shifts towards distant temporal deictics
are related to emphasis on detachment from a past event, which may be a failed
hypothesis,a failed attemptedexperiment, or a challengedtheory, all of which are to
be distinguishedfrom the main story line. Thus, the translatorexpressesdetachedness.
Shifts from proximal to distal compose the smallest trend in this corpus - only 10
instances.As we have discussedabove, if the translator agreeswith the sourcewriter
for the use of marked proximal deictics, the proximals will be carried across into
Chinese; if the translator chooses, consciously or instinctively, to downplay the
salience, the unmarked form zero demonstratives are usually adopted. Distal
demonstratives,as we pointed out, stressphysical or psychological distanceonly as a
needto contrastwith the other here-and-nowreferents.
Example 4.8
(ST) Neurophysiologists had used standardelectrodesthat resemble rigid needlesto
record single neurons.These classic electrodes-worked well but only for a few hours,
because cellular compounds collected around the electrodes' tips and eventually
insulatedthem from the current.

(TT)

41011-1-t-IM
R-4-MIAW
MMMUffill VIJ FA
TLURIRUM,
naff

/J

-94
IMANIM
R

(13T) Since long Uo, neurophysiologists used standard electrodes similar to rigid
needlesto record activity of single neutrons.That kind of old electrodesrecordswork
not too bad, but can last for only a few hours, becausecellular compoundswill gather
at the electrodes' tips, and eventually causethe electrodesto become insulated from
the current.
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Becausethe preferred anaphoricdemonstrativein Chineseis zhe, it seemsreasonable
for the translator to relay the proximal demonstrative,in the source text. But the
translator's choiceshave the effect of highlighting the distanceof temporal referent in
this passage,reinforced by the addition of anothertemporal adverbat the beginning of
this passage,which more explicitly stressesthe temporal distance from the point of
utterance.Here the focus is drawn to the old and unsatisfactorycharacteristicsof the
electrodes under discussion, which may later be distinguished from a current and
more satisfactoryalternative.
The last trend to be discussedis omission of proximal deictics. Most of the omitted
proximals in the corpus are the plural distal demonstratives these, whereas the
deictics
here
The
of
the
this,
singular this
are
rare.
and
now,
other proximal
omissions
usually refers to a more specific item than the plural these, and that may explain a
much higher omission of the plural proximal demonstrative.Somehave beenreplaced
by unmarked zero demonstratives,and others have been expressedby a different
function
but
definiteness
the
the
the
not
of
referent
syntactic structure, which retains
of pointing. Example 4.9 will now be examined.
Example 4.9
been
have
the
refuted,
subsequently
scientific
studies
of
most
many
publicized
...
deriving
debates
in
have
been
distorted
data
the
some of
propriety
of
over
and other

(ST)

thesecells from human embryos (Lanza and R.osethal,June 2004).
-17 P

(TT)

-ýIýj

ý

-ftMjfl[Hj

(Tu, July 2004).
(13T)While arguing cells from human embryos de propriety of deriving, results from
many other studieshave also beendistorted.
In example 4.9, the English underlined demonstrativethese plays a textual-oriented
function, pointing to a referent modified by a following prepositional phrase. In
Chinese, the structure has been changedso the phrase indicating the definitenessof
the noun has been fronted, thus the textual-orienteddeictic function seemsno longer
doing
demonstrative,
but
The
the
translator
so
proximal
necessary.
can still relay
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would add more emphasis-

more than definiteness-

in the translation.

Another important reason for omission is related to repetition of the referent,
especially in the case of proper nouns: "Brown's scepticism" instead of "this
scepticism", or "theories of relativity" instead of "these theories." Here the
consideration is less related to the consideration of proximity or remoteness,but is
used rather to avoid an ambiguous reference that might make reading problematic.
This phenomenonof repititions of the proper nouns, as well as the phenomenonto
make explicit the topic chain by adding more referents,can be anothertrend identified
in this corpus: a trend to tighten cohesion. This trend is a noticeable trend that
interfereswith the distal-to-proximal trend discussedhere.
In the final part of this section we would like to discuss examples of "intentional"
(1998)
dis
is
largely
Richardson
this
to
referred to as a
what
related
shifts;
cussion
from
for
the shifts of time and place of text
translators
the
resulting
problem presented
reception.

Example 4.10
(ST) This past April she was elected to the National Academy of Sciences... (Nadis,
December2003).
(TT) 2003 Iff 4 fl

(Tu, January2004).

...
(13T)In April 2003 Chisholm was electedto the National Academy of Sciences,

This is a casethat does not directly go against the proximatizing or distancing shifts.
Rather it is largely related to the inevitable shift of time or place of participants in text
interaction in the processof translation.As we can seefrom the reference,the ST and
TT were published in different years.This kind of shift, however, is very crucial to
by
intentional
because
they
the
made
consciousand
shifts
are evidenceof
our analysis
the translator, under the influence of the translator's choice, or even more likely the
have
find
intentional
decisions.
In
that
shifts
we
all
editors' or publishers'
our corpus,
had their deictic centre moved from ST writer to the translators, who identify their
temporal-spatial uttering point with the Chinese readers.The translation points via
deixis in a way that translatorsassumeto be easierfor the target readersto accessthe
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textual world. They move texts to the reader rather than force the reader to imagine
the way that the source text readersmay read the text. This strategy strongly reflects
the tendencyof the translatorsto interact with the intendedreadership.
4.2.1.3 Discussion
An in-depth analysis of the three types of shifts under proximatizing trends showed
that the translator's shifts are largely related to the generic feature of science texts and
audience design for the TT readers. Anaphoric discourse references play an important
role in the text in maintaining coherence for the target readers, who are assumed to be
less familiar with the "SA genre". In a more conversational and journalistic
narrative, more exophoric uses of proximal

style

deictics are found, which serve to

visualize the textual world for the readers and construct solidarity with the readers.
Overall, shifts towards proximity

indicate a strong tendency of intervention and

engagement in the translations, suggesting an orientation towards the target readers.

On the other hand, we find that the shifts towards distance do not necessarily
contradict the translators' tendencyto interact with the text and the target readers.In
the shifts towards distance, the motivation may be an expressionof the translator's
detachedattitude towards the referent, either physically or psychologically. The effect
is that the referent is seenas something in the past or against the writer's agreement,
and is distinguished from the main topic under discussion in the text. Therefore, the
shifts towards distancedo not decreasethe level of interactivity betweenthe translator
and the text and the target readers.
In the translation the translatorsare constantly making choices betweenproximals or
zero forms, but not distal demonstratives.The reasonseemsto be that in this corpus
we find that the default deictic demonstrative is zhe. When it is desirable to draw
more attention from the readers,zhe is selected;otherwise the translatorswill simply
ihe
translator shifts towards distanceonly when it is
opt for the zero demonstrative.
regarded as necessaryor important to emphasizethe physical distance or expressa
detachedor negative psychological state.This can be largely related to the interactive
purposes of the popular science genre - the writer attempts to involve the
participation of the reader, so the translator generally opts for the proximal or the
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neutral option, but not the extreme of the other direction to avoid the unwantedeffect
of alienation.

Evidence of intentional temporal deictic shifts identified in the text provides further
valuable evidence for our discussion. Shifting the deixis towards the time of
translation reception is evidencethat the translator here is adopting an "instrumental"
approach- they intervene actively in the text to move the texts to the reader.This
evidenceis in line with our finding abovefrom the analysisof the textual features.

4.2.2 Personal Reference
In 4.1.2 we present the quantitative observations in the parallel English-Chinese
corpus, and there are two important findings: (1) SA-TC has a closer frequency of
first and secondpersonalreferencesto SA-E than to SC-SCI, and this high frequency
should be consideredas a marked phenomenonin the SA-TC, which is not seenin the
Chinese norm. (2) The translation shifts of IPP are more particularly salient than
those of IPS and 2P. The trend suggests that the function of IPP may be of
importancein SA-TC. Here we would like to explore what thesefigures suggestif we
bring the context and co-text into discussion.
4.2.2.1 Marked Trends: Shifts towards Explicit Personal Reference
We begin our discussionby consideringthe marked trends of shifting towards explicit
first and secondpersonalreference.The trend is regardedmarked because,according
to the quantitative findings, SC-SCI has a much lower frequency of these references
than has SA-E. Therefore, the shifts in SA-TC towards explicitation of personal
referencesshould be regardedas a violation of the Chinesenorm and thus a marked
trend. This marked trend is realized mostly through the additions of personal
references,but in somecasesnon-omissionsof redundantpersonalreferencescan also
be regardedas marked choices.
Among the trends of addition in the three personcategoriesinvestigatedhere, 1PPhas
the largestnumber of additions and it is also the most significant shift observedin the
translation. In SA-TC we can see that the translation of IPP displays complicated
featuresand this can be linked to the striking flexibility and multifunctional ity of IPP.
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As is well documented in the studies of personal reference: "Given the right
functional and contextual factors, we can be used to encode any of the six persons
[IPS/P, 2PS/P, 3PS/P] that are usually distinguished in English" (Muhlhausler and
Harre 1990:177). In terms of personalrelationship, there seemsto be a conflict in the
implication of ive, as the boundary between inclusive and exclusive functions is not
57
always clear . Also, the text producers may use the reference with double
implications (Wales 1996:62). This is why the translation of we is always complicated
in translation, but on the other hand the translators also rely on the flexibility of first
personplural referenceto createdifferent effects.
Let us first look at an exampleof addition of I PP.
Example 4.11
(ST) Could yesterday's convenience be married to today's technology? (Howard,
February 2004).
(TT) VfjT-ZVW

to ,

t-

rLjWftikB*5 Pb?( Zh ang
Ei f OJýcýjf
-7
,

March 2004).

(BT) We cannot help thinking, can yesterday's convenience combine with today's
technology?

The translation conveysthe sameinformation as the sourcetext but adds an explicitly
expressive action -

"we cannot help thinking". The addition of 1PP here is an

does
by
the
translator
the
added
not affect the
since.
clause
choice
made
optional
meaning of ST, but it creates a more interpersonal effect then the source text. The
presence of the writer and his action is implicitly suggested in the ST but not
explicitly indicated. In TT, the translator assumes that the readers are thinking
together with the writers, both sharing the sameground and preparing for the coming
passage.The inclusive ive is commonly used in the popular sciencegenre becauseit
mitigates the gap between the writer as an expert on one hand and the readersas less
knowledgeable on the other hand. The inclusive ive in the genre of popular science
lay
knowledge
to
more
appealing
readerswho are traditionally
make
scientific
can
57The unclearboundary is true in both Chineseand in English. As noted in 2.5.3, Mandarin, as usedin
SouthernChina - including Taiwan, does not make distinction betweeninclusive and exclusive IPP.
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regardedasoutsidersof the sciencecommunity.
The increaseof IPP is also often correlated with the shifts from passive to active
voice in the Chinesetranslation.Translating English passivevoice into Chineseactive
voice with additional subjects seems to be inevitable, as almost every writer of
English-Chinese translation textbooks (e.g. Liu 1987:138, Chau 1995:319, Wang
2003:55) reminds the translatorsto avoid using the passivevoice as much as possible.
The explicit marked passive structure is not commonly used in Chinese. Passive
structuresposing difficulty in the Chinesetranslation also include impersonalpassive
structuressuch as there is... and it is.... Translatorsare to a large extent encouragedto
shift the passive voice into active voice. However, the actual strategies differ
according to the translator's interpretation of the ST's motivation for a passive voice
for
follows
319),
Chau
(1995:
TT
the
the
example,
and whether
same purpose.
discussesseveral situations in which the English passive voice occurs - when the
he
important,
is
and
proposes
avoided
purposefully,
etc.
subject unknown, not
seven corresponding strategies, such as using active voice with zero subject,
,
from
the context, supplying genericnoun as the subject,or
available
supplying subject
Therefore,
for
ideological
turning
the
reasons.
or
stylistic
passive
maintaining
voice
is
into
subject
only one possible solution
a
personal
voice
with
active voice
passive
that the translator can choosefrom a pool of alternatives,and theseshifts are regarded
as preferred but not obligatory. We will examine how the shifts in translation create
different effects from the source text. Example 4.12 illustrates a shift from the
impersonalpassiveto an active voice.
t

Example 4.12
(ST) Before the videocassetterecorder there was the movie projector and screen.
Perhaps you remember your fifth-grade teacher pulling down a screen... (Howard,
February2004).
(TT)
14 '

March 2004).

(BT) Before the videocassetterecorder was produced, we use movie projector and
fifth-grade
Perhaps
teacherpulled
the
situation
when
your
still
screen.
you
remember
down a screen...
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The clause underlined underwent a shift in transitivity in the TT. The existential
processbecomesa material processwith an actor ive performing the processuse on
the goal the inovie projector and screen. This strategy is commonly called
"restoration" (Liu 1987:224): the translator turns passive into active structure and
supplies an adequateactor. The subject chosenhere by the translator is"an inclusive
1PP.Sometimesthe distinction between inclusive and exclusive IPP is not clear, but
here we have two reasonsto consider this choice an inclusive one. First, there is only
one writer. Also, the following clauseasksthe readersabout their experiencewith the
movie projector, which clearly considers the reader one of the people (the ive) who
used these devices in the past. The inclusive ive is used as the subject in many
instancesof shifts from passiveto active voice in our corpus; the reasonmay be that
the function of the inclusive ive is in line with the overall rhetorical purpose of this
58
bring
the text closer to the readers .
genreto
Besidesthe inclusive ive, we also see a lot of instanceswhen IPP is supplied by the
translatoras a generic personalreference.

Example 4.13
(ST) Is it possible to build a machine that would transport a human being into the past
or future? (Davis, Sep 2002).
(TT)

? (Chen, November 2002).

t1ra-I

(13T)Can we really build a machinetransportin,g.a human being into the past or future?
In this example, the source text questions a fact about the possibility of a time
is
IPP
impersonal
fr
the actor,
The
TT
to
the
voice:
passive active
shifts orn
machine.
build is the process,and the time machine is the goal. In this casethe Chinese 1PPis
is
likely
because
to carry out the
the
person
who
generic
consideredas a
reference
does
it
but
in
field.
Although
is
this
the
the
scientists
writer nor
reader
action neither
level
IPP
its
denotation
in
the
to
refers to
sense
sense,
on
a
pragmatic
seem
make
not

58This hypothesis can be further supported by the findings that SA-NTC and SA-TC both share the
0.30%),
firequency
0.33%
SA-NTC:
display
IPP
(SA-TC:
and
and
similar
of
a
same rhetorical purposes
whereas SC-SCI has a much lower frequency of IPP (0.08%).
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everyone in this world, all sharing the dream of building a time machine. By
transforming to a material processwith a subject including the writers and the readers
as well as many other people in the world, the question
to the
more
relevant
-becomes
readersand invites the readersto think: are the other people in this world and I going
to build a time machine? Will ive? Whereasthe writer of the source text presentsa
question,the translator asksthe readersa question.
IPP is also often added in the translation becauseof its generic function. Many
instancesof 1PP in the translations are used to replace the other indefinite personal
referencesin English, such as one,people, individuals.
Example 4.14
(ST) The Prefrontal cortex is the seatof the so-calledexecutive functions of the brain,
including the internal censorthat keepsindividuals from blurting out what they really
think in awkward social situations... (Ezzell, February2003).
PpfT=NrffR-tIff
(-En,
jAfR
Nft
N;
f
LýNTHg
(T-r)
,
, NAMNEMI
j
n
Iftly'llfif V
March
(Pan,
2003).
Q±j3
L:3
...
(13T) that is so-called the position of "administration executive", including the
...
internal censor,preventsus from blurting out the truth in awkward social situations...
The English indefinite personal lexicons - individuals as well as the other terms such
aspeople and one - all have their dictionary equivalentsin Chinesebut many of them
are translated as 1PP in SA-TC. These terms-and 1PP can all play an indefinite
function, but they are different in implying the degree of text participant's
involvement. Indefinite pronouns such as one and the other indefinite references
diminish the intimacy in the interaction. On the other hand, 1PPconstructsa senseof
belonging and solidarity, and this creates a different interactive effect in the
translation.

In the discussion of the impersonal use of personal reference in 2.5.3, we identified
several alternatives which are exchangeable in terms of their generic functions:
mainlY the three plural references you, they, ive. In the corpus, we found two
examplesof shifts from English 2P to Chinese IPP.
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Example 4.15
(ST) As deeply mysterious as accelerationis, if yqu just accept it without trying to
fathom its cause,it solves all kinds of problems (Musser,Riess, and Turner, February
2004).
(T-F) 9IM"

TTq RPMA(Li and Zheng, March 2004).

(13T)To such a deeply mysterious phenomenonof acceleration,if we just acceptthis
finding but don't further investigateits cause,then all kinds of universal problems can
be solved.

The use of reference to the addresseein the ST is interesting becausethe reader is
clearly not the one who is going to investigate the universal problems. As this is an
article written by the researcherin this field, the unmarked choice should be a selfreference to the writers, as they are the researcherswho are going to deal with the
issue. However, this kind of mismatch in personalreferenceis not uncommon in our
daily life. Text producers often manipulate the marked choices of personal reference
to affect their audience'sperception.The use of you in the sourcetext can be regarded
as a generic personal referencebecauseit refers generally to anyonewho acceptsthis
phenomenon. The impersonal use of the second personal reference is thought to
contribute to "a senseof informal camaraderie"because"the speakerassignsa major
6actor' role to the addressee"(Kitagawa and Lehrer 1990:752). By involving the
readers in the action within the text, the text.producers invite the readers to go into
their world and sharethe samepoint of view.
The translator differs from the ST writer's position relative to the readersand opts for
IPP. There is ambiguity here. The distinction between an inclusive or exclusive
referenceis not always clear.The exclusive ive is a plausible interpretation in this case
because there are three writers and the referencemay refer to thesethree researchers.
However, it is more likely to be an inclusive ive, which is a more common use of IPP
observedin this genre. According to Myers (1989:28), a key factor maintaining the
relationship between the expert writer and the layman readers in English popular
sciencewriting is to "avoid insulting the readers,to try to make them feel like part of
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the community." The inclusive first person plural referenceis a useful linguistic tool
which helps the writers to achieve the goal of taking the readers as their in-group
members.Now we see a similar trend in the Chinesetranslations: IPP has also been
used as a sign to expresssolidarity in Chinese popular sciencewritings (not only in
SA-TC but also in SA-NTC, see5.2.2).
Both choicesof interpersonalreferencein ST and TT show their considerationof the
readers,by either addressingthe readers or including the readers. Nuances can be
made between the two choices: The use of impersonal 2P in particular can sound
presumptive if the speaker is familiar with this context but the readersare not, and
thus "the addresseeis forced to play a role which is not apparentto hinf' (Kitagawa
and Lehrer 1990:753). Lay readers without sufficient understanding about the
description"in this example are forced to acceptthe writer's point of view imposed on
them. This may be why the translator opts for IPP. Mey (2000:47) commentsthat ive
"has the positive traits that we associatewith 'people like us"', whereasyou and they
implicitly carry the connotation of "people such as you", or "people like them". By
adopting the inclusive personal reference the translator avoids the risk of imposing
upon the readersthe connotation of being out-group members.
Now let us look at the addition of IPS and 2P, which are much less significant in
number compared with the addition of IPP. It is found that explicitation of reference
to the writers or audiences is often related to the situations when the personal
dimension is considered not sufficiently clear- in the source text. Let us take an
example from the text A Great Echelon of Birds, a jourtfalist's experience in bird
watching. The story is narratedfrom the journalist's point of view. Although we have
discussedfrom the beginning that implicit personal references are preferred in the
Chinesenorm, the translator in this case,however, choosesto add three instancesof
2P,and this is a very significant optional choice madeby the translator.
Example 4.16
(ST)

birds can be seen from many vantage points between late
these
amazing
...
February and early April: from blinds, from cars or vans, from a warm viewing center,
on foot, from bridges. And there are many sites from which to watch: centers,
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sanctuariesand fields between Kearney and Grand Island, the stretch of river where
the birds are most concentrated(Holloway, January2004).
2 VjjjYq 4 ýj ý)] ,
...
9-1-IMEMIPYINAW I POPMR I r=M]M&ff-*
(TT)

tAýPfu- ;,
tA Z7rfUftý' W, , ;112-1-7:
fN1"511
Rý'W
"f013t
Tjk 'ýý
(BT)

n, %Yý - fjý\
OLE
b
IRTHaMM43,
, ýR
I
-

MM[ý81:-P,b - RM-13MR-M-M-M
,
ET- (Wang, February2004).

from late February to early April, ygu can watch these amazing
every
year
...

birds. You can occupy all kinds of vantagepoints, such as blinds, cars or vans, a warm
viewing centre, bridge, or on foot; ygu can also watch from other places, such as
nature centre, sanctuaries,and fields between Kearney and Grand Island, this stretch
river gathersmost birds.

The addition of these three 2P in Chinese creates different effects in reading. The
English writer describesways of seeing the bids, with birds and sites as the subjects
leading the sentence.For the readerwho is thinking about going bird watching while
reading along the text, this passageis like an implicit suggestionto them. For the
other readerswith no interest in participating, this narration can be read as a narration
of the fact that birds can be watched from various places. But in the translation
explicit referenceto the readeris addedand directly involves the readerin the process
bold-on-record
from
(Brown
The
to
narration
a
of reading.
rhetorical purposechanges
and Levinson 1987) suggestion.
The translator's choice to make 2P explicit has*a -markedmotivation. On one hand, it
seems Re a stylistic choice becausethe three ni form ;three clauses in a parallel
structure and make the text read smoothly. Or, we can also argue here that the shift
from passive voice to active voice is a preferred structure in Chinese. Nevertheless,
we have already argued that the active structure is only preferred and not obligatory;
moreover,the choice of 2P as the subject is certainly an optional choice. To account
fully for the shifts taking place in this example, we cannot neglect the pragmatic
explanation. As we mention in 2.5.2, what guides the Chinese writers to make the
choice betweenan explicit personalreferenceor a zero personalreferenceis the effect
of "highlighting" (Li and Thompson 1981:663). This notion of "highlighting" can be
further elaborated from an interactive point of view: where the writers choose to

highlight a particular reference,they either present a reference which has particular
meaning or to which they want the readersto pay extra attention - i. e. make a marked
decision. Thus, the translator makes a marked decision according to the pragmatic
purpose. This example illustrates how the guideline of "markedness" is involved in
the translator's decision againstlinguistic preference.
Another occasion when the translator tends to shift a passive structure into an active
personalstructure and add IP or 2P as the actor of the processis when the ST writer
puts the focus on the object, the event, or the process,rather than on the person, as
shown in example4.17.

Example 4.17
(ST) In a vacuum, where air resistanceis not a factor, an object sent on a flight has a
final downward speed that is, amazingly eqgjjýh, equal to its initial upward speed
(Mirsky, February 2004).

IMIMN91a

(TT)

fkf-kf#

(Gan,March2004).
(13T)You may not believe, in a vacuum without air resistance,the speedof an object
senton a flight is equal to the initial upward speed.
In the Chinese translation, the addition of the second personal reference ni has the
effect of increasinginteraction by directly pointing towards the addressee.The readers
are directly involved in the texts with the asspmptionmade from the writer that they
46maynot believe" the fact stated here. On the other hand, English uses anlazingly
himself)
(including
the
the
to
writer
of
anyone
reaction
enough,which generally refers
to this statement.Regarding the shift to sentence-initial position, by beginning the
sentencewith an explicit warning to the readers that something contradicting their
belief is going to follow, the Chinese texts catch the attention of the readers and
enhance their concentration. In this example, the addition of the second personal
reference together with the shift to sentence-initial position reinforces the effect of
reader-involvement.
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The motivations of the translation shifts in 4.16 and 4.17 may be first a syntactic
consideration, such as the less preferred passive structure and inserted adverbial
phrases in Chinese, but the solutions are, however, guided by the overall interactive
59
purpose of this genre .

The marked trends to make personal reference explicit can also be reflected in the
translator's choice not to omit some interpersonalreferenceswhen on those occasions
omissions are the preferred choice. In 2.5.2 we suggestedthat the largest difference
between English and Chinese personal reference is their frequency, and a major
reasonfor this is that Chineseprefers zero personalreferenceas unmarked choicesin
maintaining personal reference (Huang 1994:208). If the translator uses too many
explicit person referents in the maintenanceof personal reference, the maxim of
60
quantity will be violated in the communication with Chinesereadersand convey an
extra unnecessaryimplicature. In such cases, the retained referents will generate
addedpragmatic effects and the translatoris often assumedto make such decisionsfor
special reasons. The example below demonstrates the case of non-shifts with
particular pragmatic effects. This example is from a journalist's narration about his
experiencein trying the new technologyof "screen writing".

Example 4.18
(ST) After only a few days of using the Toshiba and Fujitsu machines, cluttered up
-I'd
their hard drives with a bewildering array of files. Finding my interview notes (either
the handwritten Windows Journal files or the,converted Microsoft Word documents)
took about as long as rummaging through the mounds of folders scatteredacrossmy
desk (Alpert, April 2003).
J T) FHTAXWfH
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59Again, the analysis of the Chinese comparable corpus in Chapter 5 will show that SA-NTC also
shares the characteristics of using 2P more frequently than the Chinese reference corpus does, so this
seems to be a unique feature common to the two SA corpora with the same interactive purpose.
60Maxim
of quantity is one of the five principles of conversation cooperation proposed by Grice (1975).
The idea is that in a conversation a cooperative interlocutor tends to provide an appropriate amount of
information, not too little but not too much either. If the speaker gives too much or too little
information, the addressees may assume that the speaker did so with particular meaning and thus
generate extra interpretation by themselves.
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jý, - (Wu, May 2003).
(13T)Having usedToshiba and Fujitsu computersfor several days, I produced a large
amount of files, cluttered up everywherein hard drives. The time spent on finding my
interview notes (either the hand-written notes files or the converted Microsoft Word
documents)is similar to the time usedto rummagethe mounds of folders scatteredon
my desk.

We can arguethat the use of the possessivepronoun iny twice here is redundantsince
without any other specification it is assumedthat the writer looked for his notes on his
desk. But the non-omission may be related to the implied meaningsof the possessive
pronouns in this example. As the writer is commenting on his bad behaviour in
organizing the documents,it is important to stressthat the writer talks about the messy
interview notes and the disorganized desk that are characteristic of his style. It is
becauseof the writer's personal condition that the new technology does not seem to
be very useful to him. We will seea counter-example(example 4.19) to this one in the
discussionbelow.

Overall, in this section we consideredhow the translatorsmake marked shifts towards
explicit personal reference by adding explicit referents and maintaining redundant
referents.These choices violate the norm of Chinese sciencewriting, but we suggest
that these choices are motivated by the interactive purpose of the genre of popular
science, and we will find evidence in Chapter 5 that SA-NTC, sharing the same
interactive purpose,also bearsthe featuresof thesetrends of shifting towards explicit
personalreference.
4.2.2.2 Unmarked trends: Shifts towards implicit personal reference
Now we shall examine the trends of shifts towards implicit personal reference. This
trend is regarded as unmarked because implicit personal reference is the Chinese
norm. Therefore, most of the translation shifts merely confonn to the preferred norms
in the target culture.

The translators often omit personal referents when those referents are understandable
from the context or the co-text, as in example 4.19.
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Example 4.19
(ST) But one morning on the downtown local, 1 looked up from my screen and saw
that the person sitting next to me was playing the same game on his Treo (Alpert,
October 2004).
(TT)
aý,Treo ±R Mridn, Ma," - (Wu, November 2004).
(BT) But one morning when taking subway,1 looked up from screen,saw the person
sitting next playing the samegameon his Treo.
In this example, three referencesto the text producer (one subject, one possessive
pronoun, and one object) are found in one sentence,and only one is retained in the
translation. If the three IPS are all retained in the translation, Chinese readers may
perceive redundancy since without the reason to highlight the fact that this is illy
screenbut not that of the others, the readerswould generally take for granted that the
writer was looking up from the screen that he was holding. Different degrees of
tolerance for informativity may be brought into the consideration here by the
translator.As we suggestedin the discussionof example 4.18, if the translator usestoo
many explicit personreferentsin the maintenanceof personalreference,the maxim of
quantity may be violated in the communication with Chinese readersand convey an
extra unnecessaryimplicature. This example can be regardedas a counter example to
example 4.18. The translator in this example makes a preferred choice under the
considerationof cooperation constraintsin Chinesewithout any pragmatic motivation
involved.

Besideszero reference,the reflexive - Ziji - is another alternative commonly used to
replace explicit personal referencein the Chinese translations.The Chinesereflexive
ziji is different from English reflexives -self in that ziji is not a suffix. Ziji can standby
itself, and it can be used to refer to all personalreferences,dependingon its precedent.
In general, omission can be mostly explained by substitution for zero reference and
reflexive. A question may arise here: do these omissions suggest a less interactive

dimension in the TT? On the surface it seemsso, becausethe number of interpersonal
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reference decreases. However, when considering the pragmatic effect, we may argue
that Chinese readers derive as much from the translations as the English readers from
the source text. Li and Thompson (1981: 658) comment that an utterance with a zero
personal reference may look as if something is missing to English readers, but to
Chinese readers it is perfectly grammatical in the appropriate contexts. In other words,
the translations with the omitted personal references exemplified above communicate
an adequate effect to the Chinese readers. If the translators choose to maintain an
equal number of personal references to the English counterparts, the additional
personal reference may result in added pragmatic effects in Chinese.

However, it is undeniable that the omission of a large number of IPS and 2P makes
the writer and the readersless prominent in the translation than in ST. We may further
explore the phenomenonof omission along the line of the translator's considerationof
politeness. IPS and 2P can contribute to the interaction by creating "the sensationof a
face-to-face discourse between persons" (Fowler 1986:95), so the distance between
writer and readersis narrowed. But frequent use or inappropriate use of 1PS and 2P
may run the risk of being what Brown and Levinson (1987) call a face threateningact
(FTA)61.Studies have found that in academicwriting the writer prefers to minimize
FTAs by avoiding the use of IPS while making criticism (e.g. Myers 1989). The use
be
being
felt
face
by
2P
too
to
the
the
threaten
readers
of
of
can also
negative
authorative (Quirk et al. 1985:618). In popular science the tension between scientist
be
interpersonal
his
does
references
may
and
community
not exist, so more personal
used. However, it is also suggestedthat in an expert-layman communication, the
by
insulting
be
treating them as outthe
readers
writers should
cautious about not
is,
between
in
1989:
That
(Myers
28).
the
tension
popular
science
group members
writers and readersstill exists. In Chinese translations, we find that maintaining the
face of the readers sometimes overrides the ST's purpose to construct an intimate
writer-reader interaction. In other words, the Chinesetranslators are more cautious of
the negative implication of overuseof IPS (e.g. being egocentric) and 2P (e.g. being
intrusive). The concernsof politenessin the translation are shown in example4.20.

61The politenesstheory proposedby Brown and Levinson (1987) is discussedin 2.2.5.
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Example 4.20
(ST) Be aware that the ticket-purchasing process can be as overwhelming as the
center itself, as there are separatetickets for most of the activities; if yQu can, figure
out what ygu want to seebefore you arrive (Holloway, March 2003).
--ja
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2003).
(BT) Notice that, the ticket purchasing process here is as complicated as this centre
because most of the exhibitions have individual tickets. If possible, please plan what
exhibitions to see before go.

This example is taken from a text in which the writer introduces a museum of art and
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that even though this seemsan unmarkedshift, with the addition of words like please,
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want to sound too authoritative.
In this section, we have examined the reasonsfor omission identified in the corpus
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4.2.2.3 Shifts of Perspective in Mranslation
So far we have discussedpersonal shifts from ST to TT, which may be consciousor
unconscious decisions made by the translators. For example, the omission of
repetitive personalreferencesmay be a decision made instinctively by the translators.
However, there are some occasionswhen the translator's decision is more deliberate
than others.This is related to the shifts of personalparticipants in the translation.
Example 4.21
(ST) One obvious place for improvement in our math and scienceskills can be found
among the hosts of and callers to the country's many sports talk radio programs
(Mirsky, February2004).
(TT) illý-52QWRM:
-ýý/

ff ,M4,

I J-Iq
(Gan, March 2004).

(13T) From the hosts of and callers to many sport talk radio programs in the USA, [one]
can easily see that American's math and science skills need to be improved.

Our in the source text is an inclusive first person plural reference, including the ST
writer, an American, and ST readers,who are assumedto be American readers.In the
target texts, however, the personal deixis shifts from the first person perspectiveto a
third person perspective,excluding the TT writers and TT readersfrom participation
in the text. An alternative strategy for the translator is to relay the personal reference
as such and leave the readersto figure out whether they are included in this reference
or not. But here the translator takes an active role in mitigating the position of
themselvesand readersas out-group members of this statement.In other words, the
translator's voice is heard. This is a clear example that shows that the translation's
perspectiveshifts when the translator communicateswith the target audiences.
4.2.2.4 Personal Reference in Direct Speech
We have talked about interpersonal references as explicit revelations of the text
producer and receiver, so the frequency of these references . can be taken as a
measurement of active interaction between the writer (or translator) and the reader.
Even when they are used in a generic sense, they still have the traits of interpersonal
features. However, in our corpus there are occasions when the use of 1PS, 1PP, 2P
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doesnot refer to the text producersand receivers:when they are used in direct speech.
Direct speechand indirect speechare two common strategiesto report others' speech,
have
found in the genre of popular science a wide-ranging use of
studies
and
interview, quotes, and reporting verbs such as say (Hyland 2005:97). In these
instances, the first and second personal references refer to the characters in the
conversation,To be specific, the referencein the direct speechshould not be counted
interaction,
it
does
indicator
because
the
an
of
of
writer-reader
not refer
as
activeness
to these text participants. However, it is argued here that they can be regarded as a
by
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text
the
to
with the readers.
a
adopted
producer
create
vivid
strategy
When the writer wants to report the speechof others, he can choose between direct
and indirect speechfor different pragmatic effects. In literary stylistics it is arguedthat
from
feet
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indirect
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speech
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direct
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of
while
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authentic(Toolan 1988:121).
In example 4.22 the writer reports a conversationhe heard on the radio, an argument
By
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with
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references and you,
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Example 4.22 62
"The Klu Klux Klan. "
"It's not Klu. It's Ku. It's not Klu Klux Klan, it's Ku Klux Klan. "
"I didn't say Klu Klux Klan, I said Klu Klux Klan. "
"You said it again, ygu said Klu. "
"I did not say Klu Klux Klan, I said Klu Klux Klan. "
"You said it again. You said Klu. "
(Mirsky, February 2004).

62The example is given here to illustrate the useof direct speechin the corpus. In this caseno shifts in
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personreferencesare made
in this case we presentthe English text only and not the translation and back translations.
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The first person and secondpersonalreferencehere refers to the two charactersin the
argument, not the text writers and readers,so they do not directly contribute to the
writer-reader interaction in the texts. On the other hand, they contribute to the
interaction with the readersby trying to bring the text closer to the readers.What we
are trying to argue here is that although the personal reference in the direct speech
seemsnot appropriate to be counted as indicators of interaction in the quantitative
analysis, in the qualitative analysis these instancesshow how they are related to the
writer-reader interaction in a way becausethere is an alternative option of presenting
it as reportedspeech.
4.2.2.5 Discussion
In this section we have discussed the shifts of first and second personal references
taking place in SA-TC and explored their possible motivations and effects. We have
found that the marked choices of making additions in the translation are found mostly
in IPP. Compared with SC-SCI which uses a much lower frequency of IPP, the
frequent use of IPP in SA-TC can be regarded as a marked feature to achieve the
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Chinesenorm. Here the choices of shifting towards explicit personalreferencesmade
by the translators can create the effect of a more interactive-oriented attitude in SATC than in the traditional Chinesesciencewritings.
On the other hand, trends of omission are regarded as preferred shifts becausethey
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In conclusion, in this section the most important finding is the salient use of 1PP in
the translations, a strategy that is often used to construct solidarity with the readers.
Evidence from shifts of perspectivefurther confirms that the translatorsdo not merely
report interaction between ST writers and readers,but they involve target readersas
participants in the interaction in the translations.

4.2.3.Junction
This section sets out to explore the two findings reported in the quantitative analysis
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4.2.3.1 Marked Trends: Shifts towards Explicit Junction
The analysis begins with the marked trend: addition of junction. We have pointed out
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In the discussion in 2.5.3, we pointed out that Beaugrande and Dressler (1981: 74)
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63See3.3.3 for the definitions of three categoriesof translation shifts.
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junction?
Mauranen (1993:168) suggeststwo answersto this question:
use
producers
to increasethe readability of texts and to make a difference to the illocutionary force
of the text. The 'two answers are actually in line with our discussion of two
dimensions of interaction within text: reader-oriented and writer-oriented (see
literature review 2.2.1). In the following discussion we will explore the examples
within texts along thesetwo interactive dimensionsof junction.
The first explanation is to. enhancethe readability of the text. Junction functions as
signals that point the readerswhere to go and what to expect next, so junction saves
the reader's time when making a connection between propositions. Some cognitive
linguistic researchers(e.g. Carrell 1987; Mauranen 1993) have tried to prove this
by
conducting empirical experiments. For example, Carrell's (1987:54)
point
experimentsof recall studiesshow that readersgiven texts with more junctives have a
more accurateunderstandingof the text. Given that complex factors are involved in
the reading process,the results of theseexperimentscannot be taken as absoluteproof,
but they may at least point out correlations between the presence of junction and
readability. Following this discussion, we may argue that the translator adds more
junctives in their writings as a courtesy to the target readersby facilitating the reading
process
Let us look at example 4.23. The previous passagebefore this sentencedescribedthe
fact
4.23
in
Pythia,
the
that may seem
a
example
writer
and
presents
role and statusof
contradictory to the readers'assumption.
Example 4.23
(ST) Extraordinarily

for misogynist Greece, the Pythia was a woman (Hale et al.,

August 2003).
(Yao, September 2003).

(TT)

(13T) Greek though notorious for their hatred against women, but Pythia qýýe is a
female (*an adversative junctive adverb).

In the source text the adversative relation is achieved through lexical cohesion:
implied
is
versus
and
also
wonzan,
inisogynist
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by the sentence-initial

adverb:

Extraordinarily. This passagedemonstrateshow cohesion can still be inferred by the
readers even without explicit junctives. But the translator chooses to add explicit
markers in the translation. If we follow a linear process of reading, English readers
would work out the adversative relation only when they reach the last word in the
sentence, woman - which instantly triggers the lexical cohesion with the word
misogynist in the previous clause. By contrast, the translation employs adversative
junctives that function to "case problematic transitions" and "alert receivers" to expect
something different (Beaugrande and Dressler 1981:72-73). Therefore, the target
readersare preparedfor a contradictory statementwhen they read the signal though in
the second word of the sentence,and the expectation is further confirmed by the
junctive connecting the secondclause.Finally, the junctive adverbque indicatesto the
readerthat the highlight point is now coming. Therefore, in terms of the linear reading
progression,the addition of junction in the translation can help the target readersto
processthe text more efficiently.
An easy reading process is crucial in the genre of popular science. As has been
emphasizedin the literature review (see2.1.1) and in the analysis of other interactive
features,the readersof popular sciencewritings rely on explicit cohesive relations to
make senseout of the lexical relations, given their lack of background knowledge
(Myers 1991:5). Expert readerscan process the text through their understandingof
lexical meaning (as the lexical cohesion in example 4.23), or they can even supply
their background knowledge to understand the text. But the lay readers to a large
extent rely on explicit cohesive markers -

junction being one of the most useful

devices, to find their way in the process of reading. The translation in 4.24 can be
regarded as an example of how the translator anticipates the readers' difficulty in
processingthis scientific phenomenon,and supplies an explicit junctive.
Example 4.24
(ST) Engineers had warned that Spirit might go silent for 10 minutes or so until it
rolled to a stop. A tumbling lander does not make a good transmission platform
(Musser, March 2004).
(TT)

fit'Iftmw
(Fu, April 2004).
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(13T)Engineers already give notice in advance that Spirits might lose sound for 10
minutes or so, until it stops rolling, becausea rolling lander cannot transmit signals
well.

Three shifts occur in this translation. First, the translator merges the two clauses
together and adds a causaljunctive at the beginning of the secondclause.This relates
to Baker's (1992:192) suggestionthat languagesdiffer in "how much to say in one go,
and with how the relations between such chunks of information are perceived and
signalled." In this case the translator groups the two clausestogether and provides a
signal that the second clause is going to be an explanation to the first clause.
Moreover, the translator shifts the noun phrase construction into a verbal processin
the secondclause, and makes the explanation even easier to process.By saying that
the lander cannot make a good transmission platform, the readershave to elaborate
further the meaning that it is not a good transmission platform so it cannot transmit
signals properly. It is the action of the lander not the state of the lander that directly
causesthe silence. This further elaboration of the noun phrasestructure into a verbal
process and the addition of causal junctive may all be related to the translator's
concerns for the readers' ability to relate the second clause as an explanation to the
first one.
In some cases, the writer does not supply an additional junctive only but also
additional information, which even more clearly demonstrates the translator's
involvement in the text production and considerationof the target readers' insufficient
scientific knowledge.
Example 4.25
(ST) If time dilation did not occur, those particles would never make it here (Davies,
September 2002).
A ! MYMZH

(TT)

(Chen,

November 2002).
(13T) If time dilation did not occur, these particles would already because of dýjgqy and
neverreach.
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In the ST the writer presentsa hypothetical relation: a condition and a possible result.
But in the translation a further explanation is inserted.The explanation is not given in
the ST, and the ST readers have to look for the co-text or context to supply the
information. The translator, however, shows courtesy to the readers and adds an
explanation in this hypothetical relation. The explanation shows that the translator
thinks about the readers' expectationsand needs, and takes action to respond to the
imagined obstaclespresentedin the processof reading. This is what Hoey (e.g. 1983;
see literature review 2.2.3) proposesas a dialogue and interaction between writer and
reader.The translator imagines that the readersmay question why particles would not
reachthe destinationand thereforesuppliesan additional explanation.
So far we have explained the potential reasonsfor junctive addition as a courtesy to
the readers.But, as in our discussionof interaction (2.2.1), interaction takes place in
two directions. The writers may want to expressconcernsfor the readersbut they also
want to make the readersaccepttheir viewpoints, i. e. expressionof illocutionary force.
In fact, junction has also been widely regarded as a linguistic device to achieve
rhetorical effect. From a communicative point of view, junctives can be exploited by
the text producers to control the interpretation of the readers (Beaugrande and
Dressler 1981:74). From a literary linguistic perspective, novelists can use implicit
junctives as a strategyto involve participation from the readers(Fowler 1986:67). The
frequency
higher
from
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text
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empirical
also
suggests
a
evidence
experiments
of junctives reads more authoritative, logical, and convincing (Mauranen 1993:167).
Example 4.26 contains no difficult scientific knowledge and shows no particularly
important transitions, but the translator adds three junctives to highlight adversative
and causal relations. The translator may not add these junctives as a conscious
decision, but the effect of the translation certainly makesit different from the ST.
Example 4.26
(ST) [1] The next day engineers discover that cork bands on the rocket have come
unglued. [2] Departure is set back another week -a week I don't happen to have free.
[3] Lesson two for the space chaser: buy refundable plane tickets and keep your
itinerary flexible. [4] There is always another rocket, after all. [5] 1 resolve to catch
the late August launch of a new orbiting observatory, the Space Infrared Telescope
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Facility (SIRTF) (Gibbs, November 2003).
(TT) M=X

;QE

!8

fill

Z'nR9VW LVVTUM-JKNJýý&ýTý§JQ

(SIRTF)-

(Guo, December 2003).

(13T) The second day, engineers find cork bands on the rocket unglued, departure date
is set back another week, but then I don't happen to be free. So, lesson two for the
space dream chaser is: buy refundable plane ticket, and keep itinerary flexible. After
all there is always another rocket lift off! Therefore, I decide to go to see the late
August launch of a new orbiting observatory (SIRTF).

the Space Infrared Telescope Facility

In this example it can be arguedthat the translator actually addshis own interpretation
of junctive relations in his translation and imposes it on the readers. Unlike the
previous examples in which the translator highlights the implicit relations achieved
through lexical meaning in the source text, the source text in this example does not
have a clear adversative and causal relation. For example, sentences[5] and [6] are
not necessarily in a causal relation but continuity in time-e. g. Then, I resolve to
catch the late August launch. An addition of thereforebetweensentence[5] and [6] in
the translation forces the target readersto link the author's decisions to go to another
launch back to the previous statementthat there is always another launch. But the
source text readersmay just interpret sentence[6] as the author's next step without
particularly establishing a causalrelation with the previous sentence.The adversative
relation within [11 and the causalrelation between [2] and [3] may be slightly clearer
than between [51 and [61, but it is not necessarilythe casethat every ST readermakes
the same interpretations as the translator does. Some of the ST readersmay well just
read the sentencesas a sequencewithout really noticing an adversative transition
within the sentence.What we are trying to argue here is not whether the translator
makes the correct interpretation of the source writer's intentions or not, but to
demonstratethat by inserting more junctions the TT readersare left with less freedom
to interpret the texts than the ST readers.As Thompson (2001:61) explains, the readeroriented and writer-oriented interactive dimensions are "essentially two sides of the
same coin." On one hand we can say that in this example the translator saves the
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reader much time by linking relations between sentences,but on the other hand the
translator forces the readersto accept his own interpretation of the texts, which may
not be the only way to interpret the texts.
The examplesdiscussedso far show that the translators add junctives to help readers
understandthe texts easily, and this may result in the effect of limiting the readers'
creativity in interpreting junctive relations. This may explain why the quantitative
analysisshows that the trend of addition is more salient in the category of adversative,
causaland hypothetical groups but not in additive, alternative and temporal junctives.
Additive and temporal junctives usually signal a continuous relation
logical
sequence or temporal sequence, and continuity is considered. as an unmarked
64
(Beaugrande
Dressler
1981:
72)
That is, without any other
condition
and
.
specification (e.g. causal, adversative, and hypothetical junctives), the readers will
take for granted that the information in the incoming clause is a continuity of the
previous event. Therefore, the translator doesnot have to help or control the readersto
process a junctive relation that would not be understood in any other way. On the
other hand, Segal et al. (1991:50) found that so, becauseand but have meaningsmore
than continuity and in the narrative texts. Thesej unctives often involve the character's
subjective perspective. That is, the interpretation of these relations is less
straightforward than temporal and additive relations and involves a process of
reasoning and judgements. Therefore, these are junctive relations for which the
readersrequire more assistancein efficient reading and which may involve more of
the translator's subjective interpretations.
_
Though less quantitatively significant, there are still a few additions in junction that
signal continuity, such as additive junction. The following is an example:
Example 4.27
(ST) With fewer coyotes, their prey -

voles, mice and other rodents -

have

64Although Beaugrandeand Dressier makecommentsbasedon English junction, this seemsalso to be
the casein Chinese.In the Chinesegrammartextbook, we seesuggestionsthat junction can be omitted
when "two clausesare set in apposition, where the meaning of the secondclauseis in some way
consequentialon that of the first" (Yip and Rimmington 2004:328). In other words, in Chineseit is also
true that consequentialrelations usually do not needto be specified by explicit markers.
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exploded in number.That has benefitedred foxes and raptors (Robbins, June 2004).
(TT)
tAft, ýK- --

(Yao, July 2004).

(BT) With the decreasein the number of coyotes, their prey such as voles, mice and
other rodents, have increasedlargely in number. And this yoit* brings benefits to red
foxes and raptors (*additive junctive adverb).
The relation between the two sentencesin 4.27 is a succession.The decreasein the
number of coyotes brings benefits to their preys, and this first benefit then generates
the second benefit described in the second sentence.In the source text the link is
provided by the demonstrative that which refers back to the entire first sentence.In
the translation the link is marked more explicitly by the additive junctive er and
adverbyou. Although it is difficult to arguewhether the addition of additive junctives
in this caseactually enhancesreadability in any obvious way, since the relation is not
that difficult to infer from the sourcetext, the difference is that in terms of the effect
the additive relation in the translation is more explicit and thus more stressed.In the
next section, we will further explore the instancesof omission to seewhether they are
merely an accommodation to the target language norm or if there may be some
optional shifts involved.
4.2.3.2 Vnmarked Trends: Shifts towards Implicit Junction
As discussed in the literature review (2.5.3) and pointed out in the quantitative
analysis (4.1.3), Chinese usesjunctives less frequently than English does. Therefore,
omission should be regardedas a preferred option that accommodatesto the Chinese
norms, and therefore less important to the investigation of translators' interactive
strategies. On the other hand, additive, alternative and temporal junctives are
especially relevant here becausethey are the categories with higher omission than
addition. That is, when considering thesethreejunctive categoriesthe translator tends
to follow the norm rather than adopting any strategyout of choice. for example,
Example 4.28

(ST) But the trees are unchanging, strandedon mesasor hillsides or washes,broken
beautiful,
and
made of stone (Holloway, May 2002).
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(TT) jftM nipT-,Nj , [Br-rI-NjLh , Ojf& - ýqw'±

YA
jfd
,

rýt- , 0, TE

(Wang,

July 2002).

(BT) But the trees are unchanging, strandedon mesas,hillsides, washes,broken and
beautiful, all stone.

In this example the sourcetext writer usesalternativejunctives to connect three nouns,
but the translator simply presentsthe three items without any junctives. Beaugrande
and Dressler (1981:72) comment that disjunction (their term for alternativejunctives)
is the only obligatory junctive in texts, whereas other junctive relations can all be
implicitly inferred by the readers.However, in this example, the translator takes out
the alternative junctives and doing so seemsnot to affect the reading. The reason is
that in terms of the semanticmeaningof or - to chooseeither A or B, it is true that the
readerswould need an explicit junctive, otherwise they cannot processthe meaning.
But the pragmatic use of junctives is not very straightforward. Sometimesthe use of
few
is
listing
in
is
this
the
to
the
only
a
writer
case, when
similar
use of and as
or
does
item
the
not exclude another. Therefore the
examples and
existence of one
translator may just consider the alternative relations as being not important in this
example and decide to leave the junctive relation implicit.
A close investigation of the concordancesfinds that the trend of omission happens
both when the junctives are used structurally as in 4.28 - according to Halliday and
Hasan (1976:227), meaning within the sentence, and cohesively, meaning crosssentence.Example 4.29 below demonstratesomission of an additive junctive that
connectssentences.
Example 4.29
(ST) The pilots of flight 232 proved that it was possible to control a modem airliner
if
discovery
led
innovative
And
to
the
this
wonder
some
engineers
engines.
using only
they could program flight computers to achieve the same feat, making it easier for a
crew to safely land a heavily damaged aircraft (Corder, August 2004).
tM%
J'*
fj
',
$qffI
vffiifA "ýýI 1ý1=
I:T '' au.HA-T , ffi-M
Fj
It
(TT) Jftýý 232 P),-Yfffj&taý'yfv'ý'
,
t
-H
_Fq-_
IW-Ig

M,ViNt , NICAffFAFV4RPERMA
A, WLDVHMr,
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(Zhong, September2004).
--L
(BT) This flight 332's pilots proved that, simply relying on engine is also possible to
control. a modem aircraft. This discovery inspired some innovative engineersto start
wondering, whether it is possible to add new programs in the aircrafts' computer, to
achievethe samefunction, make it easierfor pilots to land a heavily damagedaircraft
on the ground safely.
It is interesting to compareexample4.29 with example 4.27 becausethey arejust like
counter-examplesto each other. In example 4.27 the translator chooses to add a
sentence-ini ti al additive junctive on top of the reference provided by the
demonstrative in English; whereas in example 4.29 the translator removes the
sentenceinitial And in the source text and keeps only the discourse deictic reference
zhe (this). The junctive relations in the two examplesare very similar: the proposition
in the first sentencecontributes to the results in the second sentence.There is no
obvious reason to explain why this translator choosesomission in this instance but
makes an addition in example 4.27. We can only conclude from the quantitative
analysisthat caseslike example4.29 happenmuch more often than example 4.27, and
this meansthat the translator tends to make preferred shifts when it comes to additive
junctives.

4.2.3.3 Translation of Multifunctional And and Er
In this section we will focus on the translation of and and its Chinese counterparter.
Both of them have multifunctional usesand it is sometimesdifficult to decide whether
the translation should be consideredas a shift or not.
Let us look at the English and first. It is well noted (e.g. Carston 1993:27) that and
has a heavy function load and that readershave to infer the relation by themselves
when they feel that and says more than continuity of information. Therefore, the
translation of and especially involves the translators' subjective interpretations and
decisions.
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We first look at an obvious shift from an additive relation to an adversativerelation.

Example 4.30
(ST) The stately specimensthat grow in the valley bottom are 70 to 100 yearsold, and
not a newcomer is in sight to take their place (Robbins, Jun 2004).
(TT)
V-

70-100
(Yao, July 2004).

(13T)In the valley bottom, spectaculartrees are already 70-100 years old, but there
are no newborn trees in sight to take [their] place.
And can also signal adversative relation. It is difficult to argue whether the and in
is
it
just
bears
if
4.30
or
empty and carries
adversative
meaning
any
example
actually
two propositions in contrastto eachother. According to Carston (1993:28), the readers
will find the most relevant interpretation for the meaning of and when they are not
is
left
in
text
the
the
the
relevance
source
meaning,
so
satisfied with
surface additive
for the readers to supply. In the translation, however, the meaning is marked more
by
be
This
the translator,
made
choice
considered
as
an
optional
explicitly.
can
becausethe translator has choices, either to keep the ambiguity as such or to clarify
the ambiguity basedon her interpretation.The translator choosesto make clarification
in this case,and this again has the effect of making the reading processmore efficient,
interpretations.
in
the
the
time
making
readers'
creativity
same
controls
and at
Shifts from an additive to a causaljunctive are also frequent, as in example4.31.

Example 4.31
(ST) Unfortunately, to date, gene expression profiles of ES cells have yielded
(Lanza
for
ES
the
and
cell
signature
continues
search
a clear
conflicting results, and
Rosenthal,June 2004).
(TT)

TVM
(Tu, July 2004).

(13T)How unfortunate it is, that to date results of studies on gene expressionprofiles
of ES cell conflict with each other, so the researchfor ES cell profiles continues to
work hard.
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In this example the translator's involvement is more obvious becausethe source text
does not really specify a causal-consequentialrelation. This example resemblesour
discussionof example 4.26, which shows how the translator may add junctives based
on personal interpretation and thus reduce the possibility of interpretation of the
readers.There is a successiverelation in this example becausethe proposition in the
first sentenceleads to the result in the second sentence.There is not necessarily a
clear causal-consequentialrelation. We have found so far that the addition of causal
junctives seemsto involve more of the translator's personaljudgement than the other
categories.
The Chineseadditive junctives also have similar ambiguousmultifunctions to indicate
is
difficult
junctive
It
to categorizethe semanticrelations
than
relations.
more
additive
Some
Chinese
by
is
The
than
complicated
more
and.
of
carried
er.
meaning
er
linguists take er as an adversativejunctive (e.g. LU 1999:192), but there are also
Chen
2006).
In
(e.
junctive
in
their
study
g.
corpus
additive
who
count
as
an
others
er
is
to categorize all the occurrencesof er as
the
analysis,
solution
our quantitative
between
differentiation
because
it
is
difficult
the
to
make
clear-cut
a
additives
different functions or ambiguity of this junctive. Here, however, we can provide more
detailed discussionsof the different functions of er. Er happenswhen the source text
4.33.
in
junctives,
4.32
and
as
such
examples
useseither additive or adversative
Example 4.32
(ST) They expected, for instance, that the wolves would cull many of the elk that
lived in the park. When the wolves -

once the region's top predator -

were gone,

the elk population had burgeoned. And the new generation of Canis behaved as
predicted (Robbins, June 2004).
(TT)

rN - &ON"Iff"IELIUMM
C.
"',

MH I.fMIS
(Yao, July 2004).

....
(13T) For instance, they expected wolves can cull more elk in the national park.
Wolves were once this region's top predator, after. they disappeared, the elk population
largely increased. Er the new generation of wolves indeed do not fail the expectations.
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In this example er functions as an additive junctive, as and in the source text. In this
link
junctive
be
that
provides
cross-sentential
regarded as an additive
sense er can
between the two propositions. But in the following example, er has a different
function.

Example 4.33
(ST) A few in the scientific community had started to wonder whether the nucleartransfer technique would work with primate physiology to produce therapeutic stem
his
University
Seoul
National
Woo
Suk
Hwang
But
colleagues proved
and
of
cells.
that it could be done (Lanza and Rosenthal, June 2004).
MMMUM,

(TT)
[i qý'#HI BM-

ff

An' XA
M VAJA Py
-r-T(Tu, July 2004).

SOTHft Mr,

R,[IM H)IM

5,IA Ifif rd-D ANR- ft
.

(BT) A few people in the scientific community have doubted whether the nucleartransfer technique of stem cells can apply to primate physiology

to produce

therapeutic stem cells. Er Woo Suk Hwang of Seoul National University and his
be
done
in
this
technology
primate physiology
can
colleagues ze* prove

(*an

adversative adverbial junctive).

is
ST
But
In
in
the
in
4.33
The two sentences example
are an adversative relation.
Chinese
has
The
junctive
text
indicate
the
target
er.
this
to
relation, whereas
used
decide
development
have
follow
to
the
whether er
the
sentence
to
second
of
readers
here is an additive or adversative symbol - but the adverbial junctive ze in the
for
interpretation
determines
the reader.
the
the
sentence
secondclauseof
In some casesthe function of er is more ambiguous,as in 4.34, and the target readers
interpretations.
left
to
their
own
are
make

Example 4.34
(ST) Doing both basic and applied researchlike Microsoft -

leaders
to
only
market
an option open

leads
for
that
the
serendipity
the
vaunted
preconditions
may supply

to breakthroughs (Stix, June 2004).
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(TT) IJU'Myqzjý

OTýIýMTJQ
I"
I-W

LN
Miff
,

RffiTA? ýUA

I
(Zhong, July 2004).
(BT) To get a vaunted accidental discovery and make further breakthroughs in
research, the preconditions may be to have both basic and applied research, er only
the market leaders like Microsoft have the ability to do so.

The inserted clause in the source text is moved to the end of the sentencein the
translation and a junctive er is provided to maintain a relation betweenthe two clauses.
However, the meaning of er here is not as clear as in 4.32 and 4.33. In the sourcetext,
there is only one sentence,and the insertedclause functions as an add-on explanation
to the previous proposition, so no clear adversativeor additive junctive relations are
involved. In the target text, however, becausethe order of the information presentedis
changed,the shifted clause can still function as a further explanation as in the source
text, but it also looks like a contrastbetween the ideal model of researchand the fact
that only Microsoft has the ability to do so. In this casean increasein the explicitness
of cohesion does not seem to lead to an explicitness of coherence. Blum-Kulka
(1986/2000:312) makes an insightful comment with respect to shifts of cohesion in
translation:

Contrary to natural discourse,translation is a processby which what is said
might become obvious and clear, while what is ineant might become vague
and obscure.
This is exactly what we seein example4.34.
4.2.3.4 Discussion
In this section we have examined the pattern of junctive shifts in the translation and
related it to the interaction between the translator and the target readers. The addition
of junctives is regarded as an optional shift because Chinese prefers to use junctives
less frequently than English does, and we find that the reason is largely related not
for
but
involvement
the
their
to
the
translator's
also
reflects
consideration
readers
only
in the texts. On one hand, the translator adds more junctives, especially adversative,
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causaland hypothetical ones,to help the readersprocessthe link betweenpropositions.
Given the fact that the readers may not have sufficient background knowledge to
process implicit junctive relations contained within context or lexical cohesion,
explicit junctives signal a clearer direction for the readersto make coherencein the
text. We also find occasionswhen the sourcetext writers signal a junctive relationship
in an ambiguous way and actually more than one interpretation is possible, but the
translators make it explicit in their interpretations and thus leave little room for the
target readersto interpret. This presentsa more authoritative presenceof the translator
in the texts than is createdby the ST writers.

Omission of junction, consideredas a preferred shift to conform to the Chinesenorm,
also takes place in the translation but mainly on additive, alternative, and temporal
junctives. To explain from an interactive point of view, these are junctive relations
that the writer considers to be less necessaryto assist the readers' processing or to
for
because
less
interpretations
the
they
the
ambiguity
contain
constrain
readers'
readers.
Shifts from one junctive to another also happen in the text, and these are obvious
from
happen
involved.
The
the
translator's
the
mostly
shifts
are
options
caseswhere
The
junctive)
junctive
(a
the
to
explicit
relations.
other
more
multifunctional
additive
shifts also take place from alternative to additive, when the translatorsconsider there
is no need to stress the alternative junctive relation, and opt for additive junctives,
which simply indicate continuity.
In conclusion, the shifts of interactive patterns observed in this section indicate the
be
The
interaction
the
may
of
explicitation
phenomenon
readers.
writer's
with
dimension
but
interactive
the
translation
to
of the
products,
regarded as common all
be
ignored.
translation
should
not
processof
4.2.4 Hedges
This section presents a contextual analysis of hedges. Even though no significant
trends of translation shifts were identified through the corpus statistically, we will
in
in
the
their
the
trends
the
possible
effects
corpus
and
shifts
minor
of
examine
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translation. In fact, a detailed survey of the concordancesshows that shifts of hedges
only take place in two situations: a hedge is omitted when more than one hedge coexists in the co-text, and when hedgesare usedto modify numerical figures. Therefore,
excluding example 4.35, which is related to the first situation, we will focus on how
translatorsdeal with hedgesmodifying numbers- are they accuracy-orientedor are
there writer- and reader-orientedmotivations behind them?
First, we find a tendency to omit a hedge if it is accompaniedby other hedging
devices in the sourcetext, such as questions,future tense,if-clause, or lexical hedges.
Given that the referencecorpus shows that Chinese uses hedgesless frequently than
the English does,we may regard the omission of hedgesas a preferred shift65.
Example 4.35
(ST) If true, her predictions could forever changethe way we think about the structure
of space.Several tests of quantum gravity could take place within the next few years
(Gefter, December2002).
tin,
NUM
A"
ST-APUL I
jjjq-J%'PFjPn
Lffif-I
JýgijfT-T- (Gan, February2003).
ATr)

(13T) If true, her predictions jLang forever change our views of structure of space.
Within the next few years experimentsof quantumgravity.0 will start taking place.
In the source text, the modal verb could is used twice to indicate a possibility but not
certainty. In the target text, one instance is translated asfiang (may be translated as
degree
in
future,
indicating
the
of
possibility
or
even
and the
a
stronger
certainty
will)
other is omitted. But one hesitatesto say that by omitting one modal verb or replacing
could by will, the translation shows a higher degree of certainty than the source text
becausethe co-text expressesa strong attitude of hesitation. If and predictions both
indicate that this proposition is presented without full certainty and the temporal
phrasewithin the nextfew years also indicates a future tense.It may be that given that
Chinese generally uses fewer hedgesthan English does, the translator consciously or
65However, we do not have full confidence in claiming the low frequency use of hedgesas a Chinese
norm, given that only selectedhedgesare investigatedin the corpus and there is no other support from
any comparativelinguistic studies with respectto the useof hedgesbetweenChineseand English.
Omission of hedgesas preferred shifts should be regardedas a tentative claim here.
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unconsciously makes omissions when there is more than one hedge modifying a
proposition, Several other instancesof omissions observedin the corpus resemblethe
context of example 4.35. But overall, these shifts at the micro-level do not seem to
form a consistentpattern at a larger scale and it is difficult to argue whether there is a
far-reachingeffect on the attitude of the translators.
A more interesting finding concerning shifts of hedges is when hedges are used to
modify figures. First, regarding the instancesof omission, they often happen when
hedges are used to modify figures with less scientific significance. Examples are
figures that are not directly related to scientific results or findings but are about more
generaldescriptionssuch as the number of staff in a lab, as in example4.36.
Example 4.36
(ST) The initial researchon MEMS resulted in his heading a team of about 100 people
that built the LambdaRouter(Stix, March 2003).
'--4t
of Aft'M
(TTA RI*: R-IAMM- Alt1*1
)ýjJAAMFHN (LambdaRouter) - (Zhong, April 2003).
-i
(BT) Based on results from initial research of MEMS, Bishop led a one-hundredpeople team, to build LambdaRouter.
The word about may be a simple hedge modifying a number in this case, but this
example presents an interesting case in which the use of aboill by the source text
writer and the omission of it by the translator both have to do with the text producers'
concernsfor the exactitude that they think the readersneed to know. The writer in the
sourcetext choosesnot to report the exact number (for example, 103 people) but uses
the hedge about to modify the approximate number 100 to indicate a fuzzy concept
here. This is becausethe writer may consider it unnecessaryto be precise here. As
Crystal (1988:46) comments,in daily language"it would be intolerable if every time
we spoke we had to recall our behaviour with mathematicalprecision." Therefore, the
writer considers this information requires no mathematical precision and uses the
hedgeto convey an approximatenumber.
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On the other hand, it can also be argued that the omission of the hedge in the
translation is also a concern for the low precision required by the readers. in the
review of hedges(see 2.5.4), we find that accuracy-orientedhedgesprovide a tool for
scientiststo remind readersthat there is a gap between the ideal and the reality. Based
on this framework, the removal of about in the translation can be interpreted as a sign
that the translator considersit unnecessaryto specify the uncertainty of the figure. The
removal of about here may seema distortion of the sourcetext becausethe number is
not precisely 100. However, the translator can be said to make the decision not from a
truth-condition point of view but from an interactive point of view, That is, the readers
are considerednot to need to spendany effort on processingthe approximation of the
number: the straightforward information one hundred is what the translator expects
them to know. In other words, by removing a hedge to an arguably false number, the
translator actually moves towards something even vaguer: the source text choosesnot
to report an exact number but a rough number with a hedge, and in the translation
presentsonly the number 100 without any modifier. This kind of shift happensseveral
times in the corpus when the information has less scientific significance. These shifts
reflect not the translator's confidence in the proposition but rather his consideration
for target readers.
About in example 4.36 can be regardedas a reader-orientedhedge, and this suggests
that the translator has some flexibility or needsto make shifts when considering his
target audiences.Here we would presenta contrastive example to demonstratefurther
the translator's strategywith relation to different functions of hedges.In example4.37
below we will seethat about is also used to modify figures, but it is not omitted in the
translation and this can be related to the different function of about from that in
example4.36.
Example 4.37
(ST) Physicists ascribe the inflationary spurt to the potential energy stored in a new
quantum field, the inflation, about 10-35 seconds after the big bang (Veneziano, May
2004).
(TT)
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(BT)

-4- BMT-i
-

(inflation

Physicists

jiang*

seconds
"inflation"

after

66) ffiffijyn,
the

the big

bang,

energy
the

JAM,
'4ý- - (Lin,
of

potential

inflationary
energy

June 2004).
spurt,
stored

ascribe
in

a new

to about
quantum

10-35
field

(*a co-verb).

The writer usesa hedgehere, not becausethe exact number is of little importance and
the readers do not need to be told an exact number, but to specify that an exact
number is impossible. This hedge reminds the reader that there is a gap between the
figure presentedhere and what may happenin reality. In this casethe translator relays
the hedge as such without making shifts. A comparison of example 4.36 and 4.37
suggestswhen the figures are of important scientific significance and are accuracyoriented, the translatorstend to follow the sourcewriter's use of hedgesand make no
shifts.

Now let us look at the addition of hedgesto modify figures and their more obvious
evidence of audience design. This often happens when the translator changes the
American unit of measurementinto one that is more familiar to the target readers,for
example, from five feet to about 170 cm. The hedge is added here becausethis is a
rough equivalence, so it is modified by a hedge in the translation. The following
example shows more clearly the translator's involvement in the translation shift.
Example 4.38
(ST) The 93,533-acre

is the only one in the park service system that offers

-Rark
visitors such a complete view of life in the late Triassic...
(TT) M%aWMjf-'ij

37851 ýýO

1%

r±4ýfflffl%M[M
,

IP
(13T) This park has a size of 37851 hectares (around the equivalence to 1% of the size
of Taiwan), in all American National Parks; [it] is the only place where visitors can
see a complete view of life in the late Triassic.

In this example, a hedge is added for an explanation added by the translator as a
reader-orientedstrategy.Obviously, "around the equivalenceto 1%... " is addedin TT,
66The English terminology in the bracket is provided in the translatedtext.
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and this can be regardedas an accuracy-orientedstrategy becausethe size of the park
doesnot exactly equal I% of the size of Taiwan. The hedgehere reminds the readerto
allow room for flexibility. However, the use of the hedge can also be writer-oriented,
i.e. related to the translator's face (Hyland 1998). In this example, the translator (or
the editor) supplies an explanation that does not exist in the source text, so he bears
the sole responsibility for this claim. Therefore, the translator is more cautious of
using a hedge to mitigate any potential challengesfrom the target readers,especially
from the science community as a referee group. A comparison of this example with
example 4.36 can illustrate Myers' (1989:5) claim that the weight of FFAs does not
rest on the content of a claim but on the writer-reader relationship. It is difficult to
argue whether the readers need more accuracy in the number in this example or in
example4.36, but in this example the translator is in a more direct interaction with the
reader.Given that a direct referenceto Taiwan is made, the readerscan suspectthat
the source of information comes from the Chinese translator, not from the English
writer. Therefore, hedging may be consideredby the translator to be more important
in this example.

To conclude, even though the shifts of hedgesin the translation are not as significant
as those of other interactive features, we still find evidence that translators may
managea different interactive strategy from the sourcetext writers. Omitting a hedge
when there is more than one hedge in a proposition may be regarded as a preferred
shift becausethe statistics (see4.1.4) show that the Chineselanguageuseshedgesless
frequently than English does. But omission of hedgescan also be a strategy to make
things vague to save readers the trouble of calculating the flexibility

of the

information if the information is considered by the translator to be unimportant.
Writer-reader interaction also shows its important role in the addition of hedges.We
find translators using hedges to modify information added by themselves in the
translation. When their voice is rccognized obviously by the readersin the text, their
claims are mitigated by hedges as a negative politeness strategy to avoid challenge.
The pattern of shifts of hedges here provides an indication of how ýthetranslators'
strategyis directed by their relationship with the target readers.
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4.3 Textual Analysis: Interactive Strategies
The analyses in 4.2 present a variety of interactive strategies found in the corpus, but
do not suggest that every text in the corpus uses all the strategies in the same manner;
rather, individual texts in the corpus use interactive strategies differently according to
the specific interactive purpose they want to achieve -

usually realized in different

text-types and sub-genres.

Of the following two articles, the first one is a scientist's challenge to the validity of
statistical evidence, and the second is a first-hand report written by a scientist. The
purpose of this discussion is to show that under the overall tendency of displaying
stronger interactive strategiesin the translatedcorpus, the translators may adjust the
strategiesto help target readersprocessdifferent text-types and sub-genres.
4.3.1 Case Study 1: Terror Bull
Terror Bull is an article from a famous column in the SA magazine, called "antigravity". The column, written by Steve Mirsky, challenges concepts that are too often
taken for granted and are rarely examined by the public. The source text includes 770
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This article questions the credibility of statistics that are usually cited as scientific
evidence. A story is used as an introduction to the arguments, and then several
be
in
further
how
to
to
manipulated
statistics
can
support
scenarios are given
give
order to achievea particular purpose.
Interaction in the source text is characterizedby its frequent use of referenceto the
writer (I) and to the readers(you, except for those appearingin free indirect speech),
and also the rather informal tenor, which makes the written texts read as if in spoken
mode. The use of colloquial expressionssuch as ivell, you know, now, I'm sure, also

67Sourcetext: <http://wwv. sciam.conVarticle.cfm?cbanlD=sa006&co]ID=15&articielD=0007D856Target text: http://sa.ylib. conVcircus/circussho%v.
99F-3-1II B-966083414B7FOOOO>
asp?FDocNo
31"
October 2007).
(Last
accessed
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=556&CL--25
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addsto the conversationalstyle of the articles. The unconventionalorganization of the
articles - such as the presentationof severalscenarios/results/conclusions
and the free
indirect speech- suggeststhat the article is designedto be informal and different from
conventional sciencewritings.
In the following we will look at the translation shifts taking place in deixis, personal
reference, junction, hedges, as well as other related interactive features, and
investigate how the ST writer's interactive strategy is relayed in the target text. In
each example, more than one shift is likely to take place, so the discussion may
include discussionof severalinteractivefeatures at one time.
In deictic shifts, the shifts towards proximity outnumber distance, which is the trend
identified in the corpus. However, there are also several shifts towards distance, as
shown in example4.39.

Example 4.39
(ST) Actually, there were two days of rioting over gas shortagesin Basra in August
2003, and officials did say it was a sign of an improving economy (Mirsky, September
2004).
(TT) $fff-L

2003 :ýEf-8 11Mjf-JALýA-n'

,

- (Zhong, October 2004).
(BT) In fact in August 2003 Basra have two days of rioting due to gas shortages,

-at

that time officials indeed say that is a sign of an improving economy.

In this example, the translation adds one distal temporal adverb and one distal
demonstrative.One reasonfor the temporal adverb being addedmay be related to the
fact that Chinese grammar does not encode the tense system in grammatical
inflections. If it is necessaryto make tense explicit (rather than understoodfrom the
context or co-text), a temporal adverb is usually used. The use of the distal
demonstrativeas an anaphoricreferencemay also be related to temporal distance,but
a proximal demonstrativecan also be usedhere, since proximal demonstrativesare the
preferred choice of anaphoricreferencein Chinese(seediscussionin 2.5.2 and 4.2.2).
The use of a distal demonstrative here can also be motivated by the expression of
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detachedness- to present a view with which the writer does not agree. In fact, the
distinction between the established-but-incorrect and the alternative views is an
important feature in this text. Example 4.40 will illustrate this point further.
Example 4.40
(ST) The decreasein injuries, as well as in deathsand in terrorist incidents, prompted
Deputy Secretaryof State Richard Armitage to say, "You'll find in these pagesclear
evidencethat we are prevailing in the fight" (Mirsky, September2004).
(TT) ffff P, T aMNrV\, WAfIE

MM ,

(Richard Arm itage)
2004).
October
(Zhong,
j
(BT) Besides,not only the number of injuries decreases,deathsand terrorist incidents
also decrease.Responding to this (ci, formal register), Deputy Secretary of State
Richard Armitage said, "This (ben, formal register) report clearly proves that we are
prevailing."
In this extract, the first proximal is used as a discourse deictic referring back to the
situation described in the previous sentence. It is often the case that, because of
syntactic differences, the Chinese translator needs to -segment sentencesand add
anaphoricdeictics to maintain coherence.In this case,the choice of proximal deictics
is a preferred choice in Chinesegrammar.However, there is another interesting use of
deictics that can be found in this translation: the translator uses formal and standard
deictics alternatively in the translation. In 2.5.1, it was mentioned that zhe (proximal)
and na (distal) are the standardform of demonstrativesin modem Chinese,but there
are other obsolete forms that may be used in particular collocations or more formal
formal
forms
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the
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official
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reports.
*
'a'WX
demonstratives
ben,
(ft
of
gai) when the words come from the authorities
ci,
who manipulate the statistics, such as the two instancesof proximals in this example.
In the first instance,the choice of ci rather than zhe in responding to this may not be
entirely for reasonsof formality, becauseDttici (meaning respondingto this) is a fixed
in
bell
in
in
Chinese.
in
This
However,
the
the
second
case,
use
of
expression
report
the quotation highlights the formality of the saying of the Deputy Secretaryof State.
Other examples, such as the formal demonstrativegai, an anaphoric reference often
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used in written texts, are also used in the text to indicate formality. By switching
between the formal and standard deictic systems, the translator presents the readers
two points of view in this text. When referring to the authorities who claim the
credibility of statistics, formal deictics are used, which makes the reader feel distant.
On the other hand, when the writer's views are given, standard deixis is used, which
makes the writer talk to the readers as if he were their friends, in contrast to the
authorities.

Another shift that can be found in example 4.40 is the omission of second person
referencein the Deputy Secretaryof State's speech.The use of personalreferenceis a
feature that characterizeswriter-reader interaction in the source texts, and few shifts
are found in the translation. The discussion in 4.2.2 points out that the Chinese
referencecorpus tends to use fewer personal references,so the omission of personal
referencesin the translation may be regarded as a preferred shift. Nevertheless,the
omission of you in this case may also be related to the translator's tendency to
highlight formality in the authorities' speech and to distance the readers in such
instances.From the consistent pattern of interaction with the readersmanagedby the
translator in this text, we suggestthat the omission of referencesis more likely to be
motivated by interaction with the readers,rather than conformation to the target norm.
In fact, addition of secondpersonalreferenceis also found in the translation.

Example 4.41
(ST) Then, in June, the State Department updated the original document's incorrect
statistics and revealed that terror-related injuries in 2003 in fact totalled 3,646. This
higher
is
than 2,013 (Mirsky, September2004).
to
number,according mathematicians,
fflfýR- Y,
2003 IF-[N(TT) ffi-6
5,11ýf
HRM$ft; 14 M-

3z

-IEJqRn'Q-f='I

n, )\J&

2013 -

3646

(Zhong, October 2004).
(BT) But in June, the State Department
statistics, showing
Mathematicians

that terror-related

updated the original

injuries

in 2003, in fact totalled

will tell you this number is higher than 2013.
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document's

incorrect

3,646 people.

In this example, instead of presenting the source of evidence according to
inatheniaticians, the translator makes the mathematicianstell the readers you. The
target readers are directly addressedand more involved in this argument. Although
there is only one instanceof addition and one instanceof omission of secondpersonal
reference,there is a coincidence with the use of formal and standarddeictics in that
the readers are more distant when the views in the texts are presented as being
challenged,and they are more involved when the alternative views from the writer are
given.

Also adding to the contrast between the two views in the texts is the explicitation of
adversativejunctives in the translation, as shown at the beginning of example4.4 1. In
the source text, the cohesion is provided by a temporal junctive then, indicating the
"paragraph.
described
in the previous
However, the
sequence of the situation
translation choosesan adversativejunctive, and thus signals to the readersto expect
the other side of the story. Nevertheless,overall, the trend of junctive explicitation is
not obvious in this translation. There are only two instancesof addition of adversative
junctives and one instance of causal junctives. The two instances of adversative
junctives are both used as a cross-sentencelink that signals the contrast between the
taken-for-grantedand the challengedviews, which is the theme of this article.
The interaction in this article is highlighted by the salient involvement of the text
producer in the writing. Unlike specialized science writing in which the writers are
usually hidden behind the sciencecommunity, this sourcetext is characterizedby the
strong personal-opinion voices from the writers against the traditional science or
social community. In the following we will seehow the translator makes shifts to add
to the prominent presenceof the writer in the article, through addition of 1PS and
attitudinal markers.
A marked shift in the personalcategory is a shift from inclusive IPP to IPS.
Example 4.42
(ST) Just don't tell us that chocolateice crcam is vanilla, especially when it's not even
chocolateice creambut only somethinga frat boy rolled in (Mirsky, September2004).
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(TT)

M-ýý-ýXTMMR*
(Zhong,

October 2004).
(BT) I just hope people don't say that chocolate ice cream is vanilla, when that's not
even chocolate ice cream, but only something a frat boy rolled in.

The inclusive its in the ST, including the ST writer and readers,is translated as wo
(IPS), functioning as a subject. In the translated corpus, as discussedin 4.2.2, the
prevailing trend is addition of IPP and the increaseof involvement of the readerswith
the writers. Nevertheless, in this particular example, the translator excludes the
readersand stressesthe voice of the writer himself. In fact, this is the only instanceof
the use of IPP in this sourcetext - with the exception of those instancesof 1PPin free
indirect speech - and the translator omits this one, so there is no'IPP at all in the
translation. The effect is a reinforcement of the narrator's personal-opinion voice in
the target text.

The text producer's personalattitude is stressedfurther in the translation by the use of
a few attitudinal markers to expressexcitement, such as the sentence-finalparticles la
rjL, colloquial expressionsusedby young people bang dai le
(meaningstupidly
superb), and four uses of exclamation marks. These features are all characteristicof
colloquial Chinesespeech.The addition of these attitudinal markers in the translation
makes the text producer appearmore expressiveand lively, and the use of colloquial
languagealso reducesthe distancefrom the readers- so they do not feel that they are
being addressedby a scientific authority.
To conclude, in the source text, interaction between writers and readers is
characterizedby intimate conversationstyle - the frequent use of personalreferenceI
and you and other informal expressions,and the purposeof this article is to presentan
argumentationthat challengesthe interpretation of statistics by the authorities. In the
translation, we found that different strategies are used to highlight further the
presentation of argumentation and manipulate the relationship between writers and
readers.The translatorsuse distant strategies(such as a formal tenor) when presenting
views to be arguedagainst, and use friendly devices (such as secondperson reference
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and attitudinal markers) when presenting the alternative views given by the source
text writer. In this way, the translator helps to relay more clearly the themesthat the
ST writer tries to argue in this text

Section 4.2 discusseda variety of possibilities of the uses of interactive features and
potential reasonsbehind the translation shifts, but this specific casepresentedin Study
I (Terror Bull) suggeststhat the translator does not make all the shifts found in 4.2,
but only particular shifts and these connect with each other. These shifts collectively
have the effect of making the interactive purposeof this article more salient.
In the next case study, we will examine a text that interacts with the readers in a
different way by using different strategies.
4.3.2 Case study 2: Controlling

Hurricanes

The second case study is a feature story written by a scientist who conducts the
research first hand, and the story presents his motivation, processes, and results of his
research. The interaction with the readers in this text is characterized by its attempts to
explain scientific knowledge to lay readers - including giving definitions of scientific
terms, using metaphors, and comparing the scientific phenomenon to common things
in the readers' daily lives.

The Chinese website has only the first five sub-sectionsonline, so in this casestudy
only the first five sections in ST (2451 words) and TT (2413 words) are included. The
sample of both source and target text can be accessedon the website

68

Example 4.43 is a paragraph which illustrates well how deictics, junctives, personal

reference and lexical choices function in a network in the translation to assiýt the
target readers to process a science explanation.

Example 4.43
(ST) To see why hurricanes and other severe tropical ston-ns may be susceptible to
68ST: http://www. sciam.com/article.cfm?articlelD=000593AE--704B-I 151-B57F83414B7F0000.TT:
http://sa.ylib. conVread/readsho%v.
asp?FDocNo=574&CL--4 (Last accessedon 31" October 2007).
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human intervention, one must understandtheir nature and origins. Hurricanes grow as
clusters of thunderstorms over the tropical oceans. Low-latitude seas continuously
provide heat and moisture to the atmosphere,producing warm, humid air above the
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Eventually, the tropical depressionbegins to organize and strengthen, forming the
familiaj eye - the calm central hub around which a hurricane spins. On reaching land,
the hurricane's sustaining source of warm water is cut off, which leads to the storm's
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The most noticeable shift in this extract is the lexical choice: two instances of
hurricanes are translated as hurricanes and typhoons and Hurricanes (like typhoons).
The word typhoon also appears in the subtitle in the Chinese article, although the title
remains unchanged. It is clear that typhoon is specified in the translation because the
target readers are more familiar with typhoons than hurricanes. The word typhoon
helps the readers to recall all their experiences related to typhoons, which they can
then relate to the research on hurricanes.

Another device that constructs solidarity with the readers is the addition of wonien
(1 PP) in the "wind eye" that ive are familiar

with. The "wind eye" is the Chinese

expression of the eye of typhoon, and in this case the translator makes the assumption
that the target readers should be familiar with this term. This is also a gesture to
appeal to the knowledge shared between the writer and the readers, so the readers are
not treated as complete outsiders in the texts. The use here of quotation marks, as well
in
heat
instances
"latent
in
(such
this extract),
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many other
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The authoritative presenceof the text producer can also be observedfrom the frequent
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towards the explicitation of causaljunctives are frequent in the translation, occurring
mostly when the formation of a scientific phenomenon is explained, as in this
example. It is pointed out in the discussion in 4.4.3 that junctives, especially causal
junctives, often involve subjective interpretation by text producers. In this text, the
translator does not only use junctives to specify a relationship between propositions,
in
her
(or
the translation,
the
own
explanatory
words
also
sometimes
editor)
adds
she
and very often the link between explanatory phrases is supplied by a proximal
demonstrative reference to the previous sentence.An example is "this heat is the
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solar heat that... " in the translation. This phrase is given as an explanation of the
word "heat" in the previous clause. In the source text, the explanation is implicitly
introduced by a hyphen, which is a convention in the English language so that the
English readerswould understandthat the hyphen servesan explanatoryfunction (Re
a colon on other occasions).By contrast, the translator adds a proximal deictic, and
also makes the explanation more explicit by turning the transitivity into a relational
process,a structure often usedfor definition.
In other places in the text, appositive junctives such as yiji (meaning Le.) are also
found, as in example 4.44, below.

Example 4.44
(ST) In an analogousfashion, our challengeis to find just the right stimuli- changesto
the hurricane- that will yield a robust response that leads to the desired results
(Hoffman, October 2004).
(Tr) fR Wtb- , Rf Mn, AM MN MR- MAJiM aYX n, ]BOU M( 4-,PP'Y'IMM,
kgj ), týffi
E,
(Cai, November 2004)
(13T) Similarly, our challenge is to find the right stimuli that will yield a robust
responseQ.ýg.changesto the hurricane),leading to our desire.
The addition of an appositivejunctive in this example is also related to an explanation
addedby the translator. The link between the main clause and the inserted clause is
made more explicitly by the appositive junctive in the translation. The appositive
junctives and other explanatory indicators discussed in the previous examples analogy (typhoon), causaljunctives, deictics - form a network of explicit explanation
provided by the translator for the targetreaders.
These strategies of explicit explanation can be broadly categorized as informationoriented interactive strategies, according to the discussion in 2.2.1 (following
Thompson and Thetela 1995). The translation anticipates that the readers may have
problems with the cause-effect relationship in the explanation of science, and
therefore adds causal, appositive junctives, and even provides more explanations.
Although these are regardedas reader-friendly signals (by Hoey 1983, for example),
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as discussed in 4.2.3, the translators also restrict the target readers' freedom of
interpretationand this may enhanceauthoritative attitudes in the text.
4.3.3 Discussion
When comparing the two casestudies,it is found that the translatorsdo not make the
same translation shifts in each text. The pattern differs according to the rhetorical
purposes (realized through text-type, sub-genres,etc.) of the source texts, and the
interactive relationship that the translators want to establish with the target readers.
The interaction in case I in the sourcetext is characterizedby the writer's presencein
the text and intimate conversational style with the readers (i. e. function-oriented
interaction, see 2.2.1), and the shifts taking place in the translation are found to be
mostly related to this aspect - explicit personal reference, deictics, hedges and
informal tenor that are related to the explicit attitude of the writer in the argument.
The high frequency of addition of junctives or first personalplural reference,however,
is not seen in this translation and this is likely to be related to the fact that they
contribute little to the desiredrhetorical purposesin the translation. On the other hand,
the addition of discourse deictics, causal and appositive junctives, and explanatory
phrasesare the salient translation shifts in the second case study. These devices are
related to the fact that the interactive dimension in the text is mostly informationoriented, i.e. how the writer anticipatesthe readers' difficulty in comprehensionand
tries to make explicit signals in the texts to facilitate the processof reading.
Of course,a text involves different interactive-purposes- never simply infonnation in
2.2.1, the two purposesof
function-oriented
As
already
out
pointed
or
purpose.
interaction interweave to form a complete interaction. However, the casestudieshere
endeavourto demongtratethat the main interactive purposesdiffer from one text to
another, and the interactive strategiesadoptedby the translators also seem to accord
with the rhetorical purposesof eachtext.
4.4 Conclusions
This chapter has demonstrated that the study of the translation shifts of deixis,
personal reference, junction and hedges can show the translator's strategies to interact
with the target readers. The frequencies of the four selected interactive features in SA-
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E and SA-TC, and the number of translation shifts taking place are presented.The
major trends identified at this stage were deictic shifts towards proximity, personal
shifts towards first person plural references,junctive shifts towards explicitness in
adversative,causaland conditional categories,and relatively few shifts of hedges.
Interaction in written texts was defined in section 2.2 as the presenceof the writer's
attitudes and influence from the readers.In 4.2, the qualitative analysis followed this
definition to examine the major trends observed in 4.1, in terms of their significance
with respect to writer-reader interaction. The increased number of deictics in the
translation is often found to make coherenceexplicit, and also to reduce the spatial
distance from the target readers. It is suggestedthat the shifts towards first plural
personalreferenceare a strategyto strengthensolidarity with the readersand to invite
their participation in the processof sciencemaking. The trend of explicit junction can
be regardedas a friendly gestureto the target readers- to make the coherenceclearer,
but it can also be taken as the writers' imposition of their own interpretation of the
sourcetexts on the target readers.Finally, although the shifts of hedgesare less clear
than the other features,they showed how the translatorshesitate when they intervene
by presentingtheir voice (for the purposeof explanation, etc.) in the translations.
We argue here that the four selected features show a consistent pattern of the
translator's active intervention in the process of communication with the target
readers. It is suggestedat various points that the shifts can be the result of their
consideration for the target readers'.familiarity- with the genres and the different
backgrounds of the source text readers. In the translator-reader interaction, the
translatorsvery often present their attitudes in the texts and exploit the four selected
featuresin various ways to encouragethe readers'participation.
In 4.3, two casestudieswere conductedto show that within the main trends identified
in the translatedcorpus, each text, however, uses interactive features differently in
order to fulfil its communicative purpose.The translators also adjust their strategyof
translation in accordancewith the purposeof the source text. Therefore, although the
overall trend is a more active interaction in the translation, how the translator actually
interactswith the target readersdependson the text type and genreof the text.
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CHAPTER FIVE

INTERACTION AS THE FEATURE OF THE NEW GENRE:
FINDINGS IN THE COMPARABLE CORPUS
In this chapter,the focus shifts from the relationship between the sourcetexts (SA-E)
and the target texts (SA-TC) to the relationship betweenthe translations (SA-TC) and
the non-translations(SA-NTC) in the target culture. The objective in Chapter 5 is to
investigatethe potential influences of translation practice on the non-translatedtexts,
and in the following we will focus on the similarities or differencesof the usesof the
selectedinteractive featuresbetweenSA-NTC and SA-TC, and betweenSA-NTC and
SC-SCL Section 5.1 presentsthe findings of quantitative analysis of deixis, personal
reference, junction, and hedges in the comparable corpus. The selected features
investigated here will follow the list of Chinese features in section 4.1. Section 5.2
will be devoted to the in-depth analysis of these selectedinteractive features in texts,
and the analysis will be related to the discussion of effects and functions of these
features in SA-TC in 4.2. Two case studies regarding degree of influence from the
translation practice on individual texts will be presented in 5.3. In Section 5.4, a
summaryof the findings will be presented.
5.1 Quantitative Analysis in the Comparable Corpus
This section comparesthe frequency of the four selected interactive features in the
three Chinese comparable corpora. The objective is to identify the frequency of
interactive features in SMýTC - whether it is-closer to SA-TC or SC-SCI, and to
find the quantitative evidence of the potential influence or non-influence of the
translation practice on the non-translations.
To presentthe significance of differences among the three Chinesecorpora, we apply
a statistical tool called the log-likelihood test69here. The tool comparesthe number of
tokens and their percentagein the corpora and then identifies whether differences
among the corpora are statistically significant. The symbol [+1 in the statistics
indicates that the tokens in SA-NTC have a higher frequency in relation to the other
corpus, and [-] indicates a lower frequency. The number following the plus or minus
69A brief introduction can be
refer-red to in 3.3.1.
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is the log-likelihood value (LL value). The higher the LL value is, the more
significant the differencesbetweenthe two corpora are. An LL value of 3.84 or higher
is equal to p<0.05, the universally acceptedvalue for statistical significance; and a
value of 6.63 or higher is significant at P<0.0170.In this study, any feature receiving a
value of +3.84 and higher or -3.84 and lower will be classified as an indication of
significant difference betweenSA-NTC and the comparablecorpora (SA-TC and SCSCI).

5.1.1 Deixis

This section presentsthe quantitative findings of deixis in the three Chinesecorpora.
The list of Chinese deictics investigatedhere is the sameas that in the analysis of the
parallel corpus (the list of deictics can be referred to in 4.1.1).
Table 5.1 presentsthe total number of occurrencesof demonstratives,place and time
adverbsin SA-TC, SA-NTC and SC-SCL The number of proximal and distal deictics
is calculated separately first, and then at the bottom a sum of deictics and their
frequency in the whole corpus is given.
SA-TC
SA-NTC
Sc-ScI
(109,985 words) (82,804 words) (566,717 words)

Proximal Demonstratives
Place Adverbs
Time Adverbs
Total
Distal
Demonstratives
Place Adverbs
Time Adverbs
ITotal

1167
36
14
1217(l. 10%)
227
5
60
292(0.27%)
1509(1.37%)

Total number of deictics
(percentage
of tokensin thecorpus)

630
20
7
657(0.79%)
88
3
49
140(0.17%)
797(0.96%)

1512
16
14
1542(0.27%)
337
9
48
394(0.07%)
1936 (0.34%)

Table 5.1 Total number of deictics in the comparablecorpora
The table displays a consistent pattern of higher proximals than distals. As was
discussedin 4.1.2, proximals are the preferred discoursedeictics in Chinese written
70To calculatethe value, the analystssimply have to type the number of occurencesfor one word
and
the corpus sizes in the calculator (available at http://ucrel.Iancs.ae.uk/IIwizard.htm1,last accessedon 13
May 2008). The calculator then generatesthe log-likelihood value by comparing the frequencies
betweenthe two corpora. SeeRaysonel al. (2004) for further details.
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texts, so this consistency should not be surprising. However, within this consistent
pattern, differences are also noticed. Although proximals have a higher frequency in
the three corpora, the degreeof different frequenciesbetweenproximals and distals in
the three corpora varies. Comparedwith SC-SCI, we can see that in SA-TC and SANTC, the percentageof proximals is much higher than those of distals. These figures
show that in SA-TC and SA-NTC the frequency of use of proximals and distals is
more significantly different, and the role of proximals is more prominent in thesetwo
corpora. This finding indicates that the use of proximals is a unique feature in the
ChineseSA corpora, and also indicatespotential influence from SA-TC to SA-NTC.
Concerning the total number of deictics in the corpora, SA-NTC again shows a
frequency closer to SA-TC than to SC-SCI. SC-SCI uses only 0.34% of deictics,
whereasthe frequenciesin SA-TC (1.37%) and SA-NTC (0.96%) are much higher. In
this comparison, we again see the number in SA-NTC situated between the
translations and the Chinese nonns, but much closer to the translations. We may
suggestthat the second unique pattern of deictics shared by the two SA corpora is
their much more frequent use of deictics than may be found in other Chinesescience
writings.
In table 5.2 below, the log-likelihood test is used to examine the degreeof differences
between SA-NTC and SA-TC, and SA-NTC and SC-SCI.
SA-NTC & SA-TC

SA-NTC & SC-SCI

Proximal

-48.59

+44ý. 11

Distal

-20.17

+69.76

All Deictics

-67.66

+512.04

Table 5.2 Log-likelihood values of key deictics in the comparable corpora

In the first content colurrin, all the figures are in [-] value, which meansthat SA-NTC
usesrelatively fewer proximals, distals, and overall deictics than does SA-TC. In the
second content column, all the figures are in [+], reflecting that SA-NTC has a
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number
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than SC-SCI does.This observationis consistentwith what we saw in table 5.1.
The numbers following [+] and [-] indicators are related to the degreeof significant
between
differences
higher
larger
The
is,
the two corpora
the
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number
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difference
SA-NTC
first
The
ten
that
the
of
content
are.
row shows
times larger than its difference from SA-TC. The figures indicate that, in terms of the
frequency of proximal deixis, SA-NTC has much more similarity with SA-TC than
with SC-SCI. In the second content row, the figures are relatively low when
comparing with the first row. This finding indicates that the differences between the
frequencies of distals in the three corpora are less significant than those in the
proximals. Even so, SA-NTC still has a closer frequency of distals to SA-TC than to
SC-SCL The last row shows that the occurrence of deictics in the SA-NTC is also
closer to SA-TC than to SC-SCI, which is reasonable,since there is a consistent
pattern of less difference in the frequenciesof proximals and distals between the two
SA corpora.
To conclude, there are two main findings in this section. (1) The main difference
among the three corpora is in the frequency of proximals, while there is relatively
little variance in the distals. (2) Considering the overall frequenciesof deictics in the
corpora, SA-NTC shows more similarity with SA-TC than SC-SCL Based on these
two observations, we may suggest that SA-NTC has received influence from
translation practice by using deictics more frequently - proximals in particular, - and
this is a departure from the Chinese norm. Based on these conclusions from the
quantitative evidence, the qualitative analysis of deixis in the three Chinese corpora
will be explored further in section 5.2.
5.1.2 Personal Reference
This section sets out to compare the frequency of personal reference in the three
comparable Chinese corpora. In 4.1.2 we have seen that SA-TC omits only few
personal references from SA-E, and the frequency of personal references in SA-TC is
much higher than in SC-SCL In the analysis below we would like to see whether the
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high frequency of personal features is also found in SA-NTC or whether SA-NTC
displays more similarity with SC-SCI.
Table 5.3-showsthe occurrencesof personalreferencesin the three corpora.
SA-TC
(109,985 words)

SA-NTC
(82,804 words)

sc-Sci
(566,717 words)

IPS

448(0.41%)

248(0.30%)

670(0.12%)

IPP

368(0.33%)

245(0.30%)

469(0.08%)

2P

152(0.13%)

95(0.11%)

289(0.05%)

Total

968(0.88%)

588(0.71%)

1327 (0.23%)

Table 5.3 Total number of personalreferencesin the comparablecorpora
Table. 5.3 shows that SA-TC has the largest percentageof personal references,SANTC the second, and SC-SCI the lowest. This tendency is observedin IPS, IPP, 2P
and the total number. The percentagefigures in SA-NTC are all much closer to those
in SA-TC than to those in SC-SCI, which suggeststhe potential influence in SA-NTC
from the translation practice. IPP especially shows the largest differencesbetweenthe
three corpora, and 2P shows the lowest number of differences.An interesting finding
in this table is that 1PP is used almost as frequently as IPS in SA-NTC, which is not
seenin SA-TC and SC-SCI; this suggeststhe important role of IPP in SA-NTC.
To show clearly how significant the difference is between the three corpora
statistically, we again draw on the help of log-likelihood test.
SA-NTC & SA-TC

SA-NTC & SC-SCI

IPS

-15.49

+133.24.

IPP

(not
significant)
-2.24

+218.86

2P

(not
significant)
-2.05

+40.81

Total

-17.12

+422.18

Table 5.4 Log-likelihood valuesof IPS, IPP and 2P in the comparablecorpora
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We can see that the numbers in column 1 are much smaller than in column 2, which
means that the difference of SA-NTC from SA-TC is much smaller than from SC-SCI.
Also, the numbers in column I are all of negative value, whereas the numbers in
column 2 are positive values, indicating that SA-NTC has a lower frequency of
personal references than SA-TC, but higher frequency than SC-SCI. These results are
in line with the observation from table 5.3 that the frequency of personal references in
SA-NTC is closer to SA-TC and farther from that of SC-SCI. Table 5.4 in particular
shows that the differences between SA-NTC and SA-TC in IPP and 2P are below the
critical value 3.84, which means these two differences can be regarded as statistically
insignificant 71
.

Table 5.4 -alsoshows that SA-NTC is most different from SC-SCI in the frequencyof
IPP. SA-TC and SA-NTC use similar percentage of IPP (with no statistical
significance) but the,log-likelihood value betweenSA-NTC and SC-SCI is the largest
in this table. This indicates that a significantly higher frequent use of 1PP is
characteristicof SA-NTC, which is againstthe Chinesenorm. In 4.1.2 (table 4.4), it is
suggestedthat SA-TC adds a large number of IPP, and the total number of IPP in the
target texts is even slightly higher than in the sourcetexts. Therefore, the role of IPP
again proves to be significant in both SA-TC and SA-NTC.
On the other hand, the three Chinesecorpora have the fewest differencesin the use of
2P. As stated above, SA-NTC and SA TC have-no significant differences, and the
likelihood value between SA-NTC and SC-SCI is the; smallest among the three
personalreferencesinvestigated.The analysis in 4.1.2 also shows that the translation
has more omissions than additions of 2P. The data in this table show that, concerning
the useof 2P, the two SA Chinesecorpora are least different from the Chinesenorm.
The category between the two extremes is IPS. SA-NTC uses significantly fewer IPS
than SA-TC, 'but its frequency is still much higher than in SC-SCL This suggests that
SA-NTC may have received some influence from SA-TC, but the influence is not as
strong as in the other two categories.
71More details can be found in the
explanation in the introduction in 5.1.
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To conclude, our main observationsin this section are: (1) SA-NTC displays higher
A
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the
to
the
which the
seems
category
norm
significantly
two SA Chinesecorpora receive less influence from the ST and are more constrained
by the preference in the Chinese writings. These are the three observations we
identified through the quantitative analysis in this section, and we will investigate
thesepersonalcategoriesmore closely in 5.2.2.
5.1.3 Junction
In this section, we will investigate the distribution of the representative junctives in
the three comparable Chinese corpora. The list of representative junctives investigated
here is the same as the Chinese junctives investigated in the parallel corpus (details of
the process of selection can be referred to in 4.1.3). The numbers of representative
junctives in each semantic category are first presented, and then a total of six
categories will be compared among the three corpora to identify the similarities or
differences between the three.

First, the frequency of representativejunctives is presentedin tables 5.5-10, in the
order of additive, alternative, adversative,causal,hypothetical, and temporal. In each
table, the raw figures of individual junctives in absolute numbers are first presented,
and in the last row the total number of junctives in each category is accumulatedand
expressedas a percentageof the total words in the whole corpus.
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SA-TC

SA-NTC

sc-sci

ffd 72

305

227

987

Vq

335

346

787

TQ

227

199

948

137

66

520

139

119

1038

109

58

167

76

52

140

26

10

110

20

16

114

13

10

72

1103(l. 33%)

4910(0.86%)

total 1387(l. 26%)

Table 5.5 Additive junctives in the comparablecorpora
SA-TC

SA-NTC

sc-sci

190

118

564

AýZig 56

9

88

!R:g

14

5

29

total

260(0.24%)

132(0.16%)

681(0.12%)

V,
R,

Table 5.6 Alternative junctives in the comparable corpora

72The count of er here is different from that in the parallel corpus.As explained in the
qualitative
analysis(4.2.3), er is a multifunctional junctive which can link additive, adversativeand causal
relations. In the parallel corpus we did not include er as an intra-sententialcausallink (such as [fl ...
fftj ) becauseit functions in a different way from the English and and will causeincorrect statistics
...
when counting the shifts from and into Chineseer. But here, becausethe referencecorpusdoes not
makethis distinction, in order to ensurethe comparability of the three corpora, we include all the
instancesof er in the three corpora.Therefore the number of er in SA-TC here is higher than the
number in the analysis 4.1.3.
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Oýffff

total

SA-TC

SA-NTC

sc-sci

261

142

594

127

45

123

101

127

229

64

30

148

44

24

65

20

29

47

617(0.56%)

397(0.48%)

1206(0.21%)

Table 5.7 Adversativejunctives in the comparablecorpora
SA-TC

SA-NTC

sc-sci

[MA

133

111

331

ffim

52

31

193

104

85

322

31

25
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49

34

179

286(0.35%)

1183(0.21%)

total 369(0.36%)

Table 5.8 Causaljunctives in the comparablecorpora

total

SA-TC

SA-NTC

sc-sci

133

78

265

15

10

127

23

8

15

171(0.17%)

96(0.12%)

407(0.07%)

Table 5.9 Hypothetical junctives in the comparablecorpora

flu
total

SA-TC

SA-NTC

sc-sci

74

48

119

13

8

46

87(0.08%)

56(0.07%)

165(0.03%)

Table 5.10 Temporal junctives in the comparable corpora
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The six tables display a consistentpattern in that SA-TC and SA-NTC have a closer
percentageof junctives. The representativejunctives in alternative,adversative,causal,
hypothetical and temporal categorieshave a higher frequency in SA-TC than in SANTC; only the key additive junctives have a similar frequencyin SA-NTC and SA-TC.
However, overall the discrepancybetween SA-NTC and SA-TC is smaller than that
betweenSA-NTC and SC-SCI. The results suggestthat not only is explicit junction a
featurebelonging to the translations,but it also characterizesthe non-translations.
Next, the frequency of the sum of junctives in the individual tables is further
demonstrate
in
is
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The
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Chinese
differences
between
SA-NTC
the
two
the
and
other
similarities
or
clearly
corpora.
SA-NTC & SA-TC

SA-NTC & SC-SCI

Additive

+1.84

+151.88

Altemative

-14.11

+8.28

Adversative

-6.02

+169.83

Causal

+0.14

+52.55

Hypothetical

-5.42

+16.10

-0.85

+25.51

Temporal

Table 5.11 Log-likelihood values of key junctives in the comparablecorpora
The table confirms the results above,that SA-TC and SA-NTC sharehigher similarity
injunctive frequency. The log-likelihood values between the two SA corpora are
between
SC-SCI,
SA-NTC
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SA
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are
corpora
and
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between
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Chinese translations and non-translations.The analysis in 4.1.3 has shown that the
Chinese translators add more adversative and causal junctives in the translation,
which is related to the result of high adversativeand causaljunctives here. However,
in 4.1.3 the translators are found to have omitted many additive junctives, and in the
analysis it is suggestedthat the translators are constrainedby Chinese norms. Here,
even though the Chinese translators omit a number of additive junctives, but when
comparing with the Chinese norm, the number of junctives relayed from the source
texts is still higher.
In conclusion, the statistics here indicate that explicit uses of junctives appear in all
the six junctive categories,especially significant in additive, adversative and causal
groups. Also, SA-NTC shows close junctive patterns with SA-TC, which also uses
important
finding:
is
junctives
This
that
than
the
reference
explicit
corpus.
an
more
but
in
junctives
translation
seen
also
nonof
are
only
a
product
of
are
explicit uses
not
translation.How the non-translationsdisplay a more explicit use of junctives than the
Chinesenorm does will be the subjectof further discussionin 5.2.3.

5.1.4 Hedges
This section will present a comparison of hedges in the three Chinese corpora. The
has
in
hedges
Chinese
identifying
the
corpus
and selecting representative
processof
beenexplained in 4.1.4, and the analysisin this section is basedon the samelist.
First, the occurrences of each selected hedge and their percentagesof the whole
corpuswords are presented.
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Key Hedges

9
SA-TC
%
109,985

'ýHkl keneng[possibly]

230

0.21 145

0.18 241

0.04

43

0.03 30

0.04 63

0.01

38

0.03 21

0.03 34

0.006

37

0.03 29

0.04 52

0.01

hitoxit [maybe]

36

0.03 17

0.02 34

0.006

sihu [seem]

32

0.03 33

0.04 39

0.007

dayue [about]

28

0.03 17

0.02 15

0.003

kanlai [appear]

24

0.02 9

0.01 6

0.001

dagai [roughly]

18
1
496

0.02 7
1
0.451308

0.01 15
1
0.371499

0.003

ytte [about]
-ftAT yexit [maybe]
9-Ijihit
[almost]

SA-NTC
82,804

%

SC-SCI %
566,717

10-091

Table 5.12.Total number of selectedhedgesin the comparablecorpora
The figures displayed in table 5.12 show that the frequency of the total. selected
hedges in SA-NTC (0.37%) is closer to the figures in SA-TC (0.45%) and much
higher than in SC-SCI (0.09%). This trend is consistent with the nine hedges
investigatedhere - some show greaterdiscrepancythan others, but all conform to this
pattern. The significance of this finding is that it can be regarded as quantitative
evidence of a feature of a new genre revealed in SA-NTC arising from influence of
the translation practice and a departure from the norm of scientific writing in the
target language.

Becausethe percentagesin comparison in table 5.12 are very small numbers, the
degree of difference may not be easily detected. In table 5.13 we use the loglikelihood values to present more clearly the differences of SA-NTC from SA-NTC
and from SC-SCI.
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SA-TC & SA-NTC
4m, keneng [possibly]

-2.84

+152.08

-0.10

+23.81

-1.33
+0.03

+22.64

-2.64
+1.60

+14.38

-0.50

+29.89

kanlai [appear]

-3.48

+18.52

dagai [roughly]

-2.39

+5.41

-12.89

+331.81

ylte [about]
yem [maybe]
&-Tjihit
[almost]
F,
Lý

SA-NTC & SC-SCI

huomi [altemative]
sihit [seem]
day(e [about]

Hedges

+27.98

+47.27

Table 5.13 Log-likelihood values of key hedgesin the comparable.corpora
Table 5.13 shows that in the first content column, all the figures are below the critical
value of 3.84, meaning statistically insignificant. Therefore, statistically speaking,

SA-TC and SA-NTC are almost identical in terms of the frequency of these selected
hedges.On the other hand, all the figures in the second content row are beyond the
standardof significant value, Among them, keneng is the most frequent hedge in the
three corpora, and also has the largest number of differences between the SA corpus
and the reference corpus. Overall, a more frequent use of hedgesthan the Chinese
nonn is found to be a feature shared by both the SA corpora, and may suggest
potential influence from the translationpractice on SA-NTC.
In conclusion, the findings in this section indicate quantitative evidence contributing
to the possibility of the creation of a new genre in terms of the frequency of hedgesin
SA-NTC, which has departed from the Chinese norm (as shown in SC-SCI) and
moved towards the pattern in SA-TC. How the similarities or differences the patterns
actually display in the texts will be the subject to be discussedfurther in 5.2.4.
5.2 Qualitative Analysis of the Comparable Corpus
The aim of the qualitative analysis is to bring the significant results found in the
quantitative analysis into further contextual examination. Rather than counting the
frequencies, the focus in this section will be on the typical or non-typical uses of

interactive features in the texts. The discussionwill be basedon exampleslocated in
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the texts and the analysiswill draw co-textual and contextual factors into explanation.
By examining the patterns of the selected interactive features used in the three
Chinesecorpora, it is hoped that we can build a clearer picture of how the writers in
each corpus conduct interaction with the readers.We will focus in particular on the
strategiesused by the writers in SA-NTC to seewhether they adopt a strategy similar
to or different from the translator's strategiesdiscussedin 4.2.
5.2.1 Deixis
The quantitative evidence in 5.1.1 showed that a higher frequency of deictics
proximals in particular - than the Chinesenorm is a feature sharedby SA-TC and SANTC. The frequency of deictics in SA-NTC! (0.96%) is lower than in SA-TC (1.37%),
but is still higher than in SC-SCI (0.34%). On one hand, SA-NTC seemsto sharethe
pattern with SA-TC, but on the other hand, it is also constrainedby the Chinesenorm.
This section will examine qualitative evidence of the potential influence of the
translation practice on the texts in SA-NTC.
As discussed in 4.2.1, the use of proximals is a preferred choice for endophoric
referencein written texts. It is not surprising to seethat both SA-NTC and SC-SCI use
proximals for such functions. Example 5.1 below is taken from SA-NTC.
Example 5.1

(Li, July 2007).
(13T)Low temperatureand drynessare the basic conditions in which to preserveseeds,
but no matter how careful [one is] with the situation, most of the seedsof the plants
have a limited age. Every few years, when the germination rate is low, replacements
are needed, [and] a number of new seeds need to be preserved. If this situation
happensto Gentiana tentyoensisMasamune,sustainablepreservation of this species
would be even more difficult.
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In this example, this situation refers back to the preceding description of the
preservationof seeds,and makesa link betweenthe generalsituations of preservation
of seedsto the specific difficulty of the preservationof rare plants. As we pointed out
in previous discussions (Zhu et al. 2001:32), zhe is preferred in referring back in
written Chinesetexts. The use of the phrasethis situation makescoherenceexplicit.
Although proximals are unmarked endophoric referencesin the Chinese norm,-it is
neverthelessa unique feature in SA-TC and SA-NTC to use a proximal to point out a
macro-level textual cohesion- such as a problem-solution pattern as in example4.2 in
4.2.2.1. In SA-TC, one of the salient featuresof proximals is to function as discourse
deictics pointing out textual structures.In such cases,proximals are often collocated
with signals that point out the textual relationship betweenpropositions. For example,
like
like
linking
is
this
phrase
or
a
a
phrase
why points out a causal-effectpattern,
regarding this problein makes a problem-solution pattern explicit. Therefore, the
translatorsin SA-TC not only point out there is coherencebetween propositions, but
discussing
is.
kind
it
When
the translator's strategy
of
coherence
even point out what
in 4.2.1, it is assertedthat in the genreof popular sciencethe readersrely on signalsof
macro-level cohesion to make senseout of meanings of words and phrases(Myers
1991:16). Such uses of proximals to point out explicitly what kind of cohesion exists
in the texts, although they can also be identified in SA-NTC, are much fewer in
number. 5.2 below is an example.
Example 5.2

4ETYq
100 JTU
-1ýE[ýMWD-711RAFXig
,
(Li, September2005).
(BT) Sharks have a four-hundred-million-year

history of evolution, numerous shark

teeth fell on the seabed and fossilised. This is why in the souvenir shop a ten-millionyear old fossilised shark tooth costs lest than one hundred dollars.

Example 5.2 contains two sentences in a cause-effect relationship. The phrase 77ds is

does
functions
but
to point out a connection
the
affect
propositional
meaning,
why
not
betweenthe two. Without the phrasethis is why, the history of the shark's evolution
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for
be
by
the
the
still
as
can
understood
reason the cheapprice of sharks' teeth;
reader
however, the existenceof this phrasehighlights the writer's presencein the texts and
the imposition of their interpretationson the readers' processof reading. This kind of
interactive strategy, which seems to be redundant in semantic meaning, can be
regardedas a feature of the genreof popular science.
This kind of pattern of proximals collocating with words specifying the type of
less
in
immediate
the
often in the concordancesof zhe
cohesion
co-text occurs much
in SC-SCL Although proximals are alsoused for endophoric referencesin SC-SCI,
they rarely collocate with expressionsthat make explicit the relationship between
is
Therefore,
to
textual
the
explicit
make
structure
a
of
proximals
use
propositions.
by
SA-NTC
but
feature
SA-TC,
is
interactive
in
not other
shared
and
particular
Chinesesciencewritings.
Another marked use of proximals, as discussedin 4.2.2, is to visualize a referent in
the distance.The effect of referring to a physically distant object as if it were close to
the utterance of the context can stimulate readersto use their imagination and bring
them closer to the referent. However, such examplesare also rare in SA-NTC and SCSCL Example 5.3 is taken from SA-NTC.

Example 5.3

ri:!
Pm
k
-MM

a ýa-iPrA
FRI
VM
It H*fQ VQ
-AM

AN, AT 'MtA

? (Li, July 2005).
(BT) I of course started making a specimen on the spot, using a syringe to inject
formalin into the crab shell and fixing appendages. Around were always a group of
fisherWomen and children to watch this young man's performance and also together
to breathe in the smell of formalin. This smell even immersed inside the railway car
back
home
be
lab
University,
back
in
Taiwan
National
to
the
the
to
shared
and
way
all
knows
formalin
families.
What
But
friends
that
then
can cause
who
guilt!
and
with
cancer?
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Example 5.3 is a narration of a young scientist's experience in making a specimen
with the toxic chemical formalin. In this passage,This sinell, referring to the fon-nalin,
is an interesting use. It can be regarded as an endophoric use referring to the word
fonnalin in the preceding sentenceand therefore an unmarked use. Nevertheless,
becausethe sentenceis a description of a scenewhich happenedin a railway car, the
proximal in this sinell also be regardedas a deictic projection, i. e. presentingthe smell
as if it were close to the readers.From a physical referent point of view, that smell
should be regardedas the unmarkedchoice, becausein the description it is a recall of
a past experienceand the temporal point is specified by the distal temporal adverb in
the final sentencethen. The proximal here not only is a cohesivedevice, but also leads
the readersinto the story and makes them feel this stnell, as if the story were taking
place right now. This kind of marked use of a proximal for visualization is seenless in
SA-NTC than in SA-TC. With referenceto the SC-SCL from the concordancesit is
difficult to identify such use of visualization in proximals; instead,distals seemto be
used more often - for narratives of distant objects, as will be seen later, in the
discussionof distals.
In terms of the function of distals, we have found in SA-TC that they are mostly
related to the expression of detachednessNTC, such tendenciesare observed.

physical or psychological. In the SA-

Example 5.4
ftt-Iff-TI

MPT-Mkk
1980

31'fiffa- (Jiang, November 2002).
(13T) He did not like the phenomenological theory popular with particle physics since
1980 either, regarding that as not the final theory.

In example 5.4, that refers back to the phenomenological theory in the previous
sentence.It is clear from the context that the characterspossesseda detachedattitude
towards the theory, and the distal demonstrative can help to highlight this kind of
effect. But again, compared with SA-TC, such trends are less clear in SA-NTC. In
SA-NTC, distals are not restricted to implications of detachedness,as example 5.5
illustrates.
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Example 5.5

UMFIRM,

T,
2003).
November
-(Wang,

(BT) That blue sea and sunny sky, red and bright sun, that mighty eagle flying in the
edge of the morning mist, touch many birdwatchers' hearts at Ling-Xiao Pavilion
around this time every year...
The example presents a description of a beautiful scene in a story of bird watching.
The distal in this description refers to the beautiful sea,sky, sun, and eaglesin the sky
in the distance. This context has no indication of detachedness;on the contrary, the
referents lead to emotional involvement - as indicated by the following sentence
"touch many birdwatchers' hearts". The use of distal proximals here obviously
reflects physical distance rather than the psychological distance.There is no definite
guideline as to when the writer should chooseto reflect the physical or psychological
distance,but when the writer choosesto be guided by the psychological distance,it
often results in a different effect on writer-reader interaction, since the writer's
attitude is more clearly presentedin their textual choices.
The tendency to reserve distals in the context of detachednessis even less obvious in
the referencecorpus. In SC-SCI, distals do not show such a trend towards restricted
function but have a wider rangeof functions.
Example 5.6

(SC-SCI).
(13T) a frank narration of a seventy-year-olddoctor's fear of and struggle with
...
illness, a deep reflection on medical ethics, and an attempt to reshapethe relationship
between human beings and disease,and between patients and doctors. That kind of
brightnessand wisdom makespeoplewann and inspired.
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In example5.6, the choice of the distal referencethat kind of is unmarkedbecausethe
brightness and wisdom referred to is not in the spatial-temporal centre where the
writer is located, but in a book, a textual world distant from the writer and the reader.
Unlike in SA-TC, in which we see a tendencyof making marked choices by pointing
towards a distant referent with proximals, the writers in SC-SCI tend to make
unmarkedchoices in such cases.This difference suggeststhat, comparedwith thosein
SC-SCI, the writers/translators' choices of deixis in the SA corpora are more
frequently related to psychological distance. In this example, if the marked effect is
desired,the writer may as well choosea proximal demonstrativeto bring the spotlight
on the emotional effect of "brightness and wisdom" and reduce distancebetweenthe
book, the writer and the readers.Nevertheless,in this example such markednessis not
present.
In conclusion, the qualitative finding in this section suggeststhat the profiles of the
functions displayed in SA-TC, which are distinct from those of the referencecorpus,
can also be found in SA-NTC, but with less clear trends. SA-TC and SA-NTC display
a generic feature of using proximals to point out textual coherence and to make
visualization in narration. Also, in these two corpora the motivation for using distals
tends to be psychological rather than physical distance.These particular featuresthat
distinguished the Chinese SA corpora from SC-SCI can be regarded as a unique
featureof the emerging genreof popular sciencein Taiwan. The finding that SA-NTC
shares similar patterns with SA-TC is potential evidence of the influence of
translation practice on non-translations;however, a less clear trend of interaction in
SA-NTC. than in SA-TC also suggeststhat the Chinesewriters may still be governed
by the Chinesenorm to someextent.
5.2.2 Personal Reference
The quantitative analysis of personal reference in 5.1.2 shows that the frequencies of
first and second personal references are much closer between SA-NTC and SA-TC
than between SA-NTC and SC-SCI. The similarity between the two SA Chinese
corpora is particularly salient in the frequency of IPP and 2P. The frequency of IPS
in SA-NTC (0.30%) is lower than that in SA-TC (0.41 %) but is still much higher than
in SC-SCI (0.12%). In what follows, the context of occurrences of the personal
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referencesin the three Chinese corpora will be examined basedon the discussionof
the use of these personal references in the translated corpus in 4.2.2 in order to

identify further any potential qualitative evidence of the influence of SA-TC on SANTC.

The first category to be examined is 1PP,as it is found to be an important interactive
strategy used by the translators, and contributes to the construction of solidarity
betweentranslators and readers.Readersare included in the interaction by the use of
inclusive 1PP - including the writers and the readers,or the use of IPP as a generic
reference,including everyone.
One use of IPP is for self-referenceto the researchers.This seemsto be a common
strategysharedby the three corpora. By using a plural reference,the writer minimizes
the presenceof self and stressesteamwork. The use of the first personplural pronoun
in sciencewriting has always been discussedin politenessas an avoidanceof FFAs73
(Myers 1989:7). Example 5.7 below is from SA-NTC.

Example 5.7

6.0
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/7r,
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-ý
(POUr-pa-ft 18
)- (Ma, September2003).

(13T)If we focus on the six incidencesof aftershocksbeyond the scale of 6.0 [and]
make an investigation, it seems that they- happen mostly in the area where the
Coulomb stressincreases,and the other two earthquakeswhich took place in Jiayi on
October 22 in the. same year, also have their centre at the area where the Coulomb
stressincreases(as indicated in the picture in the depth of 18 km.)
In example5.7, ivoinen is an actor conducting the research.IPP is commonly usedas
a self-referenceby the researcher,to stressthe team rather than individual. However,
we have also argued in 4.2.2, as in example 5.7, that in the genre of popular science
the use of I PP in the processof sciencemaking can be regardedas an inclusion of the
readers. The boundary between inclusive and exclusive is not, always clear, and
73The review of politenessand FTAs can be referred to in 2.2.5.
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sometimes both functions can be achieved at the same time (Wales 1996:62).
Therefore, the referenceof the first person plural pronoun may function as an act of
maintaining face in the sciencecommunity, but may also be regarded as a gestureto
involve the readers.Example 5.8 is an extract from SA-NTC.
Example 5.8
M M=
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(Zhang, November 2002).
(13T) The Taiwanese scholars such as Chen Yan-nian have started cooperation with
the scholars on the other side of the strait since 1998; currently they are further
conducting a joint research on Epidendrosaurus. This species of mini tree dinosaurs
with the features of birds, may largely change how we consider the origin of bird
flight.

In this example, wonzenis a genericuse which refers to all people's views towards the
origin of bird flight. In the translation we found many instances of ivolnen as the
74
indefinite
translation of
personal referencesin English , and in those circumstances
womenrefers not to the writers and the readersbut to anyone.In SA-NTC, this kind
of use is also commonly found,.often to refer to a viewpoint or a question, etc. shared
by all humanbeings.
In SC-SCI, we find that many usesof IPP appearto perform the generic function and
refer to anyone,but when we explore beyond the limited co-text in the concordances,
it becomesclear that they tend to refer to a particular group of people rather than all
human beings in general.Example 5.9 is one such case.
Example 5.9
MAMMA
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, ý2ffl, -P)JTIA-00ý,

74See example 4.14 in 4.2.2.1.
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(BT) Keynes once said that, whether the thoughts of economists and political
philosophersare correct or incorrect, their influence on our lives is much greaterthan
we imagined. In fact, the entire human civilization is governedby thesethoughts.To
create those valuable novel thoughts, to propose fresh new theories, undoubtedly is
the most important way we pay back society. In order to enhanceproductivity of
research, the colleagues in Academia Sinica work hard, purchase sophisticated
instruments,recruit researchassistantsand invite scholarsfor cooperation.
In the concordances(17 characterseach side of keyword), the underlined IPP seems
like a generic use which refers to the entire human race and their contribution to the
society. However, a larger co-text gives a clearer picture that refers only to the
researchersin the institution. These IPP can be regardedas exclusive if the readers
are not part of the institution. In SC-SCI, ivoinen has a high frequency of collocation
with terms referring to institutions - such as society, school, nation, organizations,and when ivoinen collocateswith thesewords they tend to refer only to the insidersof
the group. The differences, however, can also be related to the fact that SA aims at
public readers,whereasSC-SCI contains a variety of texts which include documents
circulated within an institution and therefore addressonly particular readers.Without
the direct accessto the context of the texts, we can only broadly conclude from the
textual findings that, in the SA corpora, more generic use of women meaning any
individuals is found than in SC-SCL

The difference of frequency of 2P between SA-TC and SA-NTC is also statistically
insignificant according to the log-likelihood test, which means that the two corpora
use 2P with the samefrequency. In SA-TC, 2P is found to involve the readersdirectly
by assigning readersthe role of actor in the clause,by asking them questions,or by
The two aspectsare also found in SA-NTC, as illustrated
giving them suggestionS75.
in examples5.10 and.5.11.

75Seeexam'ple4.15,4.16, and 4.17 in 4.2.2.1.
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Example 5.10

(Pu, May2003).

Fly,

(13T) In the first step of prospectus research, yqu thoroughly search for the literature
review in the field that ypu are interested in, carefully read the "most popular" articles
in the "most popular" journal, clearly understand the solved and unsolved questions in
this field. Then, ygu start designing your own experiments targeting the unsolved
questions.

In this example, the writer presentsthe stepsof doing researchand lets the readers.be
the actor.The readersare given the role to imagine themselvesfollowing the stepsand
being the'researchers.Therefore, the readersare involved in the interaction with the
writers.
Another strategy to invite the readers' participation is to ask them questions,or force
them to use their imagination by giving them a scenario, as shown in the following
example.

Example 5.11
PUMVIOW
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(Wu,

February2003).
(13T)If ygu want to use yLourcreativity, to keep a record of yLourera, even make an indepth examination of the most basic nature of human beings, will you write a great
literature work, or compile a dictionary?
In this example, 2P is accompaniedby the use of the if clause and question, and the
interaction with the readers is obvious. The readers are guided by the rhetorical
strategyto think of the questionsand to imagine the scenario.
Although thesetwo functions of 2P are also found in SC-SCI, the overall frequency of
2P in SC-SCI is lower than in the two SA corpora. Therefore, the writers of SC-SCI
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in
SC-SCI,
is
less
directly.
difference
Another
that
the
one quarter of
readers
address
the occurrencesof 2P are assignedthe role of objects. In the 205 instancesof 2P in
SC-SCI, fifty (accounting for 24.4% of all) are used as an object following a verb, as
in example5.12.
Example 5.12

IýN

ýA--,
L\

3iP,
VT\0ý'ýk I-Q

rp]H49M hi \L,
1EJ

Vi - (WU,

February2003).
(13T) Creativity is the key to an unknown future. Stimulation to. the potential of
creativity can have a snowball effect; it can improve your confidence, strengthen ygur
performance, at the same time help you to gain success in all kinds of fields.

When 2P is used as object, the readersare not invited to be the actor carrying*out the
activity, as in examples 5.10 and 5.11, but they are the receivers of the processof
action. The use of 2P as objects is much less frequent in SA-NTC (6.3%) and SA-TC
(13.6%), in which the readersare invited as actors to participate. Comparedwith the
ChineseSA readers,the readersof SC-SCI not only have less chanceto be invited by
the writers in the texts but they are more often invited to be.identified in a passiverole
in the texts.

The frequency of IPS in SA-NTC has the biggest difference from that in SA-TC

but
investigated
in
the
the
the
three
of
corpus,
categories
personal
references
among
frequencyis still much closer to that in SA-TC than in SC-3SCI
Comparing the concordancesof the key word 1PS in the three corpora, a striking
feature distinguishing IPS in SC-SCI from the two Chinese SA corpora is their
frequent collocation with reporting words, such as thinking and agreeing,and this is
often related to the expressionof strong, opinionated speaking voices. Example 5.13
is taken from SC-SCL
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Example 5.13

(SC-SCI).
(13T) If forcing students to study by making public their scores and ranks, ranking
individual performances,ignoring students' individual interestsand talents, I consider
[it] extremely unreasonable.
In this example, the writer expresseshis point of view about education. The first
personsingular referenceis collocated with renivei (meaning to think or consider) and
an adverb of degree extremely is used to modify his comments. Renivei collocates
frequently with IPS in SC-SCI (47 instances),but there is only one such collocation
in SA-NTC and zero in SA-TC. This finding conforms to our discussionin 2.5.2 and
4.2.2. that implicit self-referencesare preferred in Chinesebut they are made explicit
when the writers want to make a marked effect, for example to highlight their
personalpoint of view, as in this example.Therefore, the low frequencyof IPS in SCSCI reflects the preference of implicit self-reference in the Chinese norm, and the
high frequency of collocation with the strong opinionated expressionshows that IPS
is often usedfor markedness.
In SA-NTC, 1PS is usedmore frequently than in SC-SCI, and one of the reasonsmay
be related to "redundant" uses- meaning 1PSwhich are understoodfrom the context
and whose presence is not obligatory. In the discussion of the Chinese reference
system,Huang (1994:208) points out that when-areferenceis clearly understoodfrom
the context, such as in a topic chain, the zero reference is preferred. In SA-NTC, as
well as in SA-TC76,1PSare often usedexplicitly even when they are understoodfrom
the context.

Example 5.14
1998 If-O)ýfglft MMHJýq'm

(nytimes. com)

P-M

M iLL

(cnn. com) THr<-Mbý-E (aol. com)

76Seeexample4.18 in 4.2.2.1.
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(BT) Remembering that after coming back from the USA to Taiwan in the spring in
1988, the first thing I did was to connect my PC to the Internet. After connecting to
the Internet, I started to browse some websites that were often read abroad, including
New York Times (nytimes. com), CNN (cnn. com) and American Online (aol. com), as
if entering a borderless world. I often forgot being in Taiwan, suddenly as if still being
in New York. Because what I saw, read, and communicated, were all those familiar
things. Suddenly, I instinctively thought of the idiom "the end of the world is as if at
neighbour", or should say "the end of the world @ neighbour. "

Example 5.14 from SA-NTC is similar to the discussionof example 4.18 from SA-TC,
in which several instancesof wo are actually optional and can be understoodfrom the
context. Unless otherwise specified, it is assumedthat the subject wo carries out all
the actions in this topic chain. However, if the first person reference is repetitively
used, a different pragmatic effect is generated,such as the salient presenceof the
writer. This repetitive use of IPS in a topic chain occurs less frequently in SC-SCI
and is the feature sharedby SA-NTC and SA-TC.
Besides all the similarities pointed out above, the SA-NTC, however, displays a
feature of self-reference that is not seen in the translated corpus. It is found in SANTC that some writers use a third-person-pronoun to refer to themselves, as in
example5.15.
Example 5.15
VA

W,R'T_ffR), j
.

ARM

P
-1

-(Chen, June 2004).

(BT) As to the question of whether a hypnotized person can perform of [his / her] own

free will in a hypnotized situation, the writer's view is yes and no.

"The writer" (bizhe) as a self-reference is a strategy commonly used in Chinese in
formal register, such as news editorials, to minimize the presenceof an individual
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voice. In SA-TC, there is no instance of such uses,'but in SA-NTC there are eight
instances.In SC-SCI, there are six instances,so this formal expressiondoes not seem
to be of frequent use in other Chinese sciencewritings either. The eight instancesof
bizhe in SA-NTC are found in six articles written by three writers in SA-NTC, so this
may be related to the style of the individual writers. Therefore, the finding of this
formal register use of self-reference suggests that in SA-NTC the writer-reader
relationship is not consistentthroughout the corpus. Some writers adopt a more formal
tenor than others, which may be a habit carried over from their previous writing
experiencesin other genres.
In conclusion, in this section it is found that SA-NTC sharesmost of the functions of
the personal reference in the translatedcorpus that are identified in the discussionin
4.2.2. Both SA corpora use IPP frequently as the strategyto include the readers,2P to
addressthe readersdirectly, and IPS to presentthe writers explicitly as the narrators.
These interactive functions of personal references,although also identified, tend to
appear with a lower frequency in SC-SCL Besides, in SC-SCI, these personal
referencessometimeseven show a tendencyto exclude the readers- for example with
the use of exclusive 1PP, and to use IPS markedly to highlight the writer's
opinionatedvoice. Therefore,the qualitative analysis also shows potential evidenceof
convergencebetween SA-NTC and SA-TC. Nevertheless,some different patterns in
the use of personal referencescan still be found between the two SA corpora. For
example, the use of third personal reference rather than first personal reference by
some writers in SA-NTC suggeststhat some-Chinese writers still adopt a formal
relationship with the readers,which is less often seenin the translatedcorpus.Overall,
despite some minor differencesbetweenthe two SA corpora, SA-NTC displays more
similarity with SA-TC than with SC-SCI in this qualitative analysis, and further
supportsthe influence of translation practice on the non-translations.
5.2.3 Junction
The findings in the quantitative analysis (5.1.3) show that SA-NTC uses a similar
frequency of junctives as SA-TC does, and the frequency is much higher than the SCSCI. This apparent accommodation to SA-TC can be regarded as potential evidence
that SA-NTC

is influenced by translation practice in tenns of the representative
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junctives investigated in the corpora. Therefore, a higher frequency of explicit
junctives does not only exist as a unique feature of translated texts but is also
observedin the non-translations.Comparedwith SC-SCI, the explicit junctives in the
two SA Chinese corpora are especially salient in the representative additive and
adversativejunctives. This suggeststhat, in the Chinesereferencecorpus, additive and
adversativejunctions are largely achieved without explicit junctives, whereasin the
SA-TC and SA-NTC additive and adversativejunctives are added.The following two
examplesshow this contrast.Both examplesare extracts of descriptive texts, and they
demonstratetwo different cohesive strategies to link or show contrast of various
aspectsof the topic in discussion.Example 5.16 is from SA-NTC and example 5.17
from SC-SCL

Example-5.16
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(Qiu, April 2005)
(13T)[1] In the ISS image, [one] can also see a curved river structure. [2] And some
large-scalestraight extendeddark lines may be a geological phenomenonsuch as a
fault. [3] In addition, there are severalstructures,,like a meteor crater, although the air
can resist being hit by meteors,but judging from the history of the formation of the
Titan, the number of meteor craters is still too small, [and one] can see that it has
experienced geological processes such as wind erosion, riv er erosion and
transportation, or volcano and cause land reclamation. [41 In the pole area and the
equator, the landform. ze has more obvious differences, which may be cumulating
effects from seasonchange.For example, in a high latitude area, the river is wider,
deeperand longer, probably becausethe pole area has more rain (the South pole has
more clouds above the sky).
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This example is from SA-NTC. The writer presentsfour aspectsof the Titan: the river
structure, the fault, the meteor crater, and the geological features in the pole and
equator area.The description starts with the structure of the river -a continuous flow
from the previous proposition indicated by ye (also). Then the focus moves to the
geological movement of the fault, and here the additive junctive er is used. The
folloNvingsentencebegins with chvai (in addition), which signals that another aspect
of Titan's appearanceis to be expected.The fourth sentencethen moves on to the pole
and equatorareasbut here the flow of information is suggestedto be discontinuous,as
indicated by the adversativejunctive adverb ze. This aspectshows some inconsistent
features from the previous three aspects. The last sentence offers a possible
explanation for the fourth aspect,and the connection is provided by the exemplifying
junctive for example. The structure of this passageis bound together mainly by
explicit junctives. Although lexical cohesion (such as all the geological terms) helps
to maintain a link between sentences,in terms of the larger structure and progressof
the information, it is explicit junctives that guide the readers.
Example 5.17 is a description of Venus.The length of this paragraphis similar to that
of example5.16 and the writer also presentsfour aspects.But cohesionin this passage
is achieveddifferently from the previous example.
Example 5.17
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(SCSCI).
(13T) [1] Venus's terrain is undulating; everywhere [one] can see the traces of lava
and holes hit by meteors;from this [one] can see,Venus is similar to the Earth, [and]
also has the phenomenon of crust change. [2] Venus's hot interior, still possesses
power that can make crust rise or fall; this kind of great power of plate movementwill
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tear off the surface into tracesof cracks. [3] Venus' surfacehas 205 gorgesand strips;
V3uý
longest
[one] reaches6870 kilometres!
the
the scientist doesnot think it is formed
by water and glaciers, Iratherthad the result of lava with high temperatureand low
adhesiveness,which flows in a large quantity. [4] Mountain Maxwell is the highest
mountain on Venus; from its undulating appearance,scientists believe that Venus is
like the Earth, and has experiencedthe movement of continental plate sinking.
In example 5.17, the four aspectsare connected without any explicit junctives; the
only two junctives are used for explanation within the third aspect.The writer simply
presentsfour aspects in parataxis without connecting them with additive junctives
such as er or divai used in example 5.16 The junctive relation here is maintained
through a continuous theme progression.According to Daneg(1974), the significance
of theme is not only a departurepoint of a single sentencebut an important device to
maintain cohesion in a text. He (ibid.: 114) defines thematic progressionas:

the choice and ordering of utterancethemes,their mutual concatenationand
hierarchy, as well as their relationship to the hyperthemesof the superior text
units (such asparagraph,chapter,...), to the whole text, andto the situation.
Therefore,a writer's choiceof the themein eachsentenceis largely relatedto the overall
structure and rhetorical purposes of a text. Example 5.17 illustrates a constant
(continuous)thematic structure.

1) Venus' terrain.....

) Venus' heating inside

T(3) Venus' surface...
T(4) Mountain Maxwelr"M)

Venus's highest mountain

Figure 5.1 Thematic progression of example S.17
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The thematic progression as shown in figure 5.1 is: T(I) = T(2) = T(3) = R(4). The
difficulty,
but
fourth
first
the
the
sentence
readerscan process
sentenceswithout much
may cause some uncertainty as to whether it is still about the same topic or not.
Without the junctive as an explicit signal, the achievementof cohesionrelies on other
level.
higher
lexical
textual
theme-rheme
at
such
pattern
a
resources
as
cohesionor
Through the comparisonof the two - example 5.16 representsa common trend in SATC and SA-NTC and example 5.17 as the norm in Chinese,- we can seehow writers
in the SA corpora rely largely on junctives to construct the texts and to interact with
the readers.In SA-TC and SA-NTC the readersobtain more assistancefrom the text
producers,with more explicit signals in the processof reading, whereasin SC-SCI the
readershave to draw more co-textual (such as the macro-level structure in example
5.17) and-contextualevidence.
To relate the finding to the wider aim of this project - writer/reader interaction, - it
in
SA-NTC
the
to
translators
that
that
the
of
a
similar
adopt
strategy
seems
writers of
using junctives and thus facilitating the reading process.We do not have cognitive
if
Chinese
However,
to
we accept that
as
ways
readers
prefer.
evidence
which
deploymentof junctives can be regardedas an indicator of the writer's intervention in
the text and control over the readers,then we may suggest that the writers of SA
corpora generally have stronger involvement in the texts than the writers in SC-SCI
corpus.
Among the six categories of junctives investigated here, the largest discrepancy
between the SA corpora and the reference corpus lies in the adversativejunction.
Comparing the representativeadversativejunctives we investigated in the corpora,
SA-TC has 0.56%, SA-NTC has 0.48%, but SC-SCI has only 0.21%. One reason
could be that there are fewer adversativejunctive relations in SC-SCI and therefore
there are fewer instancesof adversativejunctives. It has been found that academic
science writings have a comparatively lower frequency of but than other genres
(Smith and Frawley 1983:353), and the reason suggestedwas that sciencegenerally
has a more "sequential argument structure." Therefore, one possible explanation for
the low frequency of representativeadversativejunctives is that the writings in SC-
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SCI share more similar features with academic'sciencewritings and therefore have
more sequentialargumentstructure, whereasthe SA corpora, as the genre of popular
science, are characterizedby the use of more junctives to interact with the readers
(Myers 1991:5). However, whether an adversativejunctive relationship exists in the
text or not does not necessarilydependon the relationships between the propositions
only, but also dependson the subjective intervention from the writers. In the literature
review, we suggestedthat junctives are often used by the text producersto exert their
control over the readers(e.g. Beaugrandeand Dressler 1981:74; Mauranen 1993:168),
and in the discussion of translation shifts in 4.2.3 we also see examples of junctives
added in the translation, largely depending on the translator's own interpretation
rather than a clear junctive relation indicated in the source text. Therefore, the
relatively low frequency of adversativejunctives in SC-SCI indicates that the writers
rarely intervene to interpret the contradiction in the texts for the readers,but simply
present contradictory propositions in parataxis to the readers.The following is an
examplefrom SC-SCI:
Example 5.18
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- (SC-SCI).

(13T) A meteor often falls with the sound as if bombing, gives light and falls;
sometimeswith no light, also no soundand suddenlyfalls on someone'sroof.
In the first clause the writer assertsthat the meteorsmay fall with light and sound,but
after the semicolon the writer continues to say that the meteorsmay also fall without
light and sound. Here two contradictory facts are presentedto the readers and the
adversativejunctive relations are left for the readersto infer. Judging from a generally
low frequency of junctives in SC-SCI, the implicit junction as demonstratedin this
example may be a more common strategy in SC-SCI than in the SA corpora.
Comparedwith the more active and involved attitude of the SA writers, the writers in
SC-SCI are more detachedfrom the t6xt and the readers.
The frequency of junctives* in SA-NTC in particular outnumbers those in SC-SCI in

the categoriesof additive and adversative,which may be related to the fact that these
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are the two most frequent junctive relations in the corpora. The other categoriesof
junction, however, all have statistically significant higher frequency in SA-NTC than
in SC-SCL Nevertheless,probably becausecausativeand hypotheticaljunctives often
require more reasoningandjudgement (Segal et aL 1991:50) and are more difficult to
leave out in the texts without influencing the linking of propositions, they are also
required to be made explicit in SC-SCL As for the two representative temporal
junctives, their frequenciesare low in all the three categoriesso the discrepancyis not
as salient as in the additive and adversativegroups.
As discussed in 2.5.3 and 4.2.3, junctive explicitation is widely considered as a
universal feature in translatedtexts (e.g. Blum-Kulka 1986/2000).The analysisin this
section suggeststhat junctive explicitation doesnot happenonly in the translation but
explicit uses of junctives also characterizeSA-NTC. Therefore, we need to explore
the relation of the findings here to our overarching aim of the influence of translation
practice on non-translations in terms of writer-reader interaction. Some Chinese
scholarshave also noticed the trend of increasing explicit junctives in non-translated
Chinese,' and conclude that it is a negative influence from translations. Tsai
(1995:243), for instance, regards "connected speech" - meaning texts marked by
explicit junctives - as a feature of "Europeanized structure" in Chinese.He criticized
this influence along with other Europeanizedfeaturessuch as excessiveuse of nouns,
articles, and passivevoice, which can make Chinese"cumbersome,cacophonousand
sometimesugly" (ibid.: 248). However, this view simply takes the texts as a product
and overlooks the communicative motivation, of the writers. In this analysis, we may
suggestthat, becausethe writers in SA-NTC share the same interest to interact with
the readers as that of the translators in SA-TC, they therefore demonstratesimilar
patternswith regard to the use of junctives as interactive features.On the other hand,
the writers in SC-SCI usejunctives less frequently, becausethey may, by comparison,
have a less strong interactiveness.Therefore, the influence from English may not be a
passive penetration from translations to non-translations, but an active adaptation
taken by the writers in SA-NTC becausethey want to achieve the same interactive
purposeasthe translatorsin SA-TC.
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In conclusion, section 5.2.3 shows a similar trend of explicit use of junctives in SANTC to that in SA-TC, which is regardedas a departurefrom the Chinesenorm. The
differencesbetweenthe SA corpora and SC-SCI are especially obvious in the additive
and adversativegroups, the two groups with the highest frequency, but the other four
groups also show a similar trend of using more explicit junctives. We relate the
findings to the explanation that the writers in SA-NTC and SA-TC both share a
stronger tendency to interact with the readers and therefore they use more explicit
junctives. The writers in SC-SCI are generally found to be more detachedfrom the
texts and simply present the propositions without explicit junctives, and the readers
are left to work out the junctive relations by themselves,whereasthe writers in SANTC, as the translatorsin SA-TC, are more involved in guiding propositional linking
for the readersand are more authoritative in interpreting thejunctive relations.
5.2.4 Hedges
The quantitative findings in 5.1.4 show that the frequency of the selected hedges used
in SA-TC (0.45%). is very much closer to that in SA-NTC (0.37%), whereas the
frequency in SC-SCI (0.09%) is much lower. This quantitative finding shows that the
patterns of hedges distinguish the two SA corpora from the Chinese norm and suggest
the potential influence of the translation practice on SA-NTC.

This section sets out to examine how the explicit uses of hedges are related to the
different writer-reader interactive strategies used by the SA writers and the other
Chinese science writers. The focus will not, only be on the discussion of individual
occasions on which the writer should use hedges or not, but rather on the writers'
overall choices to present contents that are less hedged or more hedged. The selection
of more established science discovery (thus less hedged) and more controversial
information (thus more hedged) is interwoven with the purpose of the writing (text
type) and the attitudes towards science (discourse). In other words, hedges as a
distinct generic feature in the genre of popular science must be discussed with the
judgement made in relation to the other two serniotic categories: text type and
discourse77
.
77The relationship of the three semiotic featuresis explainedby Hatim and Mason (1990) and is
discussedin 2.3.2
.
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The following are two examplesof scienceexposition: one a lesshedgedextract from
the SC-SCI (example 5.19), and one a more hedged extract from the SA-NTC
(example5.20).

Example 5.19
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(SC-SCI).

(13T) Why not use a machine to excavate a historical site, isn't it faster? The reason
that archaeologists can re-establish the history and culture of ancient humans, besides
basing on all kinds of unearthed relics and traces, more importantly is the temporal
and spatial relationship existing between relics and traces. Relics underground are not
only related to the time and the relative location with the ground, but also to the
relative horizontal position with other relics. Therefore, every little object, including
the location where it is unearthed, all pjay be-the most important evidence for future
explanation of the site. Archaeologists need to excavate layer by a layer in an order,
pay careful attention to the location of the relics, always keep pictures and records, in
order to preserve the most complete spatial record of the relics in the layer, enabling
future researchers to make correct and comprehensive interpretation. Also, most
unearthed relics are broken ceramic pieces; the general public often do not understand
the reason to keep these many ceramic pieces, what's the use to bring them back? In
fact, the daily commodities used by the ancient people are mostly made of ceramics,
so the historical sites have ceramics almost everywhere.
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This example is taken from the website of a digital archaeology museum and the
passageis an answer from the question and answer section. In this extract, several
questions are used, suggesting that the writer is anticipating questions from the
readers. Questions are often regarded as an important reader-oriented interactive
strategy (Hoey 1983:27). In the answers the writer uses only a few hedges so the
answers are presentedwith full certainty without hesitation. Only three hedges are
found in this example,but on a larger scalethey do not seemto tone down the writer's
confidence. Moreover, the use of boosters such as In fact highlights further the
writer's confidence towardsthe claim he made.
Example 5.20 below is a.different presentationof sciencediscovery.
Example, 5.20
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(Ma, September2003.)

(13T) If we focus on the six incidences of aftershocks beyond the scale of 6.0 and
make investigation, it seems that they mostly happen in the area where Coulomb
stressincreases,and the other two earthquakeswhich took place in Jiayi on October
22 in the same year, also have their centre at the areawhere Coulomb stressincreases
(as indicated in the picture in the depth of 18 km.)
What is interesting is that these big aftershocks and the two Jiayi earthquakesin
October, mostl happened at the edge where the shifts of stress increases and
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decreases.If compared with the locations of fault slips at the fault plane when the
major earthquakehappened,the location where thesesix major aftershockstook place,
has no obvious fault slips from when the major earthquakehappened,suggestingthat
this areadid not releaseany energy in the major earthquake.Therefore, the happening
of thesesix big aftershocks.may suggestthat that accumulationof stresshad reached
the limit when the major earthquakehappened,and the stress transformed after the
major earthquakecausedthesebig aftershocks.
This phenomenon seems to suggest: the location of big aftershocks pjay be

predictable.
This example is clearly different from the first extract in that the writer is presentinga
processof science finding rather than discovery. Therefore, it is not surprising that
more hedgesare used. A variety of hedgesare found in this extract, including modal
verbs, adverbs and verbs. These hedges function to assist the writer to "make the
being
limiting
damage
the
wrong" (Hyland
strongest claim possible while
of
1998:176). The writer clearly signals to the readersthat the claims made here arejust
hypotheseswithout solid evidence.Hedges are used as a negative politeness strategy
(Brown and Levinson 1987, see 2.2.5) that protects the writers from potential
challengefrom the readers.
The different degreesof expressionof certainty between the two examplesare clearly
related to their subjects; furthermore, the choice of contents to be presentedto the
public readersof scienceembedsthe writer's attitude towards and interaction with the
readers.The discussion below is not on the writer's choices of hedges, but on the
writer's choicesof more hedgedor lesshedgedsciencediscourse.
The less hedged content in SC-SCI suggeststhat the traditional Chinese writers tend
to presentto the public establishedsciencetheory or confirmed scientific discovery,
and the more hedgedtexts in SA-NTC and SA-TC show that the writers often present
controversial and hypothetical scientific findings to the public. The two different
selectionsof subjectscan have different reader-writer interactive effects. Martin (1985:
46-47) relatesthe expressionof certainty and necessityto the writer's attitude towards
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the readers:when little hedging is used, the status quo is presentedas a given fact to
the writers, who are supposedto acceptthe fact rather than think or challengethe fact.
By contrast,when hedgesare explicitly expressed,they tend to stir readers' responses
and make the readerschallenge the status quo. Hedgescan be regardedas signals of
the writer's invitation to the readersto participate in the processof sciencemaking to challengethe writer's unconfirmed claims. In the SA corpora, a higher frequencyof
hedges is found and more unconfirmed scientific information is presented, and
therefore the readers are more often invited to think and feel with the writers, to
becomeinvolved in the processof a confirmation or argumentationof a new scientific
finding. On the other hand, the writers in SC-SCI tend to feed the writers with
unchallengeableconclusionsso there are fewer signals for the readers'participation.
The two *different writer-reader interactive strategies reflect different rhetorical
purposesof popular sciencewriting. We see that in example 5.19 the writer presents
himself as an authority, and educatesthe writers with "correct" information. For
example, we note that the writer uses the reference geheral public as an imagined
questioner and thus distinguishes himself -a scientific expert - from the general
readerswho are less knowledgeable.The purposeof this writing is to give the correct
answer to the readers.The writer in example 5.20, however, is not giving an answer
but is rather sharing findings with the readers.The writer expressesher hesitation and
uncertainty in front of the readers.A comparison of the rhetorical purpose of these
two examplespresentsan interesting analogy to the study of English popular science
and textbooks. Parkinson and Adendorff (2004:388) compare these two science
genrestargeting the lay readersand find that:
[function] to summariseall knowledge that is currently endorsed
textbooks
...
as fact by the researchcommunity, while popular texts function as narratives
of research,reporting on new knowledge claims not yet endorsedas fact by
the researchcommunity.
In. textbooks, the writers are authoritative, presenting establishedfacts, and the texts
function to educate,whereasin popular science, the writers are scientists presenting
in the making" (ibid.: 393) and the texts function to inform and entertain.
66science
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Therefore, although the two genreshave the samescientist-laymanconfiguration, they
reflect different scientist-laymaninteraction.
If we take this discussion of the function of sciencewriting as a distinction between
popular science and textbooks, it can be found that example 5.20 conforms more to
the English definition of the genreof popular science,whereasexample 5.19, with the
78
discourse
function to endorse establishedfact, resemblesthe
of science textbooks
The different function of writing sought by the writers in SA-NTC is likely to, be an
influence of English popular science writings via translation practice. Under the.
influence of the subjects chosen and the function of texts intended in the English
Scientific Anterican, the writers of SA-NTC also aim at a similar presentationof
sciencein the making, use more hedges,and thus the readersare invited to participate
and challengetheir writings.
In conclusion, in the qualitative finding, a higher frequencyof hedgesin SA-NTC and
SA-TC than in SC-SCI is found to relate to the text type and the writer's interaction
because
hedges
In
SA
the writers tend to
the
are
corpora,
used
more
withthe readers.
involved
findings
the
the
more
often
and
readers
are
with
readers
share unconfirmed
in the processof thinking and challenging the information presented.In the SC-SCI,
fewer hedges are used becausethe texts presentedtend to be established findings
information
by
The
the
to
the
are
accept
science
readers
guided
community.
endorsed
lay
in
interact
finding
SC-SCI
it.
The
that
the
than
with
shows
writers
challenge
rather
readers by sharing the process of science in ýthe making, which is rarely seen in
traditional Chinesesciencewritings. This can be anotherindication of the influence of
translation practice on the non-translated writings and of the SA-NTC writers'
awarenessof different needsand requirementsof their readership.
5.3 Textual Analysis: Degree of Influence

Chapter5 contains a comparisonof the interactive strategiesin SA-NTC and SA-TC,
with the aim of exploring potential evidence of the translation practice on the non78Although Parkinson and Andendorff (2004) discussEnglish sciencetextbooks,Chinesescience
textbooksseemto perform the samefunction to presentknowledgeendorsedby the research
community.Therefore, it is suggestedherethat the writers in SC-SCI may copy the way that Chinese
sciencetextbooks are presentedbecausethey tend to presentuncontroversialfacts.
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translations. In 5.1, the frequencies of selected features show a general picture of
interaction in the three Chinesecomparablecorpora. Section 5.2 explores the usesof
interactive features in texts and any potential evidence of translation as a shaping
force. However, as pointed out in 4.3, interactive strategies display their unique
features from tpxt to text. The factors influencing the pattern of interaction may be
related to sub-genres,text-types, and the kind of relationship the text producersintend
to establish with the readers. This is also the case for the texts in SA-NTC. The
frequency of interactive featuresand their functions vary from text to text. Similarly,
the degreeof influence from the translation practice also varies from writer to writer.
It is not surprising to find in SA-NTC that some writers systematically use a higher
frequencyof interactive featuresin their writings than others.
To account for the different interactive patternsin the texts in SA-NTC, there seemto
be two main factors correlating with the features of interaction and their potential
influence from SA-TC. The first has to do with the rhetorical purposeof the texts. Just
as there are different genres in SA-E, the texts in SA-NTC also serve different
purposes and occasions. The non-translated Chinese articles are included in the
in
development
for
to
technology
two
the
of science and
purposes: report
magazine
the Chinese science community, or to introduce scientific knowledge to a wider
sciencecommunity from a Chinesepoint of ýriew.The latter texts are often written as
an introductory or supportive reading for a translation on similar topics in the same
issue.The writers could be journalists with a sciencebackgroundor scientistsworking
as academics.The journalists report developmentsmainly in the Chinesecommunity,
and the science experts can either report their research or introduce the latest
developmentsin their fields in the world. The professional role of the writers and
their purposeof writing can both influence interaction in the texts.
The frequency of the selectedinteractive features investigated in the present study is
also found to be correlatedwith the translators' backgroundand experiencein popular
sciencewriting. Some writers, such as the chief editor and the honorary editor, have
their articles published in every issue; some writers are also editors or translatorsof
the magazine; and others are scientists who are invited to share their researchevery
once in a while. We found in SA-NTC a tendency whereby the articles written by
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editors use more interactive features,whereasthe invited writers generally have less
obvious interaction with the readers.This may be related to the fact that the in-house
staff are more familiar with the genre of popular science (especially related to their
exposureto the English sourcetexts and the translations).They maybe more used to
writing for lay audiences,and they are more aware that readers of popular science
have different needsand requirementsfrom readersof hard science.Nevertheless,the
different interactive strategiesamong thesewriters may also be related to the fact that
the in-house staff and the invited scientists tend to produce articles,in different subgenres.For example, the chief editor's article is often informal, as if chatting with the
readers;the articles of other in-house editors and journalists are oftennews reports;
and those of the invited scientists are often more formal and related to their scientific
expertise. When different sub-genres are produced, it is inevitable that different
interactive strategieswill be found in the texts.
In the following section we are going to present two case studies that demonstrate
how interactive strategies and their potential influence from translations vary
accordingto the subgenresand the backgroundof the writers.
5.3.1 Case Study 1:

(Argument over Stars is Resolved by a

Sculpture)
This article is an argumentabout a new discovery in astronomy.In the first paragraph,
the writer tells a story in first personnarration about himself in a cold winter in New
York. When he reads the New York Times,
finds an interesting report about a
-he
statue of Farnese Atlas and the secret of astronomy hidden in it. The news report
suggests that the globe held by Farnese Atlas may feature an engraving of the
observationsof star clusters two thousandyears ago. Then the writer starts searching
the internet for more information and he finds two scholars debating-the issue. One
scholar suggeststhat the picture of star clusters is basedon Star Catalog written by
the first Greek astronomer Hipparchus. Another scholar suggests that Ptolemy's
Alinagest should be the blueprint of that globe. Finally, the writer compares the
picture of the globe held by Farnese,the Star Catalog and the Ahnagest, and he
concludesthat Hipparchusobviously had the right answer.
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The writer of this article is Zheng Zhilang, the honorary editor of ChineseSA and a
neurologist with a high reputation in Taiwan. He regularly writes a column named
for Chinese SA, and the article is always placed as
Ch.inesePerspective
the first article in the magazine.The topics may not always be within his expertise
(such as in this casestudy). The purposeis to presentsome scientific discovery which
he has found interesting and would like to share with the Taiwanese readers.The
tenor is often informal and relaxed.
In the following, section we will investigate how interactive linguistic resourcesare
full
is
in
but
in
be
Only
text
this
the
this
section,
used
article.
extracts will
presented
79

available on the ChineseSA website

Example 5.21 is the first paragraphin this text. The writer begins the article with his
personalstorybefore, introducing the issueto be discussed.
Example 5.21
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?h(Z eng, February 2005)
(13T) The outdoor temperature was only eight degree Celsius minus. [1] wouldn't

go

out in freezing wind unless to attend a conference. For the rest of time, I usually hid in
the hotel and watched more and more snowflakes
trees in various

falling

outside the window.

sizes in the Central Park in the front were like snowmen

clothes, who stood quiet. 1y and listen to the growling

wind.

Those

in white

I turned my head and

79http://140.119.115.32/sa/read.
(Last accessedon 31" October
asp?docsn=2005022199&readtype=ch
2007).
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focusedon the New York Times that was delivered this morning and laid on the table.
[1] felt excited about a piece of news in the science section. That was the most
exciting and praised discovery widely recognized during the annual conference of
American Astronomy Association in Santiagoin January.The public discussedit with
enthusiasmand many seniorjournalists also reported it with wide debates.'Although I
am not an astronomer,[I] could not help.being attractedby these reports. I couldn't
wait to search for more reports on the internet and clearer pictures of the statue of
FarneseAtlas, and to explore the backgroundthoroughly. Is that the picture engraved
on the statueor somehidden secretwhichmakes the astronomicalacademicsexcited?
First, the passageis characterizedby the first person narration with wo, the reference
to the writer. The writer's presenceis salient in the text, so the readersinteract with a
personal voice rather than an impersonal narration. The frequent use of deictics is
another characteristic in this article. In the category of deixis, the text has 14
proximals and 11 distals. Comparedwith the averagepercentageof deixis in SA-NTC
(0.96%), this text has a higher percentageof deictics (2.7%). Indeed, the alternateuse
of distals and proximals in this text plays an important role in specifying relative
spatial and temporal space in relation to the writer and readers.In this passage,for
example,we found that distals tend to refer to physical distance- scenesin New York
and events that happenedin the past. On the other hand, proximals tend to function
endophorically, referring to the topic being discussedin the utterances,such as this
report or this discovery. In this passage,becausethe focus is on the writer's travel
experienceand the topic of argumentationhas not been brought into discussion yet,
more distals are used. As the writer starts to discuss theýtopics, proximals begin to
appearmore frequently than distals, as shown in example 5.22.
Example 5.22
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(13T)This discovery is interesting.The precisecalculation of modem astrophysicscan
allow the position of orientation and coordination of start clusters in the past in
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relation to these of today to be speculated and calculated. Professor Shatter's
contribution is here. Becausethese precise calculations of time, it is also possible to
calculateon which star cataloguethe engraverof FameseAtlas made this globe
The text is a mixture of narration and explanation.The mixture of text types can also
be a strategy to attract the readers- by using the narration of travel experienceas a
bait to hook the readers,and then more difficult scienceknowledge can be discussed.
When the focus turns to the explanation of science,as from example 5.21 to example
5.22, it can be found that the writer's explicit involvement diminishes, and the
function of deixis shifts from physical orientation to textual coherence. Proximal
demonstrativesare used as cohesive devices to link phrasesand propositions, and
spatial adverbssuch as here are also used textually to refer to the proposition that is
being discussedin this part of the text.
After the argument about the sciencediscovery and when a conclusion is reached,the
writer starts to relate the significance of this issue to the readers.The readers are
involved towards the end of the text by the writer's assumptionthat they will have the
same feeling as he does. Example 5.23 is a clear example appealing for the readers'
participation.

Example 5.23
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(Zheng, February2005)

HU

(13T)Shaffer enabled us to share the achievementof ancient wisdom from Farnese
Atlas even after severalthousandyears.How can I not be touchedby and immersedin
the joy of ancient wisdom, wouldn't you say so?
The categories of IPP, IPS and 2P are all used in this short extract. First, a IPP us is
referred to as the beneficiary of the discovery. The IPP here can be replaced by
human beings in general, so the writer starts relating the discovery and himself with
the readers. Next, the writer talks about his own feeling by a reference to himself, and
then he asks for the readers' agreement by asking them a question with a second
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person reference.Through the use of explicit referenceto the readersand a question
as interactive devices,the readersare invited to participate in the teXt.
Finally, in the last sentence,the writer concludesthe text with his personalfeeling.
Example 5.24
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(13T) From another careful look at the statue, the face of Farnese Atlas who had
endured much humiliation in order to achieve great achievements, seems to find a
smile for the solution of the thousands-year-old secret?!

The writer's subjective involvement is clear in this sentence.The smile on the face of
the statue and the face which'had suffered humiliation are subjective judgements
in ade by the writer without scientific proof. In the final sentence,the writer's tone
shifts from that of a scientist exploring the truth behind the argumentto that of a lay
person who just appreciatesthe beauty of the statue. The personal attitude of the
writer is characterized by the emotive adjective renrufuzhoiig (a Chinese idiom
meaning people who suffer a lot in order to carry out important tasks), the use of the
hedge sihu (seeni), and an informal and unconventional use of punctuation ?!,
indicating both uncertainty and excitement. Furthennore, this punctuation ?! is also
directly interactive - an invitation to the readerto react to the text in a particular way.
To summarizethe writer' interactive strategies,first of all, the interaction is achieved
through the organization of the texts - from personalstory, explanationof the science,
appealing for the readers' feelings, and then personal feelings as a conclusion. The
exposition and argumentation are interwoven with personal narration to make the
texts more attractive to the lay readers.The interpersonalinteraction is characterized
by many personal references.The proximals are used mainly as anaphoric reference,
and the distals help readersvisualize objects in distance.Hedgesand other attitudinal
markers'(suchas punctuation) presentthe writer's personalfeelings more explicitly in
front of the readers.Finally, it should be noticed that the use of junctives is sparsein
this text, and this may be related to the fact that explanationdoesnot play a large part
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here, so junctives, in particular the use of adversative and causal junctives which
characterizemany other scientific articles, appearlessfrequently in this text.
In section'5.3.2,we will look at a text with very different interactive strategies.
5.3.2 CaseStudy 2:

(Does technology need management?)

The article80is the first in a seriesof articles published in a column namedTechnology,
Innovation and Management. In the non-translated Chinese section, besides the
contribution of in-house staff, other experts are invited to contribute to different
columns in the magazine.Usually several writers take turns writing for a column, so
each of them may write only one or two articles a year'.The writer of this article, for
example, has only published three articles in five years. According to the editor
(Zhang, M. 2006), theseinvited writers tend to be less certain about the kind of article
that Chinese SA expects them to produce, and frequent communications and even
instructionsfrom the editors are often needed.
The topic of this article is made explicit in its Chinese title (Does technology need
management),and the thesis is also clearly expressedin its Chinese subtitle placed
below the title (From a inacro point of view, science and technology are tivo
inechanismsthat have to be compatible ivith each other). The organization of the text
is rigid and straightforward. The first paragraphsetsup the backgroundand functions
as a.thesis to be argued against. The second paragraph begins with an adversative
junctive, and states the counter-thesis to-, be- elaborated further. The following
paragraphselaborate the reasonsto support the counter-thesisone by one. Finally, a
conclusion is made about what this column intendsto bring to the readersin the future.
The text follows a standardstructureof counter argumentation.
Example 5.25 is the first paragraph in this text. Let us look at how the writer

introducesthe article to the readers.

80The full text can be referred to on the ChineseSA
websitehttp://sa.ylib. conVforunVforumshow.
asp?
FDocNo=638&CL-- 16 (Last accessedon 3 I't October 2007).
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Example 5.25
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(Wu, March 2005)
(BT) Science research is similar to art creation, both relying on a group of people with
deep knowledge and skilled profession, working day and night on their products, so
that they can produce excellent pieces. The success or failure of a product depends on
the researchers' creativity, enthusiasm and concentration. In the process, external
requirements are often the biggest disturbance; the bureaucratic administration, in
particular, is often regarded as the biggest killer of creativity: therefore, science
innovation and management are often regarded as two opposite aspects.

Compared with the personal involvement of the writer in the first case study, this
introduction is very detached and less emotive. This extract contains no personal
referencesto writers and readers,and no deictics giving orientation to the readersat
all. In fact, this is the feature observed throughout the article. The only personal
reference used in this article is a generic use of IPP: neoretically, ive call it all
innovative system. The only deictics used are three proximal demonstratives,two
instancesof zhe as anaphoricreferences,and one instanceof ben, a formal alternative
of zhe, referring to the presentarticle. Three hedgesoften are used when stating why
technology and managementare contradictory. The hedgesin these statementsset up
an expectationfor the following arguments.
Among all the interactive featuresdiscussedin this study, the most salient one usedin
this article is junction. Even more salient, all of the junctives occupy the theme
position in the sentence,and they function to establish a macro-structural relation
rather than intra-sentential relations. We can clearly see the developmentof the text
by looking at the first sentencesof eachparagraphfrom paragraphtwo.
Example 5.26
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Nevertheless, from

a macro point of view,

technology

and science are two

mecbanisms that have to be compatible with each other...
Eýirst,modem. technology often relies on teamwork rather than talented individuals...
Next, in most occasions, all scientific

invention

needs to be converted into

commodities or services directly related to living...
Third, development of technology is closely connected to social system, and the
connection of the two needs further effective management.
Besides, many breakthroughs in technology

radically

change human beings'

traditional way of living...
Finally, the process of development of technology is full of all kinds of issues related
to management, and they are what the authors of this (ben, fon-nal register) column
intend to discuss...

Most of the junctives function as cataphoric junctives pointing out temporal
successivity in the logical development of the texts. In Halliday and Hasan (1976:
263), thesejunctives are categorizedas "internal type"- what they point out is not the
coherencein the events being talked about but the processof presentingthem. These
junctives generally involve less subjective manipulation from the writers who try to
persuadethe readersto accepttheir viewpoints, but mainly to presenta sequence.
Overall, the linguistic devices in this text do not seem to show a strong tendencyto
interact with the readers. The writer is not explicitly presentedin the text and no
obvious personal attitudes or expressionsare involved. The successivejunctives can
be regardedas a friendly considerationfor the readers,but other than that, the readers
are not invited to participate in any way. Comparedwith the first casestudy, this text
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foregrounds the issue being discussedrather than how the participants approachthe
issues.

5.3.3 Discussion
The two casestudiespresenttwo different interactive strategies.The writer in the first
casestudy uses a variety of devices to interact with the readers- personalreferences,
deixis, a story-telling introduction, a mixture of different text types, questions,and
innovative uses of punctuation. By contrast, the second case study uses fewer
interactive devices and the text is detachedand rigidly structured.
As pointed out at the beginning, interactive strategies are related to the rhetorical
purposesof the text. The first casestudy is more conversationalbecausethe writer is
sharing an interesting scientific discovery with readers and the writer-reader
interaction is like chatting with friends. By contrast, the mission of the secondcase
study is to give the readersan introduction to technology and managementfrom a
writer who is an expert in-this field. That is why the personal dimension is relatively
underplayed.
Besides the rhetorical purposes, the difference may also be related to the writer's
familiarity with the genre.The writer in the first casestudy has his own column and
his article is published in every issue. He is also an active advocate of science
popularization in Taiwan, and often gives public lectures on topics within his
expertiseto the public. On the other hand, the,secondwriter is invited to write for the
magazineless frequently and his main focus is still on his-,academicfield. His writing
may still be under influence of communication with a peer group in his academic
writings.
Overall, the section demonstrates that the interactive pattern does not show
consistency in SA-NTC, and its similarity or difference from the interactive pattern
observed in SA-TC can be governed by complex factors. A Chinese writer using
fewer interactive devices - in contrast to the trend of active writer-reader interaction
observed in SA-TC - may be interpreted as receiving less influence from the
translations; but other factors such as the communicative purposesof the individual
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text can also be an explanation.Therefore, although in the analysis in 5.1 and 5.2 we
in
devices
interactive
Chinese
trend
the
a way similar to
observeda
of
writers using
that of the translators, a closer investigation of individual texts shows that the writers
in SA-NTC use interactive patterns in different ways according to their
communicativepurposes.
5.4 Conclusions
This chapterpresentedfindings of interactive patternsin SA-NTC in comparisonwith
those in SA-TC and SC-SCI. The purpose is to identify any potential evidence of the
influence of the translation practiceon the non-translationsin ChineseSA.
Concerning the quantitative analysis in 5.1, it was initially observed that the
frequenciesof the four selectedinteractive featuresin SA-NTC are between those in
SA-TC and in SC-SCI, but much closer to those in SA-TC. SA-TC and SA-NTC use
the four selectedfeaturesmore frequently than doesSC-SCI.
The contextual analysis in 5.2 showeda consistentpattern with the statistical findings
that the writers in SA-NTC use deixis, personal reference,junction and hedges to
interact with the readers in similar ways, which is not or rarely seen in SC-SCI.
Nevertheless,there are also interactive strategiesin SA-TC that have not emergedor
are usedmuch less frequently in SA-NTC.
In 5.1 and 5.2 we identified trends prevailing- across the SA-NTC, and in 5.3 we
conducted two case studies to show variation among the writers in SA-NTC.
Although the overall trend is an accommodation to the SA-TC, the degree of
influence from translation practice and the patterns of interactive features vary
according to text-type and genre, and the experienceof the writers in this genre.The
creation of popular scienceas a new genre in Chineseis influenced by the translated
popular science writings, and it is also influenced by the purpose of the text. The
Chinese popular'sciepce writers may react against the norm of academic science
writing becauseof an instinctive awarenessof the needs and requirements of their
readership.
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CHAPTER SIX
INTERACTION IN TBE GENRE OF POPULAR SCIENCE
This chapter is devoted to a discussionof interaction in texts and paratexts.The first
in
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non-translated
findings will

first be summarized, and then interpreted according to the

instrumental/documentarydichotomy (Nord 1991)proposedin Chapter2, and also the
concept of mediation proposed by Hatim and Mason (1997). The discussion of
interaction in the texts will then be matched against evidence of interaction in
itself
its
This
how
the
step aims to
and
readers.
and
positions
publication
paratexts,
give more credibility to our interpretation of textual findings and is taken as a
precaution to avoid the circularity8l often found in discourseanalysis.The profiles of
the readersand writers - including the editors, writers and the translators of Chinese
SA, will be examined in order to shedsome light on the plausible explanationsof the
interaction designedin the ChineseSA magazine.

-

6.1 Interaction in Textual Findings
This section sets out to addressthe two researchaims proposedin Chapter 1. Section
6.1.1 tries to assesshow the translatorsdesign their interactive strategiesand how the
strategies differ from the source texts or the target-languagenorms. Section 6.1.2
endeavours to assess whether there is any -potential evidence of influence of
translation practice on the non-translationsin terms of the use of interactive strategies.
6.1.1 Translators' Strategies
The instrumental versus documentary dichotomy (Nord 1991) is proposed as a model
to interpret translators' strategies, because the distinction is made according to the
function of communication in the translation process, i. e. what kind of communication
the translator aims to carry out in relation to the target readers. The instrumental
approach designs a new communicative interaction between the ST writer and TT
81Seethediscussionof Stubbs(1997)on independent
evidenceandMyers(1999)on "re-materialising"
thetext in 3.3.4.
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between ST writer and ST reader, and 'IT readers are left as observers in the
communication. According to this definition, it seemsthat the strategiesadoptedby
the writers in SA-TC should be categorizedas instrumental. Evidence from time and
place deictic shifts and shifts towards inclusive first personal reference suggeststhat
the translator does not reproducecommunication betweenST writers and readers,but
involves the TT readersin the processof communication.
This dichotomy, however, is not very useful when we try to interpret our findings. In
Nord's explanation, the effect that an instrumental approach intends to achieve is to
i.
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original
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writing,
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notice that they are reading a translation (Nord 1997:50). Nevertheless, the translators
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the part of an observer listening to the conversation of two strange parties" (Nord
1997:50), which is Nord's description of a documentarytranslation.
These problems suggest that when a study like the present one focuses on the
interactive dimension in the translations only, it is difficult to apply a clear-cut
distinction between an instrumental and a documentary approach. To picture the
interaction in SA-TC more clearly, we may imagine that-,the ST writers and readers
and the TT translators and readersare all presented.In this scenario, the ST writer
talks to ST readers, and the translators stand beside the TT readers. Both the
translatorsand TT readersare observersin the communication. In some moments,the
target readerslisten to the stories that take place in foreign places; time and among
foreign people without the intervention from the translators. However, sometimes
82Oneexample
is "fraternity"(in thecasestudyin 4.3.1),translated
asRýMift(literallyasbrother
thatthereaders
thistermandtherefore
nofurther
eitherassumes
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club).Thetranslation
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when the translators anticipate that the TT readersmay have difficulty understanding
what ST writers say to ST readers,the translatorsoffer their explanations from their
understanding to the TF readers. At these moments, the spotlight shifts from the
communication between ST writers and readersto the translatorsand TT readers,and
this is when the deictic and personal shifts, explicit junctives, and hedgesindicating
the translators' intervention emerge.In other words, it is difficult to say whether the
translators create a new communication with target readers, but the translators'
interventions are clear. Perhapsa better way to account for the translator's strategies
is to describethem in terms of the degreeof mediation (Hatim and Mason 1997).Following Beaugrande and Dressler (1981), Hatim and Mason (1997:147) define
mediation as a continuum, explained as the extent to which the translators are
involved in "feeding their own knowledge and beliefs into their processingof a text".
The degree of mediation does not necessarily correspond to the communicative
interaction that a translation intends.The translators' intervention can be observedin a
literal translation or a domesticatedtranslation. The degree of mediation provides a
convenientframework to describethe translator's interactive strategieswhen only the
interactive dimension is focused on, as in the present study, and the aim of
communication is mixed.

At the two extremesof the scaleof mediation are minimal, which relays the genreand
discoursevalue intact from the sourcetext, and maximal mediation, which constitutes
a radical departure from the source text. The 'translators' mediation in SA-TC in
general should be categorized as partial intervention - the translator's interference is
only as much as is "compatible with easy intelligibility" (ibid.: 161). Unlike the more
heavily mediated translations, which may present a radical departure from the
discourseor genre of the sourcetexts, the effect resulting from partial mediation tends
to be changesin distancebetweentext participants.This is similar to what we found
in SA-TC: the translators' intervention in texts is clear, but the shifts result only in a
difference in the interactive dimensionrather than producing any radical changes.
To summarize the findings, the translators' presenceis clear in the translations, but
they conduct only partial mediation. The target readerscan recognize the texts as a
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translation from the notes and explanations supplied by the translators and other
paratextual features, and they can recognize the interventions of the translators as
mediatorsin the texts. Therefore, the sourcetext writers, the translators,and the target
readersinteract in the translations,and the translatorsstandcloser to the target readers
than the sourcetext writers.
6.1.2 Influence from Translation

Practice

Here we would like to bring the translator's strategies and the convergence of SA-TC
and SA-NTC into the discussion against the framework of polysystern theory (EvenZohar 1978/2000), as discussed in 2.4.1. We have pointed out that this theory, which
is based on literary translation, has been applied to studies of non-literary translations,
and the development of popular science writings in Taiwan today seems to fulfil one
of the criteria: that the translation has the potential to occupy the central position in
the polysystem. Because popular science writing is young in Taiwan, translations are
becoming an important resource to develop this genre in Taiwan.

In the textual findings in Chapter 4, we found that the pattern of selectedinteractive
featuresin the translation departsfrom the patterns observedin the referencecorpus.
This finding seemsto conform to the theory that, when the translations function to
create new and primary models, the translators' main concernswill not be to follow
the TF conventions, but they would be more influenced by the ST and ready to make
violations of the target norms (ibid.: 196). The convergence of frequencies and
functions in the use of interactive features in SA-TC and SA-NTC also suggeststhat
the SA-TC plays a dominant role in the system, and the;new models created in the
translationsseemto gain ground in the target system.
Although the textual findings seemto support the hypothesis that translation practice
has potential influence on the non-translations,we should be cautious about jumping
to a simplistic conclusion. In a similar study examining the performanceof translation
practice and the target norms (House 2006 and others, see2.4.2), the translations and
the non-translations are also found to display convergence in their frequencies of
interactive features. Two explanations proposed by House (2006:38-39) may be
applicableto the interpretationsof our findings:
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Model 1: the translationalprocesseffects changes
Model 2: the translationalprocessrenects changes
Of course,one possibility is that the communicative dimension in the target language
has undergone changes in recent years (maybe the result of changes in society in
general),so the translations simply reflect these changes.However, the presentstudy
has as its starting point an investigation of the potential influence of translation
practice on non-translations. The most important fact that supports our research
questionand interpretation is the ChineseSA publisher's statement,as already cited in
2.1.2, that one of the reasonsfor introducing this magazinein Taiwan is to provide a
canon that other Chinesepopular sciencewriters can follow. Furthermore, one of the
reasonsthey include Chinesewriters' articles in the magazineis to encourageChinese
writers to'enrich this genrein Taiwan. The texual findings in chapter 5 suggestedthat
the writers of SA-NTC have begun to react against the norm of Chinese science
writings and used more interactive strategies in texts to interact with their target
readership. Therefore, the translations are set by the publisher as a model to be
imitated by the non-translations and that is why we suggest that the translations
should be interpreted as the agent that effects the changes rather than reflects the
changes.
Another reasonto support our explanations is that in the discussionin the casestudy
in 5.3 it has been suggestedthat the degree of interaction in non-translations,among
other factors, seems to be related to the writer's exposure to translation practice.
Comparing the two case studies in 5.3 - and admittedly more evidence is neededin
order to make a general claim - we found that the stronger the Chinese writers'
exposureto the translations, the more similar the pattern of interaction they display
with the translations. This tendency suggeststhat the Chinese writer's practice is
strongly influenced by the translation practice, so it is more likely that the translations
effect the changesrather than reflect the changes.
Therefore, to answerthe secondresearchquestion in the presentstudy, it is suggested
that, based on the textual evidence from the interactive features examined in the
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corpus used in the present study, the translation practice in SA-TC has potential
influence on the non-translations in SA-NTC.

6.2 Interaction in Paratexts
This section sets out to seek further evidence of interaction in paratexts. The
paratextualevidence can not only allow us to have a fuller account of the interaction
84
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but
taking place the communicativeactivity,
also triangulate the textual findings
by matching the results obtained from the textual studies in chapter four and chapter
five with other evidence. Paratexts,such as prefaces,illustrations, or other reviews,
are often regarded as a supportive element around the texts. However, sometimes
paratextualmaterial can pre-determinehow the readersinterpret the texts before they
actually accessthe words in texts (Kovala 1996:141). For example,how the editors of
ChineseSA introduce the function and the role of their publication in the prefacemay
influence how the target readersacceptthe texts85 Furthermore, the role of paratexts
.
is even more important for translatedtexts. The study of translatedtexts should focus
not only on how paratexts accompanytexts, but, more important, how they serve as
"mediators between the text and the target reader" (ibid.: 120). Paratextsin translation
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following we shall examineprefaces,the visibility of Chinesewriters and translators,
and other visual presentationand layout.
6.2.1 The Publisher/Editor's Statement
The most direct way to look for the purposeof the SA Chinesepublisher in launching
this magazinein Taiwan is to look for their words in the preface. In the publisher's
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84Triangulation is an approachcommonly usedin the social sciences,meaningmatching textual
evidenceagainstexternal sources,or vice versa.Matching the textual evidenceagainstparatextual
information also helps to minimize the dangerof circularity in discourseanalysis (see3.3.4).
85As we will seelater in the publisher's statementin 6.2.1, the Taiwanesepublishersrecommendthe
magazinein the U.S.A. as suitable gifts from parentsfor their children, and this may build up a
Ferception that the scienceknowledgein this magazineis at an appropriatelevel for young readers.
16
The statementquoted in this section is from an introductory section madeby the publishersand
asp.(Last
editors and other scientistsfrom the SA Chinesewebsite http://sa.yiib. com/about/aboutO3.
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found emphaseson interaction with Chinese readers and the link of this magazine
87
development
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mainly of its "immediacy, timeliness and authority" and delivery of the latest
developmentsin science and technology. In the Chinese SA, although the authority
and immediacy of SA are stressed,its relationship with the readersis also emphasized.
For example, the publisher praises the friendliness and easy readability of this
magazineand claims that in the USA it is a magazinethat every householdmust have
and an appropriate presentfor American children at Christmas.The chief editor also
expresseshis vision that all science can be turned into public knowledge, and the
scientistsand the pubic can sharethe joy and the fruit of sciencetogether.The role of
this Chineseedition in Taiwan is said to bp to enhancethe competitivenessof Taiwan
in international society and to keep track with the progressof the world. What is even
more important is to promote the creation of Chinese popular sciencewritings 7 i.e.
the emergenceof a new genrein Taiwan.
How the publisher defines the role of this magazineand its achievementwill have an
impact on its presentation- both textually and paratextually. The textual strategy of
the translators and the Chinese writers in this magazine may, either consciously or
unconsciously, be influenced by and conform to the publisher's brief. In practice,
according to my interview with the editor (Zhang, M. 2006) and a translator (Yao
2006), the editors do not give specific instructions to the translatorsand the writers as
to how to interact with the readersor how to use specific interactive features. Only
general instructions based on the general Chinese translation textbooks, such as
correctness,fluency and good Chinese, are given. Therefore, the consistenttrends of
shifts and choices of interactive featuresmade by the translatorsare not the result of
instructions given by the editors, but more likely to be unconsciouschoices made by
the translators,perhapsunder the influence of the publisher's brief.

accessed on 31" October 2007).
87See "about us" in the English website: http: //wwNv.sciam. com/pai! e.cfm? section=history (Last
accessed on 3 I't October 2007).
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6.2.2 Visual Presentation and Layout
The paratextual presentation also shows how the, Chinese edition is designed
specifically for the target readers. The most obvious evidence that distinguishes the
Chinese edition from the English edition is its title Kexiteren (Scientific People),
instead of Scientific Ainerican. Clearly, this is a consideration of different target
readers". The design of the title of the magazine is an interesting design. The English
logo Scientific Ainerican is not replaced by the Chinese character kemlerell, but is
partially covered by the Chinese characters. This design, which is not seen in any
other international editions (which either keep or drop the English title), suggests that
the Chinese edition does not completely maintain or diminish the English source, but
it is left partially visible for the Chinese readers.

The cover story chosen in the Chinese edition is often different from that of the
English edition. The Taiwaneseeditors select the cover story basedon what they think
will be more attractive to the Taiwanese readers. Some articles selected as cover
stories in the Chinese edition but not in the English edition are "My? The
Neuroscienceof Suicide"(H JR!A, ft &? ), "The Early Evolution of All iIIIals"(-Ajjj1j
a story about a fossil discoveredin China - and "Back to the
in the
translated as Tailor-inade New Rice('-RIffl= iffffi*)

Future of Cereals" Chinese edition. These topics are either closer or more relevant to the life of

Taiwanesereaders.Articles that are chosenas cover stories in the English edition but
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scientifically specialized, compared with the preferred cover stories in the Chinese
edition.
The order of the articles in the magazine also differs. The most obvious reason to
adjust the order is becausearticles from Chinese writers need to be included. These
Chinesearticles are often placed beside the translatedarticles on the related topic, as
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88Not
all the international editions make such change in the title. Among the 19 editions, many, such as
the Dutch, Romanian and Greek versions, still keep the title Scientific Anterican in the translated
edition. It would be interesting to find out whether the unchanged title indicates less intervention from
the local publishers, i. e. whether they present only what Scientific American says in English but do not
localize the translations.
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particular topic from a local point of view. Other reasonsfor adjusting the order of
articles in the Chinese edition are also related to the degree of interest for the
Taiwanesereaders,which may differ from that of the English readers.The Chinese
edition always begins with the Chinese chief editor's words and a column called
ChinesePerspectivewritten by the honorary editor.
6.2.3 The Translators' and Writers' Visibility
The presenceof the text producers in written texts can be regardedas a signal of the
writer's interaction with the readers. In the textual analysis, we regard first person
references, hedges and other attitudinal markers as indicators of the writer's
involvement in the texts. In fact, the writer's presencecan be most clearly shown by
an introduction of their namesand other information in paratexts.
In the study of paratexts,it is found that the writers' namesare often foregroundedas
part of the general publicity machinery (Kovala 1996:137). In the English SA, it is
found that the writers' titles - such as Nobel prizes winners, governmentofficials, etc.
In
to
the
the
the magazine,the
are
stressed
enhance
magazine.
authoritativeness
of
writers' backgrounds are often presented in a box placed beside the main text. A
similar trend of using the translators' backgrounds as publicity machinery is also
found in the Chineseedition. In other words, the translator's "visibility" (Venuti 1995)
is a feature in the SA translations.The translator's name is always given below the ST
writer's name (except in news reports and other small columns). At the end of the
article, the translator's background is also given. Although not as comprehensiveas
the introduction to the source text writers, the translator's scientific expertise, which
may include their educational background, current science-relatedpositions, or any
other publications in the related fields, is always highlighted. The presentationof the
translators with their scientific expertise seems to endorse their role as mediators
betweenthe sourcetext writers and the target readers,and to entrust the target readers
with the interventions from the translators.The translators' backgroundsare important
in a partial-mediated translation becausethey do not only pass words from the ST
writer to the target readers,but they actively mediate and participate in an interaction
with the target readers.
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6.3 Motivation of Interaction
As stated in 2.2.1, interaction comprisestwo parts: the writer's position in texts and
the readers' responseto texts. This section tries to explore the magazine's readership
and the text producers' conceptionsof readership,and also the role and responsibility
perceivedby the text producers,with the hope of sheddingmore light on the trends of
interaction observedin texts and paratexts.
6.3.1 Considerations for Target Readers
An important difference that has been referred to in the textual analysis is that the
translatorsmay show more considerationand assistancefor the target readersbecause
of the different levels of science literacy between ST and TT readers. Scientific
American is well-known for being targeted at the "educated layman" in its English
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15 years old). In fact, the editor suggeststhat the proportion of studentsmay even be
higher becauseadult subscribersmay subscribe to the magazinesfor their children.
The editor acknowledgesthat this proportion of student readersis higher than that in
America, where professional readers represent a higher percentage.Compared with
the English edition and some other international editions who define the educatedlay
in
Taiwan
level,
the
seemto
of
readers
majority
audienceas people above university
be situatedbelow the strict definition of educatedlay audiences.
In fact, it seems that the publication of this magazine is intended for young students
from the beginning. The Chinese SA website9o invites several of the most influential
figures in the science community in Taiwan to recommend this magazine, and most of
them assume the target readers to be young students. Li Yuanzhe, the head of
Academia Sinica, considers the publication of the Chinese edition as a benefit to the

89Thefollowing recommendations
asp#4(Last
canbefoundon this webpagehttp://.sa.ylib.com/service.
on 31" October2007).
accessed
90http: //sa. yIib. comlabout/abotitO2. asp (Last accessed on 3 l' October 2007).
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Taiwanese students. Zheng Zhilang, the deputy head of Academia Sinica and the
honqrary editor of Chinese SA, expresseshis wishes that Taiwanese studentswould
be touched by the words and learn that the pursuit of knowledge will make their life
more meaningful. Li Guowei, a researcher in Academia Sinica, adds that the
magazineis a window open to the world, which will benefit many people in Taiwan,
especially the young people. Therefore, although the SA Chinesepublisher ostensibly
targets educatedlaypeople (i. e. people above high-school age), many young students
are also encouragedto read this magazine.
The editors actually seem to foresee that the magazine may be too difficult to
understandfor some of their potential readers.In a questionand answercolunm on the
website9l, it is suggestedthat many readerswrite to the publisher and complain that
the content is too difficult for them. The publisher answersthat this i's a magazine,not
a textbook, so it cannot explain everything for the beginners.However, the publisher
encouragesthe readersto keep reading even if they can understandonly sixty percent
of the content. The publisher also points out that various features,such as explanatory
boxes beside the main texts, are used to help the target readers.The Chinese writers
are also invited to write articles in fields similar to those of the English articles in the
issueto help the readers.The awarenessof the different educationlevel of the ST and
the TT readersmay motivate the editors and the translators to offer more assistance,
which may unconsciously account for their use of interactive features. In fact, the
editor (Zhang, M. 2006), a translator (Yao 2006), and a Chinese writer (Zhang, J.
2006) - although far from being representativeof the whole team - all expresstheir
personal feelings that the content of the English edition is difficult for the Taiwanese
readers.The evidence of the different education level of the ST and TT readers,and
the implication of the text producers' concerns for the readers"difficulty, may have
some impact on the more frequent use of interactive features and therefore a stronger
interactive dimension in the SA-TC and SA-NTC.
6.3.2 The Role of Text Producers (Chinese Editors, Translators,

and Writers)

We now turn to how the text producersin ChineseSA - including editors, translators
and writers - view their roles in the interaction with target readers.The summary of
91hitp: Hsa.
ylib. com/service. asl2#4 (Last accessed on 31" October 2007).
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the textual analysis in 6.1 concludes that the interactive strategies adopted by the
translators are characterizedby their strong involvement in texts to assist the target
readers.They not only pass information to the Taiwanesereaders,but also introduce
and explain the source texts to the target readers. From the analysis of selected
interactive features in Chapter 5, it is found that the non-translations also display a
similar pattern. The text producers' strategies can be accounted for by their
conception of the readers,as discussedin the previous section, and they can also be
explained by the text producers' perceptionsof their roles in the interaction with the
readers.
From the interview and other comments and reviews, it is found that the text
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6.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have discussed the trends of interaction observed in textual
analysis, and explored further paratextual evidence and plausible motivations that
manifest and explain the textual findings. In SA-TC, the translators show partial
mediation in the interaction between source text writers and target readers. The
translators,with more scientific background than the target readers,not only convey
the information to the readersbut also assistin the readers' processof reading. In SANTC, the influence from translation practice is found throughout the analysis of the
four selectedinteractive features.The translationsare found to play a dominant role in
the popular sciencesystem in the target polysystem.
The trend of interaction in SA-TC and SA-NTC

is put forward in paratextual

information, including the publisher's statements, the visual design of the magazines,
and the visibility of names and backgrounds of the translators and the Chinese writers.
Interaction in paratexts shows that the Chinese SA endeavours; to assist the readers
and highlight

the Chinese translators'

and writers'

role

in

the process of

communication, which is coherent with the textual findings.

The possible motivation for the trends of interaction has been explored, basedon the
two aspectsof interaction proposedin 2.2.1. Section 6.3 takes into account the factors
related with the consideration for the readers and the role of text producers.
Information gathered from interviews and other documents suggests that the
mediation by the translators and active participation by the Chinese writers may be
related to the fact that Chinese readerstend to be younger than the English readers,
and the Chinese scientists are given the social responsibility to promote difficult
scientific knowledge to the public.
Finally, at the end of the analysis, it is important to point out that the study aims to
interaction
in the translations and non-translations in Chinese
trends
of
salient
explore
SA, but the study does not claim to cover every aspect of interaction in texts.
Similarly, the discussion of motivations behind the interactive strategies is suggested
some of the factors among many other factors - such as gender,
individual style, translation training received - that may influence the text producers'
as involving
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choices. Interaction in texts can be achieved through a complicated network of
linguistic resources,and the pattern of interaction observedin texts can be motivatcd
by a variety of reasons.The presentstudy, although it focuses on selectedinteractive
featuresand textual examplesonly, endeavoursto point out some of the featuresthat
distinguish the texts in Chinese SA from traditional sciencewritings in Taiwan, and
shows that the ChineseSA may display unique featuresof its own and start to shapea
new genrein Taiwan.
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CHAPTERSEVEN
CONCLUSIONS
7.1 Evaluation of the Study
The aims of this study have been to investigate the interactive strategiesadoptedby
the translators and the potential influence of the translation practice on the nontranslations.To attain the aims, a theoretical framework has been established,drawn
mainly from the fields of textlinguistics, pragmatics, discourse analysis, targetoriented translation theories and cultural-historical approachesin translation studies.
The study is conducted by means of a corpus-basedmethodology. Three corpora
basedon the Chinese and English editions of the magazine Scientijilc American are
compiled specifically for the investigation of interaction in the genre of popular
science,SA-E, SA-TC, and SA-NTC, and a referencecorpus SC-SCI is also included.
Deixis, personal reference,junction, and hedges are used as the main indicators of
interaction taking place in the texts. The analysis is conductedfirst quantitatively and
then qualitatively. Although the main focus in this study is textual analysis, evidence
from paratextsis also examined in order to support further our textual findings. After
a brief summary of this study, we will evaluateits contribution and limitations.
7.1.1 Original Contribution
This study follows the view of written texts as an interaction and draws on a field of
related theories to establish a theoretical framework. Although a considerableamount
of researchhas been conducted in this field, our reviews suggestthat very little (see,
however, Thompson and Thetela 1995 and Myers 1999) has been attempted to
investigate how all the aspectsof interaction interweave and how different views of
the act of communication can provide explanations for the interactive phenomena
observed in texts. The present study established a model for investigation of
interaction in written texts by bringing together all the relevant aspects in
textlinguistics, pragmatics and discourse analysis, and demonstrates how these
theoriescan function togetherto investigateinteraction at different levels.
Another intention of this study is to adopt a corpus-based methodology to investigate

interaction. The study of writer-reader interaction has favoured mostly qualitative
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analysis, probably becauseit is difficult to analyse patterns of interaction in a large
quantity of texts. The presentstudy, however, basedon a suggestedmodel of corpusbasedstudy of pragmatics and discourse(such as that of Munday 2002) demonstrates
that a corpus-basedquantitative analysis can be integrated with a qualitative analysis
in the study of interaction. The corpus methodology has the advantageof identifying
trends of recurrent patterns, whereby human analysis can then be involved to
investigatemore specific examplesin texts.
In terms of the genre of popular sciencein Taiwan, to the best of our knowledge, this
study is the first comprehensivestudy of its writer-reader interaction and the relation
betweentranslatedand non-translatedpopular sciencewritings. This study extendsthe
discussionof the languageof popular scienceto the fields of pragmaticsand discourse,
and therefore it presentsa clearer picture of how popular science,as a genre,contains
a processof interaction between writers and readers,with complicated motivations of
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Finally, the presentstudy contributesto the construction of a linguistic model that can
investigate interaction in Chinese texts. The study of the interactive function of
language in Chinese is much less comprehensivethan in English. In this study, we
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7.1.2 Limitations
Within

the scope and time span of -a PhD study, it is inevitable that there are

limitations to the research, and the present study is no exception. This section will
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First, the' investigation of interaction in this study is based mainly on four selected
features: deixis, personal reference, junction, and hedges. Although in the
contextualizedanalysis we tried to bring other relevant featuresinto discussion- such
as transitivity, direct and indirect speech, and presuppositions - the trends of
interaction identified in the quantitative analysis are based on the four features
metioned above. The reasons for selecting these four features and the systematic
processof selectionswere explained in Chapter3, and thesefour featureshave proved
to be very useful in our model of investigation. However, needlessto say, interaction
in written texts can be achievedthrough a number of devices,not limited to thesefour
only. Even though the investigations of the four selectedfeatures all demonstratea
consistentPatternof interaction in SA-TC and SA-NTC, Le an active interaction with
the readers,we cannot rule out the possibility that other interactive featuresmay show
a different type of interaction.

The second limitation concerns limited evidence from paratext. Paratexts such as
mAterials surrounding the texts and interviews with the text participants are brought
into the study in order to confirm further our textual findings. Nevertheless,compared
with the proportion of textual investigations, the proportion of study devoted to
paratext is relatively small. In particular, the interviews involve only one editor, one
translator and one Chinese writer - although we did try to obtain the views of other
text producers from their published articles. The relatively small amount of
paratextualevidencecan certainly not reconstitutethe context in which the processof
interaction is taking place, although the limited amount of paratext evidenceseemsto
be consistentwith our textual findings.
The third limitation concernsthe rather basic skills of corpus processing.The corpora
involved in this researchare only minimally manipulated. The English and Chinese
texts are aligned, and the Chinese texts are segmented.The only data retrieved from
the corpora are word frequenciesand display of concordances.Only minimal tags are
edited in the corpus manually, such as the <break> and <merge> tags which indicate
sentencesthat are broken or merged in the translations. Owing to the limitation of
time, the corpora are not edited with more detailed tags such as part-of-speech,so it is
not possible to retrieve other useful statistics that may also reflect the writers' choices,
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such as lexical density and type-token ratio. The rather basic corpus skills may limit
the extent to which this study can benefit from the corpus-basedmethodology.
7.2 Indications for Further Research
Concerning the study in the same field, investigating more interactive features and
applying more advanced computerized techniques can be suggestions for further
research.We have pointed out in the limitation of the study that the four selected
interactive features do not encompassevery aspectof interaction taking place in the
genre of popular science, and the investigation of other linguistic devices may show
different patterns of interaction. Also, this study focuses mainly on quantifiable
interactive features- mostly words and phrases but it would be interesting to look at
how interaction may be achieved through macro-level structures, such as textstructure,texture, etc., and how the main topics are developedthrough the texts. In the
study of parallel texts, it may be found that the translators do not have much choice
when making changesin the macro-structure,but it would be interesting to investigate
the comparablecorpora and seehow the emerging trend of popular sciencewritings in
Taiwan has changedmacro-level textual structuresin comparison with the traditional
Chinesepopular sciencewritings for the public.
Also, in this study we have noticed that studiesof interaction in Chinesewritten texts
are scarce,and there are various ways in which the model of interaction proposedin
the present study can be applied to other genres, such as business communication,
advertisements,etc. The list of interactive featuresin the presentstudy is basedon the
repertoire of related studies, mainly in English, but as more studies are devoted to the
phenomenaof interaction in written texts, one may find that there are some linguistic
featuresthat are used specifically for interaction in Chinesewritten texts, or a similar
linguistic feature may have a different interactive function in Chinese and English
texts.

Another interesting field in the present study which can be studied further is the
influence of translation practice on non-translations in the genre of popular science.
The present study focuses only on the magazine.Scienfijic American, and more
evidence would be needed if one were to make a more confident claim on the
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influence of translated popular science. For example, a further investigation of
in
books
translated
science
magazines
popular
publications of popular science
or other
Taiwan can all be means of supporting - or challenging - our findings concerning the
influence of translations.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
Works Included in SA-E, SA-TC, and SA-NTC
SA-E

Date

Controlling Hurricanes

riter
Jan-05 Gary Stix
illiam Sheehan,
Dec-04
icholas Kollerstrom
and Craig B.
Oct-04 RossN. Hoffman

GadgetEnvy

Oct-04 Mark Alpert

Terror Bull

Sep-04 SteveMirsky

Mustangs,Monists and Meaning
Crippled but Not Crashed

Sep-04 Michael Shermer
Aug-04 Mike Corder

GeneDoping

Jul-04

Best-Kept Secrets
The Caseof the Pilfered Planet

The Mystery of the Voynich Manuscript Jul-04
Baby Talk Beginners
Jul-04
The Stem Cell Challenge

H. Lee Sweenqy
Gordon Rugg
Kate Wong

Lessonsfrom the Wolf

Jun-04 Robert Lanza and
Nadia Rosenthal
Jun-04 Jim Robbins

Death by Theory

Jun-04 Michael Shermer

The Myth of the Beginning of Time
A Confederacyof Smarts

May-04 Gabriele Veneziano
May-04 Gary Stix

The First Nanochips

Apr-04 G. Dan Hutcheson

Fly Me to the Moon
Draining the LanguageOut Of Color
Plug-and-PlayRobots

Apr-04 Mark Alpert

The Spirit of Exploration
A Strategyof Containment
Better Displays with Organic Films

Mar-04 GeorgeMusser

Four Keys to Cosmology
Ballot Breakdown
It's High, It's Far
Why Machines Should Fear?
A Great Echelon of Birds
Does RaceExist?
Circles for Space
BreathTakers

Apr-04 Philip E. Ross
Apr-04 W. Wayt Gibbs
Mar-04 Christine Soares
Feb-04 Gary Stix
Feb-04 GeorgeMusser
Feb-04 Wendy M. Grossman
Feb-04 SteveMirsky
Jan-04 W. Wayt Gibbs
Jan-04 Marguerite Holloway
Dec-03 Michael J. Bamshad
and SteveE. Olson
Dec-03 MadhusreeMukerjee
Dec-03 Gary Stix
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The Cells That Rule the Seas

Dec-03

Sciencefor Cops
Light Sails to Orbit

Dec-03

A Bridge Too Far
Waiting for Liftoff

Nov-03 SteveMirsky
Nov-03 W. Wayt Gibbs

Ultimate Self- Improvement

Sep-03 Gary Stix

Friable Flowers

Sep-03 Marguerite Holloway

Questioningthe Delphic Oracle

Aug-03 John R. Hale, Jelle
Zeilinga de Boer,
Jeffrey P. Chanton
and Henry A. Spiller
Aug-03 SteveNadis

Nov-03

teve Nadis
ark Alpert
hilip Yam

Keeperof the Objects
Converging on the Couch

Aug-03 W. Wayt Gibbs

You Can PatentThat?

Jul-03

Self-Repairing Computers
Wired Superstrings

Jun-03 Armando Fox
May-03 Gary Stix

Working Weeds

Apr-03 Kathryn Brown

ScreenWriting

Apr-03 Mark Alpert

The RelentlessStorm

Mar-03 Gary Stix

Follies and Foucault'sPendulum
Why? The Neuroscienceof Suicide

Mar-03 Marguerite Holloway
Feb-03 Carol Ezzell

SheerLunacy

Feb-03 SteveMirsky

Back to the Moon

Jan-03 Mark Alpert

Throwing Einstein for a Loop
Controlling Robots with the Mind

Dec-02 Amanda Gefter

Gary Stix

Adding Sugar to Bioscience

Oct-02 Miguel A. L.
Nicolelis and John K.
Chapi
Oct-02 Mike May

Real Time

Sep-02 Gary Stix

How to Build a Time Machine
A Promenadewith Prosimians
Human-freeKick

Sep-02 Paul Davies

Soft Manufacturing
Machine Chic

Aug-02 Gary Stix

Who's Who
Thinking Big
WhateverYou Say
Journeyto the FarthestPlanet

Jul-02

Wireless Data Blaster
The Ultimate Clean Fuel

May-02 David G. Leeper
May-02 Vulic Wakefield

Sep-02 Marguerite Holloway
Sep-02 Dennis Normile
Aug-02 Mark Alpert
Paul Wallich
Jun-02 Gary Stix
Jun-02 W. Wayt.Gibbs
May-02 S. Alan Stem
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f Triassic

IMay-02 Imarguerite Hol

SA-TC

Date

YJ,lik,
M if -WM,
'EA

Feb-05
Jan-05 :EMRM
-:
1,4v
Nov-04
Nov-04 K-ijpj
Oct-04 VNIA.

1j"*N
VjAMM,

Tý

Translator

Oct-04

VA4
M,

VM5 ? NIQ ?

Sep-04 IMAIA,
Aug-04 ýt-"-Ja
Aug-04 ff%2ý

iM- 5ERRj RFRA

Aug-04 T LpM

MMflF-fIWMVR

Jul-04
Jul-04
Jul-04
Jun-04 #tRý

"rHq; ft&-MpI M! ?

Jun-04
71,
M
May-04 7A
May-04 WYM,
May-04 FELRO
May-04 till ng

IpI-i7-:::

KIMPPMOINN,A
m4
W11
rlý-,
ýSp,
2R
m 19fWm fp-j I'V9
-T-

fk
7-1
Apr-04 fW-Vý
0"
Apr-04 ýt,T-Is
Mar-04

Mar-04 4EýQjk, Ya

rimEL
ýý10
v91Eý
fwRIT-m Itf[II OfI- NJ
--I-

Mar-04

--II
i7liM

M--R

Mar-04 Myosý
Feb-04 RIVIV\,
ift,
&
XAl
TH
fI3,
ý,UY
5t

Feb-04 T--,bm

W?
)"0, , ýq'12,
U,
111,3ý
-44Zý

Jan-04

LuM
-T-

Jan-04 I't-ITIM

1Rfl-LR, Q; k-Hm!

Jan-04
Jan-04
Jan-04 MRAIA
VU3L
Dec-03 -44"-

Dec-03

-A
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Dec-03 I-VTK4
i
Oct-03
'MR,
Oct-03
Sep-03

Sep-03 jlf-92ý
Sep-03 fill
N*; U;!
Aug-03 61

;]",-TlIM'SMIM,
TIM

Jul-03 jaiW,)"

*RVIII-W-111--lifliff

Jun-03 fillNA
May-03 4E:-F&
A
May-03 KIM

WlEff,j

02*j

ME

Apr-03 PIRV,
Apr-03 fll, 92ý

K-L0a9k-lýMf-IIIR.
"M Fli,

§ý,
it
VdfN?
fl,
II
PYR"a
I ý-,
Lb
Q--f
NIV\JM-ý,
ý'fi
tilffl
y
11:
Lj-ý
?
IR

Mar-03
Mar-03
Feb-03
Feb-03

W

Dec-02

-ITMTVAIM
Eýý,
IB I
TAN,
Irm-IT-%T-qj5Ujj
MI WHIRRV3

MIN
S&I
EýPTTJ
-:
tt%2ý
M

Dec-02

amm-

Nov-02

T La

Nov-02
Nov-02

MR
Ri"ý
AI it Yýf-T, j4zqR
'ITLB FJA
WI
m rT p1l,NfIf

Nov-02
1ýý
Oct-02 FAIN::
Oqt-02 TýZ,
10,14
Aug-02

Mjlkjý

Aug-02

ARM

Aug-02

"141m,

PAnoOLI-40,ffm

Jul-02 WAV,

A "A'
-11MIPAIMA

Jul-02

LOPM-14

Jul-02 f.--9EW,
0

=IMP

Jul-02

SA-NTC

Date

-

U-JI110A

-T-Mm

Writer

?

IVINn,
[Where does human creativity come from?]
I?
[The origin of creativity is a myth)

Nov-05 AIN
Nov-05
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PA
IRAU.

[Readingmakesyour brain morecreative]

Nov-05

[The greateststudentin the history]

Oct-05

[Rice genomehasbeensequenced]

Sep-05 F11ir-PrR

[Chief editor' s column:Ceaselessly
growing teeth] Sep-05 ýý--7vffi
[Old Mr. Yang' s musicbox]

Aug-05

TiaT WT , f ýftT V!
L:,
J,
-.

[It' s goodto learn,and alsoto forget]

Jul-05

H-TAiLAIM

[Chief editor' s column:Man of a thousandfaces
andill-made noodles]

Jul-05

4EWR

8MA. Opt. "MIR
056

[Taiwanesehigh schoolstudentscompetein the
InternationalYouth ScienceForum]

Jun-05 1-700A

[Sciencebehindthe glory of democracy]

May-05 ROZA

[A splendourfeastof physics]

May-05 OPUM,

THItf*PHftfKj
I

!

[Titan is so similar to the Earth]
Apr-05
M Al -yy_
iM rol,MIFf
.9
[Following Jean-HenriFabrewith a camera]
Apr-05
?
[Doestechnologyneedmanagement?
]
Mar-05
?
[Is contentthe mostimportantin the digital world?] Feb-05
yOT",fiffflT
A, W-1; 0.1
[The starwar is solvedby a sculpture]
Feb-05
__-- r ý_V.
[Grapsidaewhich only eatsmarinesnow]
Feb-05
L- ffi,, LFr
4i
Affil*
[Far andnear,oil and water,memoryandforgetting] Dec-04
[A story aboutNobel Prize]
RFIDVi 01,if,4 L JA
[New RFID standardis introduced]
MI
F,
ZW)P,,
JJ7-1
!k
1
AIR IM4
[Small fire antscan causebig disaster]

RRV9`61901JR,
Iqj8v
12rFon

f0mi MJ,
!Nfýffi

Dec-04 RNZIji
Nov-04 VtTpi;
Nov-04 ri'larpfAa
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LM n,RM
[A story of chasingtyphoons]

Nov-04 --%fR&t

[Sharecreativity with the public in Taiwan]

r-vOct-04 AM-T-

[Einstein' s brain]
r j&g
?
_j
[Archaicjade technology]
rq)ýLA&_, IýN,
my
n,
E
Lý
F
)ý
ý?
7Eý
[Will the day after tomorrowbe a sunnyday?]
?
]
[Is Vemanimalculaguizhouenaour ancestor?
&-&- ZOT
kRBE,
ffl
ýIiýzn, I 5-IRL
-f[Smartapplicationof searchengine]
Aký [ý 3W-Imir)EPI-I
v
[CamelliabuisanensisSasakireappears)

Oct-04

EM OR
-:

Sep-04 MTmrA
Jul-04

R HAeu',

Jul-04

'M J"A
Jf

Jul-04
Jun-04 roR Ma

[Revisit Floyd]

Jun-04 EMMA

[Aspectsof hypnogenesisl
A Mr,*V, ]--(±YNA-4P
[GeorgeMiller in SantaFel

Jun-04

[Admire variety in the hugeuniverse]

Apr-04 I-E

[My screencan bend]
YJ
mýx
ýýI
-:
-11:
Bý,
[An unexpectedvisitor]

Apr-04 !%FP, -,

May-04 TUR-fff

Apr-04 *Z[A

9MIARTRE!
Apr-04 hHaM,

[Shouldwe changea brain?]

f41?
*1A,MrýýI T)ER

Apr-04 MW

[In favour of explorationthan science]
PTPMWý[Call streetsweeper]
6-1*Pj5M [AIR444
:;
;FIN[Key materialsof nanotechnology]
H)JI-'7e,

Mar-04 ýR- Y2
Mar-04 g-qfqlu)j

?

Feb-04 ýELUM

[Is necessitythe motherof invention?]
ROM-414'M
[Monks and scientists]
f IT!,ýj
[The importanceof biodiversity]

Jan-04
Dec-03 TT
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Tjj

T-,
'LfAllýý-M.
.,-,

LDWYATHM,

[Inbreedingof technologycompanies]

Nov-03 YhraOB

VMMARM
[Springwinds andeaglesin Ken Ding]
Nov-03
ýaNPMOMIMMAIT, ft ?
[How do the citizensparticipatein evaluatingscience
]
Oct-03
andtechnology?
[921 n MANIF-1
fThe fourth anniversaryof the 921 earthquake]
Sep-03
f-fk921 MYIZý,
-L
[After the 921 earthquake]
Sep-03
VNFIý
?
: RM
[Is thereany other way to saverareplants?]
Sep-03

bM
-EE,
"q F'.4
ANYA
Aý,VýF
4ý*M

(Standardmodelsare challengedagain]

Sep-03 *AA

[Age and scienceinnovation]

Aug-03 1%frMt

[Learnforeign languagesand studyscience]

Jul-03

1976 -'f MbA R6,&ý'F'EIV fT

[An outbreakof swineinfluenzain 19761
SARSO
[SARSCoronavirus revealits true features]
f W, MR ný,MIJ
IM91d,
mU
[The history andprospectof scienceresearch]
MMRIArp -f-Z®RIVAW4 11TC,
[The magicof invisible muonneutrino]

Jun-03

[In searchof dark materials]

Apr-03

Jun-03

M3 IS
-T-T-MME
E, bM
---

May-03 M
May-03 ýKL*3Z

MJ,
[A dialoguebetweentechnologyand society]
Apr-03
byýAYPI-V+H rill
[A wish to haveten daysfree everyseason]
Mar-03 TO
?
[Is dictionarycoding moreinterestingthanliterature
Feb-03
writing?]
?
[Do you alsohaveMycoplasmaGenitalia?]
Jan-03 rf43M
ff fA +f ýr-ýWW1j
kZM17[Crabscarryingthe cross]
Dec-02
?

[Do carnivoredinosaursalsoeat vegetable?
]
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Nov-02 NZONx-

I
IUN

[A 19" centuryChinesediplomatin Europe

Nov-02

[Nobleprize winner Yang Zhen-ning]

Nov-02

Mml T-5v-MHýrl
[Outcomersare not alwaysguests]
w+, Q I RMBNAHE
!
[Descartes,let' s look at the brain!]
ft9FT
9m
[A window sharedby the world]
MPOIFý MUM

Oct-02

[Genetics: from simplicity to complexity]

Jul-02

L5t-MA

Sep-02
Aug-02

ý9 4r ftý,01 )\, &-$

[Sendmedicinesto West Africa -a touchingstory] Jun-02
if ýROT
fl
OriLTIJ
[Catcheverything]
Jun-02
RMIMMft
?
[The post-genomeera?]
May-02
A, D'IL3ýA igEft--R vs-RI JýR
4z :Yq FAIF,M YLI?
r-im
-4
[Which one is the cause?Burst of basaltor clashof
]
May-02
planets?
[ChineseandWesternmedicinesfight smallpox]
f WJ 1 &ýqffifftqrg ?
[Doesn' t sciencehavecolours?]
5ý9- @Mz
[The world @ neighbour]
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E! Er-P
-:
M4ý3ý
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Apr-02
Mar-02 JMft,ý Vj
Feb-02 YM--t

APPENDIX B
List of Frequent Junctives and Hedges in SA-E and SA-TC
Rank

Junctive

Semantic category

Tokens

I

and
but

additive

2,682,863

adversative

454,096

2
3

alternative

370,808

4

or
Tf-

hypothetical

237,089

5

when

temporal

155,417

6

because

causal

85,183

7

causal

64,028.

8

so
however

adversative

57,150

9

although

adversative

43,635

10

though

adversative

28,801

Table 1. The top 10junctives in British National Corpus (100 million words)
Tokens
- 18,452
13,758
13,585
13,445

Rank Junctive
I
iff er
2
)ý_ji
THhan
3
flu YU
4

SemanticCategory

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

dan
-RRhuo
W deng
INA yinwei
ffiw suoyi

adversative
alternative
additive

10,242
8,317
8,070

causal
causal

Ak bing
PH-,
% ruguo

additive
hypothetical

7,592
6,529
6,171
5,336

12
13

[MiL yinci
M! danshi

causal
adversative

4,991
4,971

14
15

yoUyU causal
causal
Yin
1TUMsuiran adversative
ffiR erqie
additive
T-A, buguo adversative
MR yiji
additive
-411 keshi
adversative

4,191
3,476

16
17
18
19
20

additive
additive
additive
additive

3,011
2,613
2,598
2,511
2,487

Table 2. The top 25 junctives in Academia Sinica Corpus (5 million words)
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6

partly

8

admittedly

97 generally
I guess

almost

27 hypothesize 2

perhaps
plausible

appear

11 hypothetically 0

possibility

about

approximately4
6
argue

ideally

2

possible

implication

3

I show
41
40 sometimes 15
0 somewhat 2
7 speculate I

possibly

28 suggest
8 suppose

26
5

predict

13 suspect

5

around

4

imply

I

assume

4

indicate

assumption
basically

I

infer

10 prediction
4 tend
6
I predominantly 0 tendency 3
4 presumably 0 theoretically 0

(we) know
my/our belief 0 (it is) known 10 presume
I believe
0- largely
8 probability
3

likely

claim

4

could
deduce

2401mainly
2 may

demonstrate 10 maybe
doubt
3 might
essentially
estimate
expect
frequently
general

17 probable
3 probably

4

more or less 0
12 normally
5

1

,Njfii,-n 147 RZ-ý-

36 i-bH

15

18

30 71T
42 ýBfO

5

QT i-! 4
36 IF

AT

30 VJT

13

13
8

401would
2

17
14

0

seem

5

108

4

16 well-known 4

22 occasionally I seemingly
3 often
31 (can be) seen 5
16 partially
2 seldom
0

50 ),QR

-[Uý 42 'fO

I uncertain
22 unclear

5

relatively

(The number indicates their occurrences in SA-E)

29 iýl

4

1001
16junsure
prose
7 questionable I usually
81 quite
16 virtually

Table 3. The English hedgesexaminedin the study

fit
9

0 (we) think
I typically

Table 4. The Chinesehedgesexaminedin the study
(The number indicates their occurrences in SA-TQ
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